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0.1 Abstract

This thesis explores an extension to the concept of carrying geometric information

based on the theory of Typed Feature Structures. We introduce this extension, Geo-

metric Typed Feature Structures, as the focus of this thesis. Geometric Typed Fea-

ture Structures covers an important aspect ofdesign space explorers where their

symbol level representation carries 3D geometric information. Order Types are the

devices in Geometric Typed Feature Structures that carry the continuous infinite

domain information-that is, geometry. In this extension, theories and algorithms

are applied to two kinds of Order Type examples for carrying numerical values and

geometric information.

The thesis uses the concept of explorationindesign spaces by presenting a knowl-

edge level and its corresponding symbol level representation. An informal equation

offive concepts illustrates the design space exploration model and its falsification

test-design space explorers. Realisations of the exploration model and of design

space explorers are undertaken by creating coherent systems at both symbol and the

human-computer interface (HCI) levels.

Using a knowledge level (the SEED knowledge level) and its symbol level realisa-

tion using Typed Feature Structures, we present a domain extension of Typed Fea-

ture Structures for carrying geometric information: Geometric Typed Feature

Structures. Geometric Typed Feature Structures uses the types (Order þpes) as the

carriers for geometric information and other continuous domain information. We

describe the requirements as well as the conditions in which an Order Type can be

specified and synchronised with other domain knowledge.

Vy'e show an implementation for our Geometric Typed Feature Structures: Ordering

Geometry System. This implementation demonstrates the significance and useful-

ness ofrepresentation in geometry by generating various floor design layouts for a

typical Australian house-a single fronted cottage and the building enclosures.

Finally, advanced geometric representation in the HCI level is left for future work

and further research which lies within the computational design domain.

L
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lntroduction and Background

This thesis is the outcome ofa personal realisation and exploration in the f,reld of

computational design research. It covers from general design points ofview, speci-

fied domain knowledge and related research background to the proposed implemen-

tation and applicable examples. There are also several related research projects

illustrated in order to explore their common interests in geometric information and

to demonstrate the most needed domain knowledge in terms of the system level and

the HCI level.

My original intent and motivation were to focus on 1) how geometric information

can be represented in the symbol level and the knowledge level for a design space

explorer; and 2) how geometric information and domain knowledge can be synchro-

nised in the system level and the HCI level. They become clear and comprehensive

from the analysis oftracing back to the history ofcomputational research literature,

emerging diversity of views and gaining experience of working design space

explorers that assist human designers to explore design spaces in advanced levels to

work on the representation of geometric information which is the core of the com-

putational design research.

This thesis is organised in the manner of hierarchy research thinking and composed

in four parts. It starts with related research background and design projects, theoret-

ical and solid background to the implementation and examples which demonstrate

the result of a personal exploration in computational design and its contribution to

the field of computational design research.
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Part I is divided into three chapters:

Chapter l: "Introduction"

The very first chapter in Part I of this thesis provides a general introduction of

computational design research literature and includes several related computa-

tional design research topics.

Chapter 2: " Background: From design to exploration"

Chapter two then describes the background from design to exploration' It com-

mences with an account of the diversity of views on the computational paradigm

of design research literature. By analysing several dominated views for this

computational paradigm, this chapter provides a further understanding of the

phenomenology of design through the use of models and metaphors.

Chapter 3 : " Directly Supporting exploration-des ign space explorers "

Chapter three introduces a design space explorer which is the computational

system for describing, generating and exploring large design spaces for designs

in which its purpose is to gain experience and to learn from using design space

explorers and, furthermore, to enhance a deeper understanding ofthe computa-

tional complexity involved. Several research projects are discussed and useful

lessons are gained to evoke the realisation of knowledge level with the symbol

level representation for domain information-geometric information and

domain objects.

I
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Introduction

Design encompasses a range of complex mental activities for human designers.

This range covers from seeking design goals and creating forms to producing

designs in the physical world. The complexity of design makes the design process

very time consuming. It brings human designers under rapidly increasing pressure

due to time constraints from the requisition of efficiency in professional practice.

Over the past thirty years, researchers have attempted several different approaches

to this problem. One of the most crucial challenges to be faced is enhancing the

capability of design in any aspect for human designers, The approach of computa-

tional design research has achieved the further extension ofenhancing design

through models and implementations. Thus, the potential of computational design

research is revealed and discussed.

Computational design research is a special field of design research literature which

has been intensively exploring better ways oftackling and approaching designs.

The initial vision of using computational systems was to assist human designers to

visualise spaces and to draw them effrciently. By taking advantage of the recent

rapid increases in the capabilities of computational systems, human designers can

reach a more advanced level of design accomplishment in a short period of time. It

is more vital than ever before to gain a deeper understanding of design concepts

made possible by the interaction between human cognition and computer interpreta-

tion. In order to capture the essence ofcomputational design research and the effec-

tiveness of interaction between human and computer, the history of computational

research background is now unfolded.

Introduction 9



There have been over thirty years ofresearch in the area ofcomputational design,

beginning with the development of SketchPad[Sutherland, 1963]. During this time,

researchers and designers have endeavoured to characterise design using different

perspectives. It is becoming clear that a design environment supported by a compu-

tational system is important because it can integrate the complementary nature of

human and computer design capabilities. A human designer in conjunction with a

computational system can perform in a dynamic, flexible and exploratory manner

in design rpu""rl. By utilising the advantages of cooperating human and computer

designs, the subsequent designs which may be generated unexpectedly could be

beyond the capabilities of the human designer.

There are, however, limitations to the computational design systems currently

available. The existing artificial or computational systems for design representa-

tion, automated reasoning and problem-solving can only match a very small and

limited degree of human design behaviour. It is crucial and inevitable to extend the

research domain of the existing computational systems to match a larger degree of

human design behaviour. Finding a better approach to a representation ofdesign

problems is becoming central to the held of computational design research. A cho-

sen approach is characterised by its terminology and its logic work.

It is not possible to formalise all of the mental activities involved during the design

process. A terminology of "model" is introduced to represent an activity which

models part of the design phenomena. A model allows us to study and analyse the

characteristics of the abstract metaphor for the phenomenon of design. A useful

and successful model in the field of computational design research is important as

it allows us to express an abstract and partial understanding ofintuitive design.

Within the domain of computational design, exploration is one of the most widely

respected and useful models. It is commonly refened to as the exploration model.

The exploration model is used as a prototype for exploring possible altemative

designs in design spaces.

A design space is defined by the analogy to the problem space of Newell and
Simon[Newell and Simon, 1972].It consists of a representation scheme for designed arti-
facts, a set of constructive operators on the representation scheme, an initial state of a

design problem, a design problem and a set of knowledge which may be applied to a
given design problem.

Introduction 10



One of the most fundamental concepts of computational design research was

derived from the recognition ofexploration for design spaces. To demonstrate the

practicality and usefulness ofexploration for design spaces, we refer to prototype

design spaces systems, that is, design space explorers. Design Space Explorers are

very important computational systems that fully support design exploration in the

design process, howeve! there still is one issue that has not been successfully dealt

with. The issue how design space explorers represent 3D design instances in the

physical world deals with. Geometric information is the proposed solution to this

question ofrepresenting 3D design instances in the physical world.

L.1 Overview of dissertation

The overview of this dissertation is presented in the clearly structured manner of

research disciplines. Logical and hierarchical thinking are demonstrated through

proposing a hypothesis, and by introducing the ultimate goals to be achieved with

the proposed theoretical support in the field of computational design research'

Potential for further extensions of research and other related research directions will

be discussed later in this section.

1.1.1 Hypothesis

How to represent geometric information in design space explorers is still an unre-

solved research question. Utilising geometric information in a way of representing

design instances in the physical world is essential in the field of computational

design. According to this fact, the hypothesis of this thesis is that a uniformed treat-

ment for geometric information and domain knowledge is beneficial for the compu-

tational design research, particularly for the realisation of design space explorers.

1.1.2 Goal

The hypothesis can only be tested through implementing a design space explorer

which can carry geometric information uniformly with domain knowledge. Build-

ing a design space explorer allows us to gain experience in using design space

explorers and to understand the computational complexity involved. For this pur-

pose, a knowledge levell representation, a symbol level formalism and its function-

ing implementation are created. Within this symbol level formalism, geometric

l. The terms of "knowledge level" and "symbol level" are borrowed from
[Newell, 1982] as describing the design process as an ideal knowledge process.

A knowledge level has its corresponding symbol level representation.

Introduction 11



information and domain knowledge is uniformly represented. However, the func-

tioning implementation for geometry requires a disciplined and efficient way of

representing geometric information.

1.1.3 Approach

In order to present geometry in a disciplined manner, a computational model is

needed for large design spaces. The exploration model mentioned before needs a

high-level representation which we refer to as its knowledge level representation.

The realisation of the exploration model needs its symbol level representation. A

set of domain concepts developed by SEED, called the SEED knowledge level,

provides the underlying domain knowledge concepts. A symbol level representa-

tion using a formalism called Typed Feature Structures synchronises both domain

knowledge and geometric information in a uniformly representation. We call such

symbol level representation "Geometric Typed Feature Structures".

1.2 Organisation of dissertation

This dissertation consists of four parts:

P art I : Introduction and bøckground

Chapters I and 2 provide an overview of this dissertation together with an intro-

duction to the issues involved in research in the field ofcomputational design.

This is followed in the third chapter by a literature review of design space

explorers such as Genesis, Tartan Worlds, LOOS, ABLOOS, DiscoverForm,

Grammatica and SEED-Config.

Part II: Theories and algorithms

Part II outlines the theories and algorithms behind Geometric Typed Feature

Structures. We describe the SEED knowledge level concepts as the domain

objects for the computational system developed in this dissertation. Further-

more, a formal representation (Typed Feature Structures) is used and several

definitions of its knowledge components and their algorithms are described in

Chapter 5. The core theory of this dissertation-Geometric Typed Feature Struc-

tures-is described in Chapter 6.

Introduction

PART III: Implementation and Emmples

t2



In the third part of this dissertation we document the system architecture of the

Ordering Geometry System (OGS) with an instruction for using the OGS for

specifying geometry. This is followed by two examples-a single fronted cottage

(Chapter 8) and a building enclosure (Chapter 8.2).

PART N : Conclusion and future work

The final part of this dissertation summarises the inroads made on current design

problems using the working implementation and tools that we have developed

and identifies remaining and emerging design problems which may be øckled in

a further extension of our research.

Introduction 13
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2
Background: From design to
exploration

Understanding the phenomenology of design has metaphorically been recognised as

the basis for developing a characterised view on design. Since the domain ofdesign

is so large and the pursuit of individual interests is exclusive, progress in developing

diversity of views is rapid. This chapter commences with an account of the diversity

of views on the computational paradigm of design research literature. By analysing

several dominating views for this computational paradigm, we gain an understand-

ing of the phenomenology of design through the use of models and metaphors.

The potential view is often characterised as a metaphor or a model of design for

design spaces. In general, a design space is defined to be the structured set of all

solutions to a design problem, where the structure on the set allows one to traverse

the space in an orderly fashion. However, the aim ofthis chapter is not to investi-

gate relations between a particular view and its design spaces. The aim is attempting

to understand the diversity of views, to question the importance of having these

views, and to discuss the development of dominating views. Furthermore, we seek

to introduce the chosen view-state space search.

This chapter gives an introduction to the background ofresearch literature in rela-

tion to views of computational design in general. It then focuses in particular on the

chosen view of concurrent computational paradigms-that is, design as search or

design as exploration. The discussion includes concerns about particular

approaches towards a unified, dynamic and flexible computational model, This

model is the exploration model and its implementation is known as the design space

explorer.

Background: From design to exploration 15



A design environment based on computational paradigms must take into account

aspects ofdesign space for the relationships between the roles ofhuman designers

and computers. Such a design environment must justify its design capability and

emphasize the significance of its existence by exploring all possible alternative

designs within the design spaces.

Observation and investigation of evolutionary design transformation reveal several

difficult relationships between different views as well as a minimal common under-

standing. However, it is not important to seek either a higher degree of common

understanding or improved relationships between the different views. The most

important challenge is to take one potential view based on motivation of interests

and current design goals for utilising geometric information to represent design

instances in the physical world. Using this view we can explore the undiscovered

implications of design.

2.1 Views on Design

Design research literature is seemingly fragmented into what might be called

"views". Each view of design is distinct and has arisen with the development of its

terminology and logic work within the domain of individual research. One has only

toperuseacontemporarycompendiumofdesignresearchpapers, e.g'theProceed-

ings of the Artificial Intelligence in Design 1998 (AID98) Conference [Gero and

Sudweeks, 19981, to obtain a strong sense of the particular fragmentation in the

computational design domain. These papers are mostly self-consistent within the

same view. They are usually built upon a body of coherent literature that relates to

design views similar to those they espouse, and yet seldom is a source outside that

view referenced.

It is not simple to get an overview of a particular field just by reading a few relative

papers, but there is still much to be gained from within these relative papers. The

difference between the computational field and other design fields is that views do

not cohere in the computational field. There seems less to be gained by comparing

these relative papers with different views---rach view has unique characterised ter-

minology and logic and many different approaches are supported with convincing

arguments. Each view clearly has its own logical and theoretical supports for the

contribution derived from it. There is no clear basis for having different views in

t6Background: From design to exploration



the same field. On the other hand, the relationships between these views are not

readily apparent.

Participating in a conference in computational design highlights the problems inher-

ent in attempting to reconcile different views. Within the conference, much time

seems to be spent trying to debate the relative merits of one view versus another and

also in trying to understand the views espoused by other researchers. Such debates

inevitably distract attention from actual discussion of current research contribu-

tions. It seems most desirable to focus solely on one pursuit within a particular view

than to devote time to finding relationships between these views in computational

design.

Despite the diversity of views, there is still some minimal conìmon understanding

of design research. It seems clear within the community that each individual is deal-

ing with a complex enterprise and is constantly involving one or more agents and

producing representations of artefacts. This minimal common understanding of

design is, however, fundamentally built upon the notion of being goal-directed for a

complex enterprise with the assistance of computational apparatus and systems' The

notion of being goal-directed is embedded within each view since the ultimate goal

of an individual view is to make purposeful and possible decisions in the process of

design.

With such widely separated and divergent positions, one often discovers the

dilemma of decision making in different views of design. Most progress within the

field of computational design is made by presuming a particular position and then

playing out the consequences of that presumption. In contrast, very little light is

shed on design when we start to compare the views. A pursuit within a view

becomes an essential first step for the ultimate goal one sets up to achieve and for

the constructive contribution one is determined to make to the community.

2.1.1 Why do we have diversity of views?

The phenomenon of design and the minimal conìmon understanding in design

research literature have led to the development of distinctive individual terminology

and corresponding logic works. It seems difficult and meaningless to attempt to

seek a universal view cutting across the disciplines ofdifferent design research.

Instead of debating the existence of possible relationships between views or a estab-

lishing hierarchy of views, we should be exploiting the range of related information
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made possible by the diversity of views. It is essential to choose a particular view

to work within. One might wonder why we have such a diversity of views on

design and what the advantages of having such a range might be.

Some observations and outcomes of investigations have gone to answering these

questions. The answers to both questions are focused particularly on the complex-

ity of human enterprise and the common ground of understanding of views in com-

putational research literature.

The rich history of design research literature can be traced back to Leonardo da

Vinci in the fifteenth century and beyond, rühile what we now know as computa-

tional design has roots in this history, it can be viewed as having its own beginnings

in several seminal works, for example, modelling programs such as

SketchPad[Sutherland, 1963], the grammatical approach[Stiny, 1980], and the

mathematics of designs[March and Earl, 19771. Despite such relatively recent ori-

gins, computational designs have dominated design research literature for the last

35 years. Views for computational design are still emerging and displaying distinct

tendencies to develop diversely. The notion of mixed-initiation for computational

design embraces this diversity of views.

Each view on computational design is distinctive and its terminology is derived in

order to characterise the difference from other views. Each view is also considered

to originate from its logic work associated with a chosen framework in a particular

field. The complexity of the phenomenon of design means that all aspects of com-

putational design could not possibly be described fully by a single view only.

Diversity of views is inevitable in attempting to enrich an understanding of design.

As with any complex enterprise created by humans, diversity of views can lead to

greater design achievements. At the same time, it can challenge the limitations of

human capability. One must, however, take into account the fact that views will

change along with corresponding social structures, human needs and other con-

straints. For instance, a view is developed by focusing on one particular task of

computational design. If the initial intention of this view fails to fulfil the latest

changes and demands for social structures, human needs and other conditions, this

view will be modified, or perhaps a new view will be even derived from it. The ini-

tial view of utilising the computer in design resea¡ch was to use it as a drafting tool

for assisting human designers. Recent dramatic technological advances in comput-
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ing mean that this view is no longer sufficient or practically useful for updated com-

putational design research performed in a professional role. The view must be

modified or a new view must be derived from it in order to accomplish higher level

requirements.

The theory ofdesign, in general terms, gives an account ofdesigns or designing that

explains the structures of the design process. It also predicts possible outcomes or

alternatives. Examples of views on theory are the concepts and knowledge supports

for developing terminology and logic work. A conventional view concentrates on

seeking solutions for problems in the domain of human intelligence. A comprehen-

sive view for the design process should reflect the nature of design problems but not

the particular ways in which a human solves a particular design problem.

Nevertheless, a concise explanation of design intelligence does not currently exist

in the boundary of human capabilities. According to the initial design intelligence in

computational design research, Newell and Simon's view[Newell and Simon, 1972]

of "human problem solving" in the design process reflects the design limitations and

the ill-structured form of human design performance and not the particular nature of

design problems themselves.

It is important to recognise a potential view of utilising computers for assisting

human designers in any possible aspect of design capabilities. It is also important to

extend this view to envision a useful computational design tool for human design-

ers. Given our interests in the computational domain, it is inevitable that we analyse

the essence of views before committing to a pursuit within them. rùy'e seek a pursuit

within views that provides an appropriate representation at the symbol level as well

as a useful implementation.

The rapidity with which technological advances are being made means that current

views are constantly being outdated. Researchers must either invent new views or

modify those already existing in order to satisfy the demands of the real world.

There are currently several dominating views in the field of computational design

research. They are views on electronic media such as CAD and database, on con-

straints, on optimization and on state space search. A brief introduction ofeach

view is given with an insightful analysis of the research framework supporting each

view in order to demonstrate the distinctive characteristics of each. The ultimate

intention ofeach view is also identified in the following sections.
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2.1.2 What are some of these views?

Here we sample some views on computational design. We make no serious attempt

to trace their historical origins, offering instead a snapshot oftheir current under-

standing and relevance.

Electronic repres entation and Database sys tem

One of the dynamic views in computational design is an electronic media specialis-

ing in graphical representation. Its terminology is based upon the concept of Com-

puterAided Architecture Design[Eastman,I976,Mitchell, I9771'The contribution

of this view is that the abstract design concepts are transformed into electronic rep-

resentations in the form of database or geometrical computer graphics displayed on

an electronic drawing board.
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FIGURE 1. Intenelationships in the Design ProcessfromDigital Design Media[Mitchell and
McCullough, 1995b1.
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Design which utilises a computational approach for presenting shape information

has transformed the process ofdesigns from conventional hand drawing into an

electronic drawing representation (a famous diagram done by \ù/. Mitchell is shown

in Figure 1). This electronic representation often involves computational operations

such as transformation and the combination of different shapes in a two-dimen-

sional drawing or in a three-dimensional geometric model. This view of using elec-

tronic media for representation takes an initial vocabulary of shapes integrated with

a repertoire of shape transformation and combination operators [Mitchell, 1990b].

This initial vocabulary of shapes is established with shape algebra within the capa-

bility of computational design.

The earliest concept of utilising a computer drafting system is focused on assisting

human designers to visualise shapes as spaces. Further approaches for operating

shapes, such as rotation, translation, reflection and others advanced altered shape

commands become formalisation and essential for computational implementation of

a shape algebra later on. Such ideas are the fundamental basis for Ivan Sutherland's

SketchPad system, released in 1963[sutherland, 1963], which is regarded as the ini-

tial landmarkfor computational design research. Sutherland suggested that "the

usefulness ofcomputer drawings is precisely their structured nature". Such nature,

he claimed, "is critically dependent upon the topological and geometric structure

built up in the computer memory as a result of drawing

operations"[Sutherland, 1975]. Traditional drawings, on the other hand, have no

inherent structure and have unwanted black marks.

The graphical representation generated by electronic media also relies on the data-

base system which stores the computation of shape information. This database sys-

tem also plays the role of maintaining data over time, distributing the data

information spatially and documenting sufficiently up-to-date information. The

database system is mainly developed and organised to support the electronic repre-

sentation of shapes at successive stages of the design process. Extended research of

database systems has been undertaken and this research has been implemented in

the integrated design environmentl [Codd, 1970, Date, 1990, Katz, 1990, Mitchell

An integrated computer-aided design environment is one in which data files pertinent to a

project, software tools and physical devices can be efficiently put to many different
uses-by different design team members, at different places at different design stages in
the design process.
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and McCullough, 1995a1 in which the advanced flow of data has been systemati-

cally organised to support any electronic representation by computational systems.

Constra.ints

The view on design with constraints is about demonstrating and exploring the com-

putability of design. The concept of designing with constraints has been stated by

Gross [Gross, 1986, Gross et al., 1987] to be the process of defining an initially ill-

defined question or problem. It also proposes and examines possible solutions or

answers. A description of the term of an ill-defined question or problem will be

given later. The notion ofdesigning with constraints is developed upon the process

of seeking a solution or possible solutions to one particular problem. The view with

constraints integrated with the notion of computational design is stated to be a met-

aphor for a"constraint model" which focuses on articulating given questions and

on exploring possible alternative design solutions by utilising computers.

Its logic work is oriented towards explaining the design questions and towards

specifying solutions to these questions of search within a state. Gross[Gross et al',

19871 has implemented a prototype Computer-Aided Design(CAD) system built

around the concepts ofconstraint maintenance. He defines the view on design to be

an "invention to a set of specifications" or as the theory of designing to account.

The theory for such a view on design is ambiguous since "the result of designing is

difference between the specific charged and the details delivered." Gross also sug-

gested that this view on design represents the notion of an inner logic-both to the

human designer and to the problem-where an ill-dehned question is driven by a

reason there can be as many designs as there are designers.

The view of designing with constraints was developed in the earliest years of com-

putational design research. Important research which has been based upon this

view includes Sutherland[Sutherland, 1963], Steele and Sussman[Steele and

Sussman, 19801 and Borning[Borning, 1981]. All three use constraints to manage

and analyse complex problems within computational design.

Optimization

A different approach of views for computational design is Optimization. This view

takes advantages of the premier techniques in CAD by utilising the mathematical

tools of optimization theory, in which calculations and comparisons of design solu-

tions depend on different constraints[Cohon, 1978, Radford, 1981, Gero and
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Radford, 19841. The characterised terminology is determined by the notion that

computers are used to prescribe a set ofdesign decisions to accomplish a particular

goal. The logic work has been developed by Radford and Gero[Radford and

Gero, 19881 with the ultimate goal being to provide potential for better designs by

subsuming wider selections and a diversity of opportunities.

The techniques provided by the development of Optimization give human designers

insight into the nature and efficiency of good designs with a computational system.

An abstract model of design is utilised to present the possible role of Optimization

in relation to the general notion of design (the diagram is shown in Figure 2).The

components of this abstract model of design are three characteristic phases-prob-

lem analysis, design synthesis and design evaluation. The key feature ofthis model

is that the relationships between these three phases are not direct but cyclical[Rad-

ford and Gero, 1988, Snodgrass and Coyne, 199111. However, the disadvantage of

this model is that a comprehensive understanding cannot be provided for the rea-

soning involved in how a decision should be taken from an initial design. In brief,

Optimization can only provide us with a useful model of design synthesis that can

indicate how and on which basis design decisions are made.
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FIGURE 2. An Abstract Interpretation of three Phases in the Design Process[Radford and
Gero, 19881.

l. Such models can be traced back further to, for example, Asimov's model[Asimov,1962],
which did not fully take the optimization viewpoint.
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Optimization, as a model for creating information, forms a relationship between

the performance in design goals and the result of decision making in the perform-

ance. This design model of Optimization takes the notion of design synthesis as the

basis for the making of decisions within a language and within constraints. Given

external information, this model (as illustrated in Figure 3) creates a link between

possible decisions and their outcomes. A crucial link is between the desired deci-

sions and the conesponding performance in specific design goals. The view of

Optimization is focused on mapping design decisions and design performances

along with modelling characteristics and any information for the required decision

making.
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FIGURE 3. The Relationships Between Decisions with Constraints and Ideal GoalslRadford and
Gero, 19881.

Optimization models in computational design research have demonstrated the

effectiveness ofthis technical discipline for searchlng a design field for possible

alternative solutions. In addition, they simultaneously identify the best solutions

suited to the human designer's ultimate goals. The direct approaches of Optimiza-

tion provide a possible answer to the human designer's fundamental question of

how to f,rnd the best solution for an individual design. However, the disadvantage

of Optimization is that it imposes the inherently impossible task of formulating

meaningful objectives in a discipline characterised by multiple and ill-defined

objectives[Radford and Gero, 1988].
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State space search

The terminology of the fourth view, that of state space search, was initially gener-

ated from the recognition that design spaces may possibly be infinite. In terms of

formalised description, such a view has often been concerned with the rules and

constraints involved in tracing out a design state (as shown in Figure 4) within a

design space. The logic work of state space search utilises the rational and organ-

ised movement of search as a computational guided tool to reach the goal state in

design space. The logic work also focuses on searching for relationships between

generated design states and their edgel structures (the rule applications) ofthe

design space. Modifications and refinements of the requirements within a state and

within subsequent states are often changed by the rules. Often the modifications and

refinements are determined and transformed into different design states by the rules

and constraints applied. Further developments based on this view exert a significant

influence on the view which we have chosen to work with later in this dissertation.
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FIGURE 4. Possibilities of a Derivation Graph in the Design States[Woodbury, 1991a]

l. Design states can be described graphically-each design state is a node in the graph and
the derivation association between any two states is defìned to be the edge structure.
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The earliest idea of state space search as a process of design was introduced by

Herbert Simon in 1980 who defined this expressioninThe Science of the

Artificialfsimon, 19801. In this book, Simon suggested that the possession of effec-

tive heuristics for searching was a significant part of design competence. An early

precedent of such a notion was presented by Simon in a paper called " Style in

Design"lsimon, 19711, in which he questioned the phenomenon of design and the

behaviour of the thinking process for human designers, giving such conclusions as

"he solyes his problem by moving through a large combinatorial space inwhich he

adds one element afier another to his design... The richness of the combinatorial

space in which the problem solver moves., is the hallmark of design creativity."

The important aspects of state space search are both formalisible and computable.

Recent computational design research literature covers this formal description of

representations and search spaces, provides algorithms for rule applications and

focuses in particular on rule-based generation ofa corpora ofdesigns. Evidence

that a working computational implementation of a state space search is indeed

achievable is provided (along with the corresponding code) in the later chapters of

this dissertation.

A further development of the view of state space search is also seen in the work of

Rob Woodbury[Woodbury, 19871. He considers state space search to be a useful

design model in which one or more agents could trace out or discover a space of

designs by applying design-transforming operators. These design-transforming

operators are stated to express currently existing designs as well as examining

existing designs against the design criteria.

The views briefly summarised above are all well recognised within the domain of

computational-based research. Although there is no common design discipline cut-

ting across these different views, there is still a minimal common understanding

which embraces them all within the field of computational design research. To that

extent, there is no strong evidence to suggest that any one view is superior to any

other.

2.1.3 Why and how to choose a view?

The crucial factor for pursuing a specific view must be concentrated on an assimi-

lation of the common understanding behind all views. It also has to avoid the dis-

traction of attempting to find relationships between different views as discussed in
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the previous section. A clear vision ofperspective for a specific view is determined

by recognising the potential of one's interests and goals. A specific view, on the

other hand, must necessarily be carefully chosen to assist and cohere with one's pur-

suit of specialised interests and goals.

Questioning the usefulness of contributions made by a chosen view is central to this

dissertation. The view on which we shall focus is that of state space search in which

the issue ofexploration is centred. The reasoning behind this choice is given in

Chapter 2.2.3 along with some basic engineering background for a design model

called the exploration model. Recalling the ultimate goal and admitting one speci-

fied view on design we shall demonstrate a comprehension of design based on a

derivation of state spaces in the design process.

2.2 State space search is a useful view

A pursuit within a view can only be chosen based on the initial intention and inter-

ests of this dissertation-understanding design with computational assistance and

devising computer tools which support design. Following this logic, state space

search clearly promises to be an appealing choice given its precise approach to

design spacer and given also the broad selection ofrelated design research literature

available.

There are many benefits in using the view ofstate space search. The actual process

of design, for example, can be discussed in terms of a state space search; the design

process can be an informal description of searching for a solution (design) in a state

rpu""l. Design researchers often use the term search as a metaphor for design, thus

transforming the ambiguity of understanding design into characterised concepts and

rules for solutions in a design state (referred to here simply as a state). Understand-

ing design derivations and state transitions can lead to a deeper and more construc-

tive understanding of the process of design itself (and thus of architecture) in a state

space.

Furthermore, the body ofliterature on state spaces is extensive. The literature cov-

ers many facets of computational design-ranging from representation of one or

more states to transitions between states and large scale state spaces. In addition, it

l. State space may be dehned informally as a space which comprises states connected via a
derivation relation.
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also covers to a lesser extent the interactions between such spaces. To be able to

draw on the expertise and accumulated knowledge of so many experienced

researchers through their publications and computer packages can only benefit a

researcher working in this field.

2.2,1 The origins of state space search

The origins of state space search in design go back to the 1960's when Simon

[Simon, 1969, Simon, 1973] conducted empirical research which emphasized

design problem solving. As pointed out by Schon[Schon, 1983], using scientific

knowledge and technical skills to "solve" a broad range of "problems", and"prob-

lem solving", was the central agenda ofthis research. In the classic "The Sciences

of the Artfficiøl", Simon applied the model of "problem solving" to design prob-

lems and described the logic of design as "finding alternatives". This model of

"problem solving" was to become the core of state space search' Later, Simon also

discussed the features of ill-structured problems (design problems) in "The struc-

ture of ill-structured proble¡øs " [Simon , 7973f, as well as in "Human Problem

Solving" lNewell and Simon, 1972].

In brief, a theory of human problem solving that constitutes a basis for a conceptual

framework is proposed by Newell and Simon in"Human Problem So/ving" [New-

ell and Simon, 19721. Such a theory of human problem solving is comprised of five

major states. These are:

l. an "information processing system" (lPS);

2. aproblemspace;

3. using search as a metaphor for problem solving;

4. being influenced by atask environment; and

5. being supported by an external memory.

The human Information Process System (IPS) can be modelled as a group of

numerous memories acted upon by the processors, which process information from

sensory devices and perform physically in the real world through motor devices.

This is the inherent structure ofthe IPS. Significant actions are features ofthe IPS

as a whole which can affect the ability of the IPS to engage in problem solving.

Such behaviour can be characterised as "search in a problem space" where this so-

called problem space consists of the five constituent invariants proposed by Newell

and Simon[Newell and Simon, 1972].These are a set of symbol structures, a set of
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operators, an initial state knowledge, a problem and a set of knowledge. These

invariants are considered to be sufficient formalism to explain the complex and ill-

structured domain of design[Simon, 1973].

An example of a human IPS constraining search with certain characteristics, such as

the utility of depth first search for seeking information (such as data or documents)

in a hierarchical directory system, was proposed by Akin Omer in 1983[Akin

et al., 19831. A task environment for problem solving is defined to be the physical

world in which the performance of problem solving occurs. This task environment

often provides information which may determine the type of search which should

be used for problem solving. Searching with a particular task in mind can model the

behaviour of a human problem solver who is often supplemented by an external

memory,

Combining all these five invariants, the human IPS, the use of a problem space, the

performance of search, the constraints of a particular problem solving task and the

existence of an external memory device, provides a framework for comprehension

of a given problem solving domain.

Such a framework provides a basic theory for modelling higher level design behav-

iours such as problem reconstructions and stages. Furthermore, based on the theory

of human problem solving, researchers have performed empirical studies on this

framework as well as exploring the corresponding design domain [Akin et al., 1983,

'Woodbury, 19841. The framework and representation for the view of state space

search have been transformed into a search-based model, sometimes also refened to

as an exploration-based model[Archea, 1987, ]Voodbury, 1987, Smithers, 1992,

Gero, 19941 which we shall describe in the following section.

2.2,2 The state space search model

This state space search modelling definition ofthe process ofdesign has been

through a significant transition since its origins as a view of design as search [New-

ell and Simon, 1963, Newell and Simon, 1972, Newell and Simon, 1976,

Simon, 1980, Woodbury, 1984, Woodbury, 1985, Woodbury, 1987,

'Woodbury, l99lal to the current extended view of search which is design as

exploration[Smithers, 1992, V/oodbury, 199 1b].
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Within the model, an acclaimed extension to the search metaphor is the concept of

"puzzle making"l{rchea, 1987]. Using the exploration metaphor, Archea argues

that the design process is more like making apuzzle. By investigating the con-

straints and limitations of a unique design situation, designers can search for a pos-

sible solution for that situation without having knowledge of what the result will

be. Smithers extends this concept by arguing that searching for solutions to design

problems is not only a process of puzzle-making but also a process of puule-

solving[Smithers, 1992]. Smithers also claims that an important characteristic of

the design process for creating a problem is the revision of the initial requirement

description as the process takes place. In other words, a fundamental and essential

aspect ofthe design process is the transformation or interpretation ofthe initial

description into a well-defined problem statement. This aspect is not explicitly

dealt with in woodbury's early work [woodbury, 1991b], but is refined in his later

worklWoodbury et al., 1998]. Solutions do, however, eventually have to fulfil the

originally specified needs of the design problem. Smithers, on the other hand,

extends the concept ol"puzzle-makíng" to create a design model which focuses on

"design as exploration" [Smithers, 1992], thus emphasizing the nature of the

design process.

By using exploration as a metaphor, solving design problems becomes transformed

into a process of defining a problem which satisfies the design requirement that

motivated the problem in the first place. Smithers declares that the view of design

as exploration is a discovery which concatenates the creation and solution of a

problem-a feat which he claims can not be achieved by only using the search met-

aphor. However, Simon had written twenty years earlier in "Human Problem Solv-

ing", that "using goals has real consequences for the structure ofthe IPS. Ifthere

are goals, then, the problem must contain processes for creating goals, test them,

updating them, selecting methods for ettempting them, evoking them, discarding

them, and so on. Thus, a number of detailed specifications must be met by any IPS

that represents human activity directed goals" lNewell and Simon, 1972]. Chang-

ing goals during the search process is equivalent to conducting the exploration

process. Thus, the exploration view is in fact addressed in the framework of the

search-base model.

In brief, the so-called search metaphor, defined in Woodbury's early work, requires

that the structure and relations of a problem space are known a priori. On the other

hand, exploration can be characterised as a process to elaborate and refine the prob-
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lem spaces, and thus, exploration can be treated as a meta-search. The creation or

expansion ofnew states can be described as an exploration process. The subsequent

finding of a solution in the defined state spaces can be characterised as a search

process. In other words, the difference between these two metaphors is insignifi-

cant, and they seem to complement each other in a more unified view. We shall

hereafter use the terms search and exploration interchangeably in this dissertation.

On the other hand, the terminology for the exploration-based model called the

"exploration model" used in this dissertation with one unified meaning of search

and exploration, is espoused for the design spaces.

2,2.3 A description of the exploration model

For design researchers working within the view of state space search, the knowl-

edge level theory[Newell, 1982] is of prime importance. However, knowledge level

theory is significant not only to researchers working within a particular view but

also to the general practice of designing and engineering knowledge-based systems.

We shall now give a concise outline of the exploration model and in so doing will

give an exposition of the use of the related knowledge level theory in the design

process.

Several studies on design models give a formal treatment of the exploration model.

No specialised study currently exists which can completely model the process of

design. However, in the area of knowledge level theory at least, the exploration

model is more thorough and performs better among the design models.

Woodbury develops a concise equation[Woodbury, 1996] which neatly encapsulates

the approaches integral to the exploration model. The following equation accounts

for exploration with four major structures and views exploration as the action of a

set of operator,s on a representation all being guided by a search strategy and

memorylWoodbury, 1992, Burrow and Woodbury, 1998, Woodbury

et al., 1998l.This characterised set ofoperators is made up ofrepresentation, rules,

memory and policy. Each individual term recapitulates the compulsory work within

the framework of design exploration.
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We shall now give adetailed description ofthe characterised set ofoperators ofthe

exploration model. We note that these operators are seen on the left-hand side of
'Woodbury's equation, illustrated in Figure 5

representâtion + rules + memory + policy = search: explorøtion

FIGURE 5. Woodbury's Informal Equation for the Exploration Model[Woodbury, 1996]'

Design spaces are regarded as being formal and systematic. However, their undis-

covered structure can be dynamically altered at any time and external conditions

may be applied by human designers who can change requirements and transforma-

tion as well as goal structure.

A representation is a formal symbolic language for the concepts used in some

design domain. Rules are the transformations expressed with respect to this formal

language and these comprise two pafs: a precedent and a consequent, in which the

precedent is a set ofconditions to be matched and the consequent is a description of

the changes that rules make to a representation. By performing on an initial design,

rules often trace out a space ofdesigns. This suggests that the rules are changeable

and this recognition implies in turn that exploration systems in design spaces are

open-ended. In other words, simply applying a rule to a design state in various

trvays can lead to a potentially infinite number of design spaces.

Memory holds the designs in a space that has been found by applying rules. Tlte

designs in a space are also defined by the rules. A search policy sets a guideline for

all machinery (including humans). This is regarded as a critical intersection

between human designers and machine control in the design spaces where the

forms of information processing are inherently complementary.

In addition, the exploration model serves as a mechanism for organising, represent-

ing and expressing our understanding ofdesign as a kind ofexploration-based

behaviour. It is also about exploring the problem definitions and then searching for

alternatives which satisfy the problem definitions in some state space.

The exploration model of computational design was developed in order to under-

stand the knowledge process and treats the design process as a knowledge-based
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exploration task. Describing design knowledge is an exploration as much as is the

actual design process. Human designers often build up their domain knowledge

base progressively as the design exploration proceeds. Utilised in the exploration

model is an existing cognition of a design prototype for exploring possible alterna-

tive solutions to the ill-structured problems in design spaces. The exploration

model, however, needs to take a further extension in exploring design spaces. This

is why the symbol level representation of geometric objects needs to be included

during the process of exploration rather than after the exploration takes place,

The main intention of such an expressive equation is to describe the internal logic

work of the search or exploration paradigm for a specified computational imple-

mentation described later.

2.2.4 Reiflication

Why reify?

To convert a theory into a concrete understanding of the phenomena this theory

describes, a reification ofthis theory is needed. In order for reification ofthe theory

behind a particular view of design to take place, a representation of the implementa-

tion for this model is needed, just as any other scientific research requires experi-

mental justification for proposed models. The process of reifying a view of design is

defined as being the building of a useful tool using a representation based on the

model of that view. Given the nature of the exploration metaphor, such reification is

even more important for the usability of such a design model (and hence for the cor-

responding views of design). The reason for this is straightforward. As stated

before, views of design are diverse and hard to relate to each other. Without design-

ers proving the usability of a model, such a view of design will contribute nothing to

the design knowledge domain.

Additionally, a model needs its representation to justify itself, and a representation

which supports exploration can prove nothing until it has been successfully imple-

mented. The role of representation is vital for a model because it enables the

abstract concepts of the model to be transformed into two or three-dimensional geo-

metric objects. rilithout an implementation to utilise an intended representation, it is

also hard tojustify the capability ofthis representation and to demonstrate the capa-

bilities of the model itself. We have, therefore, shown that reification is a needed
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step for any computational design researcher who seeks to create a new model or to

modify or even extend an existing one.

How to reify?

To find an answer to the question of how to go about reifying a design model, the

role of reification in the real world needs to be considered. As we have described

previously, the design process is a mixed initiative process which embraces both

dynamic and complex behaviours. One would not be able to fully understand the

impact of a view of design without actually using a tool based on that view. Thus

one cannot only seek to create purely theoretical or abstract designs but must also

seek to change or to modify existing designs as a result of what one learns from rei-

fication.

The motivation for reification is that should such a tool prove to be useful to the

designers then this suggests that the design representation and the model which

generated the tool may well also prove to be intrinsically valuable. We see that

building a computational system which can perform state space search is the falsi-

fication test for the exploration model. Such a computational system is known as a

"design space explorer". Details about design space explorers as well as apossible

implementation of such an explorer are given in the next chapter.
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3
Directly Supporting exploration-
design space explorers

As a reification device for the exploration model, design space explorers are com-

putational systems for describing, generating and exploring large design spaces for

designs. The purpose ofbuilding a design space explorer is to gain experience in

using design space explorers and to enhance a deeper understanding of the compu-

tational complexity involved. For this purpose, a knowledge level representation, a

symbol level formalism and its functioning implementation are created to represent

the design instances. Much is gained from actual experience with a design space

explorer. This is why we emphasize implementation in the research process, as it is

the way to gain meaningful design space explorer experience and, furthermore, to

discover the needs for representing design instances in geometry.

We now review the design space explorers that have been reported as having actual

implementations. We stress what we learn from the implementations and what we

experience with them. Before these reviews, we sketch the components of design

space explorers and describe their inter-relationships.

3.1 Components of design space explorers

Given the informal equation of Figure 5 shown previously, components of design

space explorers include l)a state representation (representation); 2) the mechanism

to generate and refine the design representation(rules); 3) instances ofdesign deri-

vation(memory); and 4) rule control strategy and navigational assistance around the

explored states(policy). Each component presents an important characteristic of

design space explorers and is connected to each ofthe other components by a dis-

tinct relationship.
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A computational system is generally discussed in two levels-the system level and

the human-computer-interface (HCI) level. When designing a computational sys-

tem, one usually separates the characteristics of the system and of its human-com-

puter-interface for the simple purpose of modularisation. Implementing a

meaningful and useful design space explorer should thus provide each component

in both the system level andthe HCI level.

The system level provides the formal mechanisms for representing, creating and

manipulating design states and the space they occupy. The HCI level supports a

user or users accessing, viewing and working with design instances along with the

system level. The following paragraphs will describe briefly the four components

of design space explorers and their issues in both the system level and the HCI

level. These components are representation, rule, memory and policy.

Representation

At the system level, two common issues that need to be addressed in this compo-

nent are 1) representation formalism and 2) geometric information. The first issue

is simply a description of the formalism used. The second issue needs to be men-

tioned is because geometric information is one of the most common and required

characteristics of design representation (representation) in the design domain. Most

research projects have used 2D geometric information in order to reduce the com-

plexity of both theory and implementation. An expected hope is that the result of

using 2D geometry might be applicable to 3D geometric objects which can present

the virtual simulation of design instances in the physical world. Such intricate

transformation is not usually smooth and sometimes may be impossible.

Woodbury and Oppenheim suggested [Woodbury and Oppenheim, 1988a] that the

process of how to "reason" with geometric information in conjunction with other

information is the key for design representation. Historically, most formal knowl-

edge representation work has been done for the language domain, in which atomic

symbols and simple symbol structures suffice. Early design researchers used these

knowledge representations as a whole. When they encountered a need for repre-

senting geometric information, they simply pointed to it, The purported "reason-

ing" processes supported by the knowledge representation stopped when the

needed geometry was encountered. One identified key research problem, therefore,

is to make geometry-equivalent information uniform with other design representa-

tion according to the representation used. In addition, V/oodbury and Oppenheim
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stressed a need for a capability for expressing abstractions of geometric objects as

well as constraints over these objects.

At the HCI level, two issues are addressed: visualisation and manipulalion. Visuali-

sation ofrepresentation is a crucial issue in realising design space explorers. The

simple reason is because one can not explore a design space without knowing what

one is going to explore. Another issue in the visualisation of representation is to

have strongly visual feedback that allows users to understand the exploring effects.

Direct manipulation is also added as an important issue because certain design

behaviours are easily represented by it. For example, it is easier to draw a line by

dragging the mouse to point at two end-points on the screen than by writing a tex-

tual description of drawing behaviours. The visual impacts of direct manipulation

over representation will benefit the exploration process greatly.

Rules

The mechanisms (rules) which generate and ref,rne the design state from an existing

state are the main constructers in design space explorers. Furthermore, rule applica-

tion provides a mixed initiative framework for interaction in design space explora-

tion. In exploration, the incremental process to resolve conflicts between design

problems is more important to a designer than the set of solutions that can be

resolved autonomously by some computational systems. Efficiency of recursive

enumeration in finding alternatives is not an issue, since non-determinism in search

can be resolved by human interaction. The other two reasons for wanting a mixed

initiative environment are because 1) selection of alternatives depends on some

intangible and/or incomplete criteria and 2) there exist design spaces so big that it is

not possible to compute in them automatically.

It is hard to understand what rules are going to produce. A user is helped by 1) visu-

alising rules; 2) visualising their matches; and 3) working forward possibly to many

levels of results in the HCI level. For supporting rules in the HCI level, a visualisa-

tion of rules and their applications should be informative for comprehending the

concepts ofrules and should be supportive for providing rule controls (as policy

component described later). A different approach is also proposed in which there

are structured rules and a means is provided for decomposing these rules later
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Memory

Designs are arranged in spaces. Understanding the logic of arrangement is the key

to design space explorers. The third component (memory) in turn provides an elec-

tronic storage for recording design spaces. Most extant work has represented the

design spaces as a derivation tree. For example, Carlson [CARLSON9I] has

implied this concept to higher aspirations.

Another rich structure allows indexing/retrieval ofthe design instances in an exist-

ing design process or in different design spaces. In this structure, a design state

stored in memory can then be classified and applied to a different state later. In this

aspect, Flemming [Flemming, 1994] describes an approach called "case"-baserea-

soning which is a method for designs that can be retrieved and refined later while

still preserving the relations in a design space.

The issues in the HCI level are related to the visual understanding ofdesign spaces.

These includeyisualisationandprimary movement of design spaces. Design spaces

are incomprehensibly large and possibly infinite. Consequently, a visual assistant

for a visual understanding of the design space plays an important role in state space

search.

Policy

In the system level, three issues need to be addressed. These are 1) rule control

mechanism; 2) the mixed initiative support and 3) the parallel search support. Rule

control mechanisms in the system level provide the control mechanism to incre-

mentally activate the rules and to be able to choose which rule can be applied to

which state. In extending this control strategy to the design spaces, a support mixed

initiative environment is also an important issue of policy. When multiple agents

are searching the same design space, the controlling strategy among multiple

agents becomes another complex issue.

In the HCI level, interaction with the rule control mechanism is the key to explora-

tion-assistant tools for the user. Such interaction will allow users to decide which

set of rules should be applied, to know what these matched sets of rule application

are, and to control how to apply selected rules. In a possibly infinitely large space

such as a design space, an informative navigation assistant is very beneficial in

helping users to move around an explored design space, A control assistant (either

automatic or manual) is also an essential issue for policy.
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Summary

A design space explorer is a device that presents goals, operators and design possi-

bilities. It organises design states into spaces, provides means to access states and

applies operators to extend the explored spaces. Design space explorers must

present a mixed initiated environment based on the explanation of unfolding design

spaces. In addition, the process ofdesign is similar to the process ofgoal-oriented

problem solving, except that the goals of design can change during the design proc-

ESS,

3.2 Several implementations of design space explorers

In this section, tve review several research projects which have yielded implementa-

tions ofdesign space explorers. Most projects only address a subset ofthe issues we

described above, but all contribute important lessons to the enterprise ofdesign

space explorers.

The design representation and implementation that each project uses within the

framework of design space explorers are analysed. At the end of each project we

emphasize the substantial lessons gained from each project's particular contribution

as a completed implementation of a design space explorer in order to propose

emerging implementation for this dissertation. A completed version of the design

space explorer is discussed in two levels in conjunction with four components.

These are the system and HCI levels in conjunction with representation, rule, mem-

ory and policy. Critical criteria ofeach component in each level are presented

through questions (as shown in Table l). Given the constraints and focused interests

of each project, some questions will not be tackled due to inapplicability. These

unanswered questions will not be part of the structure of discussion framework pre-

sented in the following.

We include in this review only systems that provide significant insight on either

memory or policy at the system or HCI level. This excludes such noteworthy work

as the simple interpreter [Gips, 1975], shape grammar interpreter [Krishnamurti,

19821[Krishnamurti and Giraud, 1986], and shape grammar system lChase, 1989].
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A systematic and organised chart (as shown in Table 1) is presented to identify the

specified questions corresponding to each component in both levels.

representation rule memory policy

o
o

E
O

1. What is the

representation?

2. How is geo-

metric informa-
tion handled?

3. How do we
integrate geo-

metric informa-
tion and rule
mechanism?

1. What are the

descriptions of
the rules?

2, How do we
generate new
states using the

rules?

3. How do we
control rule
application?

1. What is the

structure of a
design space?

2. How can we
navigate in a
design space?

1. What are the
control strategies
(of rules)?

2. Is mixed initi-
ative supported?

3. Are multiple
agents sup-
ported?

o
o

O
E

l. How do we
visualise the rep-

resentation?

2. How do we
manipulate the

representation?

1. How do we
visualise the

rules and their
application?

2. How do we
author rules?

1. How does a

user view the

design space?

2. How does a

user move in the
design space?

1. How do users

interactwith rule
control strate-
gies?

2. What are the

navigation
assistants?

TABLE 1. A complete design space explorer should support representation, rules, memory and policy

in both the system and HCI levels. These are examples of questions applied in the following

reviews.
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3.2.1 LOOS

representation rule memory policy

o
o

o

ø

1.2D rectangles.

2. Basic spatial

relations
between 2D rec-
tangles.

1. A set of gener-

ation rules.

2. Sequential

alternative lay-
out structures.

l. A complex
derivation tree.

2. goto-parent-

state, goto-chil-
dren-state and
previous-alterna-
tive/next-alter-
native

1. A "tester" as

an evaluation
and control
device.

2. MI is sup-
ported.

3. No Support

o
o

O

1.2D display.

2. Generation of
layouts.

1. Visual
impacts on the

current layout.

2. Same as

above.

3. No Support

1. No Support

2. No Support

1. "Controller"

2. No Support

TABLE 2. LOOS supports exploration in representation, rule, memory and policy in the system level

and only supports exploration in representation and rules in the HCI level.

Background

The approach of LOOS[Flemming et al., 1986] and its following project

ABLOOS[Coyne and Flemming, 1990] was initially developed around a generative

system based on a2D rectangle representation. LOOS originates a mathematical

equation which models schematic layout, An extension of LOOS, ABLOOS devel-

ops a framework which represents and manipulates decompositional abstraction

levels and hierarchies. The system of LOOS/ABLOOS concentrates on problems of

layout designs involving the many typical complex issues relating to the design of

artifacts that need to satisfy some specific constraints. The layout design in the liter-

ature expects that computers can help in the generation and evaluation of acceptable

spatial arrangements for displaying a complex pattern of trade-offs. Such trade-offs

can actually accomplish some of the specified constraints imposed by the limita-

tions of human capabilities on the performance of designers [Mitchell et al., 1976,

Galle, 19861.

The layout design is an interesting domain for exploring a desirable structured

method for creating multiple alternatives. The restriction to two dimensional rectan-

gles provides chances for simplification without abandoning all practical relevance.

On the other hand, the functional decomposition mechanism that LOOS/ABLOOS

is using indicates a generic level of tasks that covers most disciplines and sub-levels

of complexities.
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system level

' Representation

Representationformalism underlies LOOS presumes the formation of 2D rec-

tangles into a directed graph. Each representation specifies discrete spatial rela-

tionships between 2D rectangles and suppresses continuous dimensional

properties. A set of feasible layouts is divided into finite subsets with a common

structure that can be enumerated via the generation rules of LOOS.

Geometric information utilises basic spatial relations such as above and below,

to the right of and to the left of, to define the structure of topological relations

between pairs of 2D rectangles.

Rules

Rule formalisn provided by LOOS is a set of generation rules that can be used

for inserting rectangles into a structure one at a time. These rules specialise con-

structing sequentially alternative layout sûuctures for a given number of rectan-

gles.

Rule application will generate a new design (state) automatically once the rules

are applied. However, these generative rules are fixed and implemented with a

presumption on the 2D rectangles representation.

Intervention points are ananged in an evaluation stage after the layout has been

generated. Given the generate-and-test paradigm, rules are mainly the devices

for generating layouts and testing by either a human or a machine tester.

Geometry in rules in LOOS presumes the 2D rectangle as the representation.

The topology ofa layout is dehned, based on the basic f,rxed spatial relations

"above", "below", "to the right of' and "to the left of'.

Memory

Design space structur¿ in LOOS is a complex derivation tree where LOOS fol-

lows the generate-and-test paradigm mentioned above. LOOS avoids any uncer-

tain performance predictions by maintaining a current best set of alternatives

and expanding in the minimal way of next round exploration. Even new states

are generated during the exploration process and formed a hierarchical resolu-

o
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a

tion result so that the generation process flows are revealed through LOOS sup-

porting the multiple states.

Primitive movement in LOOS provides goto-parent-state, goto-children-state and

previous-altern ative/next-altern ative.

Policy

Control strategies are provided by LOOS using a "tester" as an evaluation and

control device. The actions ofa "tester" are, while the system is observed in

operation, are stimulated by its mistakes to add to and to change or to withdraw

the evaluation criteria. The role of users, as domain experts, often performs as a

semantic filter (testers) which provides the evaluation criteria and discriminates

between the solution alternatives.

Mixed initiative is supported by the generate-and-test paradigm. With the gener-

ate-and-test paradigm, a schematic layout generated by LOOS is either incom-

plete, which allows later elaboration, or complete that satisfies all the criteria. An

incomplete layout defines a partially realised design space, and can be re-initial-

ised by revisiting a different state.

Multiple qgents are not supported in LOOS.

HCI level

. Representation

Representation visualisation in LOOS is through a simple 2D display which

illustrates the generated layouts. Since LOOS representation is 2D rectangles, the

visualisation of these rectangles is trivial.

Representation mønipulation in LOOS is only via the generation process. The

manipulation over the representation is about generation oflayouts. In this ver-

sion of LOOS [Flemming et al., 1986], there is no direct manipulation at the HCI

level.

a Rules

Rule visuqlisation in LOOS is effected through its visual impacts on the current

layout. By requesting another alternative layout, the 2D display reflects the result

of generation immediately. The visualisation of rules is equivalent to the rule
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O

application visualisation, and the explored layouts are the targets for representa-

tion visualisation.

Rule application visualisation is supported in LOOS as stated above.

Rule authoring at the HCI level is not possible since the generation rules in

LOOS represent the domain specif,rc knowledge, they are well defined in the

system and need no further changes.

memory

Design space visualisationis not completed in LOOS as seen in [Flemming

et al., 19861.

Primitive movement in LOOS provides most of the functionality in the system

level, but not in the HCI level as demonstrated in [Flemming et al., 1986].

Policy

Invoking control is done by the "Controller" which is the system component of

LOOS. By modifying the input object, that is, the problem domain, the layout

will be controlled by the set of generation rules.

An automated assistant for the memory is not implemented in the HCI level of

this version of LOOS.

l¿ssons learned.

Lessons learned from LOOS are:

1. A problem hierarchy is a powerful metaphor for design spaces, but it is also

insufficient for expressing geometric information.

2. Function-form representation is effective for understanding the design problems

and for decomposing more complex problems.

3. Strong integration of rule and representation is a powerful method for realising

design space explorers.
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3.2.2 ABLOOS

representation n¡le memory policy

o
o

Ëo

>.

1. A hierarchical
view of 2D rec-
tangles.

2. Basic spatial
relations
between 2D rec-
tangles.

1. Specified
GOB's (Goal

Object's).

2. Using the gen-

erate-and-test
paradigm

according to the

levels.

3. "Right",
"left", "above"
and "below".

1. A treelike
graph under one

topJevel GOB.

2. goto-parent-
state, goto-chil-
dren-state and
previous-alterna-
tive/next-alter-
native

1. "Tester" and

decomposition
of GOBs.

2. Acceptance of
different. level
of abstraction.

3. No Support

o
o

(.)
E

1. A set of primi-
tives viewed in
a screen and a

view assistant

for zoom and

others.

2. No Support

1. Visual
impacts on the

current layout.

2. No Support

1. No Support

2. No Support

1. "Controller"
and "GOB Hier-
archy".

2. No Support

TABLE 3. ABLOOS supports exploration in representation, rules, memory and policy in the system

level. It supports partially in representation, rules and policy but memory in the HCI level.

Background

The approach of ABLOOS[Coyne and Flemming, 1990] was to develop a genera-

tive system based on a2D recfangle representation. Based on LOOS, ABLOOS also

conducts a framework which represents and manipulates decompositional abstrac-

tion levels and hierarchies. The system of ABLOOS, like LOOS, also concentrates

on problems of layout design with further extension concerning constraint issues,

specifically focusing on one aspect of abstraction of layout design in a hierarchical

system.

The functional decomposition mechanism that ABLOOS also utilises indicates the

generic levels of tasks, covers most disciplines and sub-levels of complexities in a

hierarchical sense for a design layout ofrectangles.

system level

' Representation

Representation formalism that underlies ABLOOS provides a hierarchical view

of 2D rectangles in a derivation graph, so that a2D rectangle might contain

another clusters of rectangles at different level of abstraction. Each node of a der-
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a

a

a

ivation graph represents a rectangular layout which might be seen as a layout

called "GOB" (Goal Object). A "GOB" is structured like a frame with slots and

associated methods that determine its behaviour. A GOB implements one inher-

itance network thus allowing the inheritance of certain properties from the

superclasses. The abstraction of ABLOOS is based on suppression of details. By

choosing a level of abstraction, users would be able to search for more details in

the same level.

Geometric information in ABLOOS is the same as in LOOS since they both use

the 2D rectangle as symbolised representation.

Rules

Rule formalisr¿ in ABLOOS, once again is very similar to LOOS. The only dif-

ference is that rules in ABLOOS are applied according to the methods specif,red

in the GOB's slots rather than by dealing with a rectangle directly.

Rule application also uses the generate-and-test paradigm. The only difference

is that ABLOOS generates new states according to their levels.

Intervention poinls of rules in ABLOOS are also similar to those in LOOS.

Geometry in rules in ABLOOS presumes the 2D rectangle as representation.

The topology ofa layout is defined based on the basic fixed spatial relations

"above", "below", "to the right of'and "to the left ofl'.

Memory

Design spqce structure supported by ABLOOS is a tree-like derivation graph

under one top-level of GOBs. This derivation graph, like LOOS, also supports

multiple states. However, there is no support for a storing or retrieving mecha-

nism.

Primitive movement supported by ABLOOS in the system level is similar to the

movement supported by LOOS (described in the previous review).

Policy

Control strategies supported by ABLOOS are two fold-strategy; one is the tester

from LOOS and the other one involves with the decomposition of GOBs. The

single characteristic which separates ABLOOS from LOOS is the level of
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abstraction able to be provided due to the introduction of the decentralised rule

which is only applicable to the same level of GOBs. In the interaction between

users and control mechanisms, the level of abstraction is always specified by

users who can realise certain partial designs without dealing with others. Users

also utilise the generate-and-test paradigm to visualise the control mechanism.

Mixed initiative in ABLOOS is indicated by the acceptance of a different level of

abstraction in ABLOOS. Each GOB can also be realised in a later exploration of

states and can also involve more than one state at a time.

Multiple agents are not supported by ABLOOS.

HCI level

. Representation

Representationvisualisation handles the same level ofrectangular layouts as a

set of primitives which can be displayed on the screen. The interface is similar to

that implemented by LOOS. There is no direct manipulation for representation in

the HCI level.

Representation manipulatio¿ is not supported over 2D rectangles in the HCI

level of ABLOOS.

. Rules

Rules visualisation is similar to that in LOOS (described previously). There is no

visualisation other than for the outcome derived from the generate-and-test.

Rule application visualisalion is also similar to that in LOOS (described previ-

ously).

Rule authoring in ABLOOS provides more informative assistants than does

LOOS. Each GOB can be specified via a textural description for the list of sub-

GOBs and the methods to invoke them.

Memoryo

Design space visualisøtionhas not yet been completed in ABLOOS[Coyne and

Flemming, 19901.
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Primitive movement in ABLOOS provides most of the functionality in the sys-

tem level, but this has not yet been extended to the HCI level as demonstrated in

[Coyne and Flemming, 1990],

Policy

Invoking control in ABLOOS is effected in two places: one is the "Controller"

component of LOOS and the other is the Problem Statement which describes the

GOBs that forms the so-called "GOB Hierarchy". The "Controller" component

allows users to decide whether to go further and to generate another alternative

layout or to stop. The Problem Statement allows users to specify the domain

specific knowledge in terms of a relationship between GOBs and their hierar-

chies, The decomposition of problems helps users to maintain control over the

generation process. The control strategy is thus decentralised as the rule that is

only applicable to the same level of GOBs.

An automated assistant is not yet completed in this version of ABLOOS

Lessons learned

Lessons learned from ABLOOS are

1. Decomposition of representation and memory provides another dimension for

the function form of representation.

2. Levels of abstraction provide a useful tool for a large-scale complex problem

within the design spaces.
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3.2.3 DiscoverForm

representation rule memory policy

o
o

Eo

ø

1. A set of sym-
bols and struc-

fures.

2. Instances of
symbols with a
2D pointset.

1. Transforma-
tion of symbols.

2, Rules applica-
tion.

3. Transforma-
tion.

1. The result of
the exploration
process.

2. Moving
upwards or
downwards.

l. Generate-and-

test paradigm,

2. MI supported.

o
o

(J

1. A display win-
dow for motif in
a given window.

2. Independence

of structure and

motif.

1. Comparing
outcome struc-

ture before and

after generation.

2. Assigning a

symbol to a
motif and chang-

ing the spatial

relation of sym-
bols.

1. No Support

2. Moving up
and down.

1. Combining
with human
tester and "what
if'experiments.

TABLE4. DiscoverForm supports exploration in representation, rules and policy in both the system

and HCI levels.

Background

DiscoverForm was originally developed as a focused concept of Chris Carlson's

masters thesis. The further development of DiscoverForm lcarlson, 1989, Carlson

and Woodbury, 1994] demonstrates a recursive pattern of generation system with

only one rule and a simple intuitive interface. With simplified representation-a set

of symbols and their structures-DiscoverForm implements a version of design

state navigation.

system level

' Representation

Representationformalism in DiscoverForm is comprised of a set of symbolsl

and their structures in a spatial configuration. The position of a symbol in a struc-

ture is referred to as its orientation. Formally, a structure is comprised of a set of

ordered pairs in which each pair contains one symbol and its orientation.

Geometric informøtion is handled as being the instances of symbols in which a

2D pointset is used. The structure maintains the spatial relation of each symbol

only; in theory, such a relation could be expanded in an n-dimensional space.

1. Carlson refers to this symbol as a prototypical part from a set called analphabet.
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a Rules

Rule formalisrr in DiscoverForm represents a transformation of symbols in the

structure. It is also a formalisation for the intuitive notion of stepwise modifica-

tion called the "rewrite ruIe". In brief, the DiscoverForm rules simply conduct

the transformation and rewrite existing rules onto given structures.

RuIe applicallon is supported in DiscoverForm. By transforming an existing

representation, the rules of DiscoverForm generate a new structure or even

rewrite the existing one. These rules are only focused on transformation, there-

fore they are parametric so that users can easily chose the motifs and transform

them.

Intervention points in DiscoverForm's rules are invoked when one rule rs

applied. At any stage (DiscoverForm calls a stage of "level"), the rule can be

rewritten or re-applied to a given structure.

Geometry in rules acts as a will-be-transformed symbol in given structures. The

topological relation of two geometric objects is defined as the orientation of

these two objects in the same structure. The generation of geometry does not

take place in the conduct of rules.

Memory

Desígn space structur¿ constructs the result ofthe exploration process. Discov-

erForm supports only one derivation path, which means that only one path from

an initial state to the current state is preserved.

Primitive movements, such as moving up or moving down one level, are imple-

mented in DiscoverForm. Moving up one level shows the motif before the trans-

formation and moving down shows the motif after the transformation.

Policy

Control strategies in DiscoverForm are mainly generate-and-test paradigms plus

rules rcwriting. Users not only apply the rule applications but also "shape" the

design spaces.

Mixed initiative reaches its full support potential for the memory component of

DiscoverForm, but it does not support multiple states. Within a single thread of

o

a
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design exploration, users would be able to go back to levels above or to explore

more alternatives.

Multiple agents are not supported in DiscoverForm.

HCI level

. Representation

o

a

o

Representation visualisation in DiscoverForm means a display window for

showing the motif in a given structure.

Representation ntanipulation methods provided by DiscoverForm depend on the

independence of structures and motif (representation) in the given structures.

Users could change the assignment of motif independently or could change its

spatial relations.

rules

Rule visualisation is supported in DiscoverForm.

RuIe application visualisation can be achieved by considering structures before

and after the generation process. Implemented rule visualisation occur effi-

ciently, the reaction ofrule application is fast enough to give an instant feedback

on the impact of rule application.

Rule authoring in DiscoverForm is equivalent to 1) assigning a symbol to a motif

and 2) changing the spatial relations ofthese symbols in a structure. These are all

implemented in a simple graphic interface in DiscoverForm.

Memory

Design space visualisation is not supported in DiscoverForm.

Primitive movement supported by DiscoverForm is a move-up or a move-down

via a pull-down menu in the interface.

Policy

Invoking control in DiscoverForm is implemented by combining the given

human tester and "what if' experiments. By testing a new state, users would be

able to see different effects ofrules.

An automated assistant is not supported by DiscoverForm.
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l¿ssons leamed

Lessons learned from DiscoverForm include:

1. Decomposing a state representation ìnto the "structure" of its own representa-

tion (symbol) is an effective method for carrying geometric information in a

generation system in the system level and the HCI level.

2. Independence ofstructures and symbols is a satisfactory aspect ofexploration

with interpreters.

3. By combining interactive graphics with generate-and-test paradigm, ìve can

evaluate the special effect brought by a change ofrule on the form it gener-

ates.This lesson is learned again in Harada's direct manipulation

modellHarada, 19971, which brings the grammar interpreter to the users.

4. A HCI level support of policy is helpful for users in controlling the behaviours

of rules during the exploration.
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3.2.4 GENESIS

representation rule memory policy

o
o

1. A topology
graph, a geome-

try, its labels,

and a state.

2. Coordinated
geometry

1. A set of
matchconditions
and a sequence

of operations.

2. Conditions
applied and

operations trans-
formed in a
boundary graph.

3. Asserting or
retracting a

label onto a

boundary graph.

Supporting nei-
ther structuring
nor navigating in
a design space.

1. Matching con-
dition.

2. No Support

3. No Support

o
o

Q

1. A 3D geome-

try display win-
dow.

2. CLP(R) inter-
preter

1. No Support

2. A textual edi-
tor and CLP(R)
interpreter.

Supporting nei-
ther rules v¡søal-

isation nor rules
application.

r. CLP(R) inter-
preter.

2. No Support

TABLE5. GENESIS mainly supports exploration in representation. There are rules in both the system

and the HCI levels

Background

Genesis [Heisserman, 1991], developed by Jeff Heisserman, is a generative geomet-

ric design system. Genesis includes a grammar interpreter based on boundary solid

granìmar and a 3D geometric display. Grammar(rules) within Genesis is expressed

in a boundary solid grammar formalism that admits logical reasoning about rigid

3D solids to the rule matching and application process. Genesis also improves the

expressiveness of this grammar formalism in order to convey "the design's impor-

tant aspects" ([Heisserman, 1991] pp37) in further depth.

system level

' Representation

Representationformalism. Genesis expresses design instances as a set ofbound-

ary solids (in a so-called "topology graph" and "boundary graph"), their labels

and a piece ofinformation called the "state". The representation lies under

boundary solids in two types of graphs (a topology graph and a boundary graph)

and non-geometric information is associated with them via a set of labels.
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Geometric information. Genesis handles its representation as boundary solids in

a "topology graph" and a "boundary graph" which represent the coordinate geo-

metric information of those solids. The characteristics of a topologic relation

between two geometric entitiesl can be easily symbolised as an edge between

two nodes in a topology graph. A boundary graph describes the boundary geo-

metric information of each vertex.

a Rules

RuIe formalisn of Genesis is specified by a set of match conditions (LHS) and a

sequence of operations (RHS). The match conditions decide when and which

rule might be applied to a given boundary graph and when this might occur. The

sequence ofoperations then, transform this given boundary graph into the out-

come.

RuIe application is not fully supported in Genesis since Genesis only supports

one state. With only one state, the application of Genesis rules act as a refine-

ment of this existing state. A new state will not be generated given this limita-

tion of Genesis.

Intervention points are implemented in Genesis using "states" and matching

conditions in general. The match conditions of a rule might satisfy some fea-

tures of a given boundary graph that include the labels. Asserting or retracting a

label onto a boundary graph will provide a simple control over the rules.

Geometry in rules needs to express its conditions or features as clauses in first

order logic. A rule in Genesis is applicable to a solid if it can match features of

that solid. In this case, rules in Genesis can transform the representation (solids)

into a new form. Geometric queries are treated in order to describe the explicit

conditions of a given boundary graph and thus becomes a matter of satisfying

goal clauses of a specific condition (of a boundary graph). The generation of

geometry is then equivalent to specifying a set of partial conditions for a bound-

ary graph as a result.

l. The geometric entities are the topological entities[Hoffmann, 1989] in a geometric repre-

sentation including vertex, edge, loop, face, and so on.
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a

Memory

Design space structure. There is no design space structure in the memory repre-

sented by Genesis due to the reason that only one design state is involved. All the

changes and generations occur within a single design state. The "state" informa-

tion is for rule control strategy, thus an alternative is not possible in Genesis.

Primitive movement is not an issue as only one direct movement is involved

within the design space structure in Genesis.

policy

Control strøtegies provided by Genesis are effected through the matching condi-

tions of the Genesis rules stated previously. For instance, when a match function

of a rule is matched, its paired operation function will prompt for the commit-

ment. The control strategies can be automatic if the request is always granted or

can find the next matched rule if the request is denied.

Mixed initiative is not supported as Genesis only has one state

Multiple agents are not supported as Genesis does not even support multiple

states.

HCI level

' Representation

Representationvisualisation is implemented by a 3D geometry display window.

The main focus of representation in Genesis is the boundary solids, thus a 3D

geometry display can surely visualise part of its representation-3D boundary

solids. The geometric information shown in Genesis is a primitive 3D display,

thus information such as colours and material are not considered.

Representation manipulation in Genesis is implemented via a Prolog-like inter-

preter-the CLP(R) (Constraint Logic Programming)[Heintze et a1.,1991] inter-

preter. As part of the representation, a set of low-level Çonstructers are provided

as a set ofprocedural functions that generate the boundary graph. The representa-

tion manipulation is then equivalent to describing the behaviour of a specific

boundary graph. Such specification is via the CLP(R) interpreter,
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Rules

Rules visualisationis not supported in Genesis.

Rule application visuølisation is not supported in Genesis.

Rule authoring is through a textual editor. CLP(R) is embedded internally in,

thus the rules are parsed as CLP(R) programs and are compiled at run-time.

With this nature, Genesis rules need to be interpreted by the CLP(R) interpreter

in order to understand what description of rules has been written.

Memory

Design space visualisation is not fully supported by Genesis since Genesis only

supports one state. With one state, the visualisation of a design state is trivially

supported as the visualisation of that single state (a set of boundary graphs)'

Primitive movements is not supported by Genesis since Genesis only supports

one state where there is only a direct movement.

Policy

Invoking control in Genesis is via a CLP(R) interpreter. Genesis does not imple-

ment a HCI level of control assistant but rather uses a plain CLP(R) interpreter.

The controls that users have are either to apply a matched rule to a matched

boundary graph or to ask for an altemative via a backtracking mechanism.

An automated assistant is not supported in Genests.

Lessons learned

Lessons learned from Genesis are:

1. Reasoning over complex 3D geometric objects is possible and effective.

2. ^lhe effects and contents of "rules" need to be more informative.

3. The intra-object relation requires a more expressive representation.

4. Without a formal model of function, rules become harder to structure'

5. Labels are insufficient to carry all the non-geometric information.

a

a
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3.2.5 Tartan Worlds

representation mle memory policy

o
o

q

1.2D configura-
tion of symbols.

2. No Support

3. No Support

r. Object
matcher and

rule applier.

2. Matching
active rules with
Tartan worlds.

3. Active or inac-
tive.

1. No Support

2. Layers of tar-
tan grids that
contain configu-
ration of 2D
symbols.

1. Rul¿ list and

active/inactive
selections.

2. No Support

3. No Support

o

O
E

1. A layer of a

"rùy'orld window"

2. symbols crea-

tion and grid
manipulation.

1. LHS/RHS
window pair
with generate-

and-test para-

digm.

2. Direct manip-
ulation of com-
position over
symbols.

1. No Support

2. No Support

L."Rule list"
and "world list"

1. No Support

TABLE 6. Tartan Worlds only supports exploration in representation and rules in the HCI level.

Background

Tartan Worlds is an interactive and productive 2D configuration of a symbol gram-

mar system that generates designs on tartan grids[Woodbury et al., 1992]. The tar-

tan grids are automatically generated and fixed within tartan worlds. Users create

designs with invented rules inside the worlds simultaneously. One standard window

represents an individual design world and any rules can be applied within the cho-

sen world incrementally. The system of Tartan Worlds was developed and written in

the C programming language and the multiple windows can be directly manipulated

on a standard Macintosh user interface. The symbolised 3D geometric information

is yet to be displayed and the 2D configuration of symbols is represented as point-

sets which will be discussed in detail in later chapters.

One key feature of Tartan Worlds is the provision of an exploratory tool for investi-

gating creative and generative cooperation between designers and interactive gram-

mar systems. The main objective is to create an interesting and instinctive interface

and a direct graphical feed-back which makes it possible to explore more design

alternatives in large design spaces.

system level

. Representation
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Representationformalism in Tartan Worlds utilises the 2D configuration of sym-

bols on so-called "tartan grids" (in which the grid interval follows an unchang-

ing a-b-a-b pattern).

Geometric information is not supported by Tartan Worlds. The created 2D sym-

bols do not carry any geometric information or spatial relations other than a tar-

tan grid.

. Rules

Rule formalism inTafian Worlds also depends on tartan grids. Each rule con-

tains two pair of grids: one is for the LHS (left hand side) and the other is for the

RHS (right hand side). The list of rules is maintained by a "rule list" and only

the rules in the "rule list" are used in the individual world. A rule can be active

or inactive. When a rule indicates an active conduct, the Object Matcher will

match certain rules in certain worlds.

Rule application inTartan Worlds is through two operations: Object Matcher

and Rule Applier. The Object Matcher matches certain active rules with certain

Tartan worlds. The rule Applier, then, applies the changes to the matched

worlds.

Intenention points implemented in Tartan Worlds are active or inactive rules.

By making rules active or inactive during the matching process, the applicability

of a rule is decidable at any stage.

Geometry in rules is not supported in Tartan Worlds.

. Memory

Design space structur¿ is not supported in Tartan Worlds. Tartan rùy'orlds con-

tains only one state, but multiple design instances are accomplished by a com-

plete self-contained "world". Tartan rWorlds is designed for multiple layers of

tartan grids that contain configurations of 2D symbols in each layer.

a

Primitive movement depends on the complexity of users' design behaviour in

Tartan Worlds. The arrangement of symbols is various and thus the movement

between states is dynamic and active.

Policy
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Control strategies in Tartan Worlds are implemented via a "rule list" and active

or inactive selections. The order in the rule list carries the sequence ofrule

matches. The selections of active or inactive combined with invisible or invisible

provide a complete control over the rule of interest.

Mixed initiative is not supported in Tartan Worlds as it does not have the memory

components of design space explorers.

Multiple agents are not supported in Thrtan Worlds.

HCI level

. Representation

a

a

Representation visualisation is implemented via a set of "World Windows". Each

design (as a Tartan world) is shown in a "'World Window" and acts as a layer.

Representation manipulation inTartan Worlds is two fold: the creation of sym-

bols and the manipulation of grids. The symbols are bitmap description which

can be created by any drawing or painting software, or even from scanned photo-

graphs. Once the symbols are created, they can be pasted in the symbol library

for further use in exploration. Users also control changing spaces ofgrids in Tar-

tan Worlds.

Rules

Rule visualisationis via the LHS and RHS window pair. LHS and RHS windows

of rules are also based on the tartan grids that make rule visualisation straightfor-

ward.

Rule application visualisafion is supported with the generate-and-test paradigm.

By incremental rule applications, the results are shown in the "World Windows"

of respecting worlds.

Rule authoring is through the direct manipulation of compositions over the sym-

bols in tartan grids. With supports like the delete/renamelcreare operations over

the "Rule'Window", users can author the rules interactively.

Memory

Design space visualisation is not supported in Tartan Worlds

Primitive movement is not supported in Tartan rù/orlds.
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a Policy

Invoking controlinTartan \üorlds is supported in many ways. The "rule list" and

"world list" windows are used to control the order of rule applications. The

selections of active or inactive rules provide the control to limit the range of

rules that can be applied.

An automated assistant is not supported in Tartan Worlds,

l¿ssons learned

Lessons learned from Tartan Worlds include:

1. A uniformrepresentation ofrules and representation can further support the

interaction of rules.

2. A set grammar is not sufficient for 3D geometric objects.

3. A rule with structures is reusable for further construction.

4. Visualisation of rules provides informative support for policy.

5. The importance of strong integration between state representation and rules has

revealed its strength in this research project.
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3.2.6 Grammatica

representation rule memory policy

o
o
É
o

1. Grammatical
programming-
rules and gram-

mars.

2. No Support

3. No Support

1. Operation of
an algebra of
nondeterminis-
tic functions.

2. No Support

3. No Support

1. No Support

2. No Support

1. Mechanism to
decompose the

rules and gram-

matical algebras.

2. No Support

3. No Support

o
g

Q

1. No Support

2. No Support

1. A graphical

result of evalua-

tion.

2. A textual edi-
tor.

1. No Support

2. No Support

l. No Support

2. No Support

TABLE 7. Grammatica supports exploration partially in representation, rules and policy in the system

level but only supports exploration in rules in the HCI level.

Background

One of the aims of computational design is to provide extensive and flexible form-

generation for designers. It is a dilemma that designers must be aware of at least

broad outlines of what might be generated. Designers, on the other hand, can trans-

form these broad outlines into specific instructions that computers can recognise

and execute. Developing concepts for repositioning computers as form-generating

partners is important. The interpretations and communication between human

designers and computers are fundamental issues for developing a system-called

,.grammatical programming". This system is also referred to as Grammatica and

was developed by Chris Carlson lCarlson, 1994]. Grammatica is a first attempt to

build a system which supports grammatical programming. Such a system is

grounded in formal semantics that can allow an algebra of control operators to con-

struct modular specifications of design spaces'

Carlson gives a collection ofdefinitions for recursive functions in a specified gram-

matical program[Carlson, 1994]. These functions can be reviewed as the bases of

his research outcomes for a paradigm to describe design spaces. There are three

types offunction: (1) a type that defines a target algebra ofdesigns and its subalge-

bras, (2) a type that deltnes primitive functions on design corresponding to the spec-

ified rules of traditional grammars, and (3) a type that defines components of

recursive functions organised from the primitives corresponding to the sets of rules
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of traditional grammars. Compared to traditional rules, grammatical programming

accommodates rewriting rules even when they are not specified as right or left

hand patterns.

The Grammatica prototype consists of two parts: the Grammatica kernel and a

Mathematica [Wolfram, 1991] front-end. The interface and non-linear constraints

are resolved within the Mathematica front-end. The textual description of a gram-

matical program is interpreted and compiled by the Grammatica kernel. It also

exports to its Mathematica front-end for visualisation and evaluation. The kernel

extends the capability of CLP(R)[H eintze etal., 1991], that is, of a ProloglJike

syntax. The linear constraints are resolved in the kernel, and the non-linear con-

straints are resolved in the Mathematica front-end.

system level

' Representation

Representation formalism in Grammatica is grammatical programming. Unlike

the traditional grammars, grammatical programs provide equal status to any cre-

ated "rules", "grammars" and arbitrary functions. One of the components of

grammatical programming is that a style of symbols is used as part of the repre-

sentation.

Geometric information is not handled in Grammatica as its main purpose is to

demonstrate the usage of grammatical programming. However, as Carlson indi-

cated, the theory behind Grammatica complements other approaches such as

Genesis.

Rulesa

Rule formalisru in Grammatica is actually grammatical programming. The com-

ponents of grammatical programs consist of operations of an algebra of nonde-

terministic functions. These operations are composition, union, iteration and

failure. These operations are also the algebraic operations and the style of syrn-

bols (as a representation)for them are chosen according to the demands of spe-

cific applications.

1. For an introduction to the syntax ofProlog, see [Sterling and Shapiro, 1986]'
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Rule applicalion is not supported in Grammatica. In the system level, Grammat-

ica only evaluates a set of grammatical expressions and provides output of the

result.

Intervention points are not supported in Grammatica. The closest control is either

an evaluation request or a solver request for evaluating the grammatical expres-

slon.

Geometry in rules does not receive special formal treatments in Grammatica. In

theory, grammatical programming treats geometric information in the same way

as does any other design space explorer.

Memory

Design space structure is not supported in Grammatica. There is no notion of

design states in Grammatica.

Primitive movement. As the prototype did not touch the memory issue, Gram-

matica does not support primitive movement of memory either'

Policy

control strategies over the grammatical programming come from the mechanism

for decomposing the rules and for determining how to interact with other modu-

larised rules via grammatical algebras.

Mixed initiative is not supported in Grammatica.

Muttiple agents are not supported in Grammatica'

HCI level

' Representation

Representation visualisation is not implemented in Grammatica' The main con-

tributions of Grammatica, however, are the operations of composition, union and

iteration over gr¿rmmars. The visualisation of representation is not completed in a

sense like any other design space explorer.

Representation manipulation is also not implemented in Grammatica.

a Rules

a

a
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a

Rules visuqlisation is through the evaluation tree generated by Grammatica as a

result of evaluation. In the Mathematica front-end, this result is displayed graph-

ically.

Rule application visualisation is not implemented in Grammatica.

Rule authoring in Grammatica is via a textual editor since the rules themselves

are textual descriptions of the grammatical programs. In theory, the modularisa-

tion of rules shows a potential in visualising rules and their construction, but this

is not the case in the Grammatica prototype.

Memory

Design space visualisationis not implemented in Grammatica as Grammatica

does not support memory in the system level'

Primitive movement is also not implemented in Grammatica'

Policy

Invoking controls in the HCI level concepts are not implemented in Grammat-

1Ca.

An automated assistant is also not implemented in Grammatica.

I-¿ssons leamed

The lessons learned from Grammatica are:

1. Design spaces can themselves be considered as formal objects with which com-

plex domain-proximate computations can be defined.

2. Using rewriting as an eloquent way to describe the transformation of designs,

Grammatica demonstrates the possibility of combining part of a set of designs

and rules for their configuration by embedding granìmÍus in a large framework

of programming with nondeterministic functions.

3. Constructing and controlling grammatical programs requires incremental

matching and nonlinear constraints solving'

4. Parametric grammar enhances the modularity of design spaces.

5. Parametric designs require visualisation and direct manipulation.
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3.2.7 SEED/SEED'Config

representation rule memory policy

o
o

Eo
q

ø

1.3D geometric
information.

2. A version con-

trol.

3. Integrated
with 3D geomet-

ric information
and a mixed ini-
tiated environ-
ment.

l. "Match and

operation"
mechanism md
"technologies".

2. By enforcing
the "state" infor-
mation.

3. Controlled by
rule authors.

t. A treelike
derivation graph

supports multi-
ple state and

design space

strucfure.

2. Basic naviga-
tion around.

1. Technology
devices that sup-

port a more user-

controllable con-

trol strategy.

2. "Version" con-
trol.

3. No Support

o
o

C)

1. A 3D Design
Window.

2. "picking",
"colouring" and

"labelling".

1. Operation pre-

vious window
and technology
window.

2. Textual editor.

1. A treelike
"design space

window" in two-
levels of visuali-
sation,

2. up/down/lefl
right, click-and-
go and informa-
tion window,

1. Userlevel
organisation
tools in "opera-

tion preview

window".

2. Not yet.

TABLES. SEED-Config supports exploration in representation, rules, memofy and policy in both the

system and the HCI levels.

Background

sEEDl, an abbreviation for "software Environment for Early phrase of building

2esign"[Vy'oodbury et al',l994,Flemming et al,, 1994, Flemming and

woodbury, 19951, started in 1992 as a joint project between The university of

Adelaide and Carnegie-Mellon University. The SEED project targets the early

phases of building design, where an exploratory design process can greatly shorten

the process of generating internal design representations and of evaluating design

alternatives.

The main concepts behind the development of SEED were based on a recognition

of the lack of reliable mechanisms for supporting early design exploration [Flem-

ming et al.,l993,Flemming and Woodbury, 19951. SEED implements its system

from a user-oriented perspectives which is different comparing with LOOS or Gen-

esis which are the pilot projects for SEED. There are three modules in the SEED

project and with specific interests of this dissertation, the three dimensional config-

uration module: SEED-Config is chosen and discussed in detail'

1. For a more detailed description of SEED see [Woodbury et at.,1994, Flemming

et al.,1994, Flemming and ìùy'oodbury, 19951.
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system level

. Representation

a

Repres entation formalism. SEED-Confi g inherits the boundary solids represen-

tation used in Genesis -3D 
geometric information (boundary solids and their

associated labels).The extensions SBED-Config makes to the representation of

Genesis include: a "version" control that allows multiple designs to be generated

while maintaining the consistency of each topological element.

Geometric information is handled with the version technique described above.

By constructing a complex graph with multiple version information, SEED-

Config extends the boundary graph in a mixed initiative environment. There-

fore, all the changes applied to a given set of solids within a state are preserved

and then sealed when the state changes. This includes non-geometric informa-

tion as well.

Rules

The rule formalismin SEED-Config is also inherited from the match/operation

mechanism of Genesis with several key extensions. One extension SEED-Con-

f,rg makes to the introduction of a rules is "technologies" mechanism which

allows a hierarchical abstraction over rules and enhances the modularisation of

rules. In SEED-Config, rules are constructed via their own level of abstraction

called "classes".

RuIe applicationin SEBD-Config is controlled by enforcing the'state' informa-

tion that generates a new state whenever the 'state' information changes. This is

also implemented via the "version" technique described above. Informally, a

state in SEED-Config is equivalent to a version. Logically speaking, unless the

'state' is changed, all rules are applied to the current state'

Intervention points are controlled by the rule authors who change the 'state'

when there is a need to preserve state information. However, once a 'state' is

declared, the information of that declared 'state' will be frozen and changes are

not allowed.

Geometry in rules. As in Genesis, SEED-Config represents boundary solids as

boundary graphs that can be transformed as an outcome of rule application. Col-
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ours ofboundary solids are used and represented as part ofthe geometric infor-

matron.

Memory

The design space structur¿ supported in SEED-Config is like a tree-like deriva-

tion graph that supports multiple states.

Primitive movement is also provided as a basic navigation around explored

design space such as 'goto-parent', 'goto-children', 'goto-previous-altemative'

and 'goto-next-alternative'. As stated before, these 'states' are only viewed once

they have been declared. Thus, applying a rule to a view-only 'state' will gener-

ate a new 'state'.

a Policy

Control strategies in SEED-Config are supported by the technology devices.

Separate from the representation, technologies can have their own abstraction

level that supports a more user-controllable control strategy. Instead ofdepend-

ing on the backtracking mechanism to find the rules, technologies allow users to

specify the range ofrules within individual design interests'

Mixed initiative lies under the 'version' control mechanism of SEED-Config.

Multiple states are represented as different 'versions' in SEED-Config, thus, a

set of navigation functions supported in the system level is able to provide

switches between'versions'.

Muttipte bgents are not supported in sEED-Config. SEED-Config is a single

process in which parallel search over the same design space is not possible.

HCI level

. Representation

a

Representation visualisation is implemented using OpenGL (called a "design

window") which enhances the visual effects as well as offering viewing assist-

ance. In addition, the label information ofa selectable boundary solid is also vis-

ualised via a "label window".

Representation manipuLation methods allowed in SEED-Config are only "pick-

ing", "colouring" and "labelling" the boundary solids. Most other operations are

provided in the system level but not yet to be implemented in the HCI level.
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a Rules

The rule visualisation that SEED-Config provides is through a window called

the "operation previous window". Within this window (and associated win-

dows) the information of a selected technology will be displayed and possible

effects are also hinted at by a textural description.

Rule application visualisation is provided by the "operation preview lryindow"

and the "technology window". A control over the selection of technologies is

also available later in the current state.

Rule authoring still needs to be edited by a textual editor

Memory

Desígn space visualisationinsEED-Config is through a tree-like "design space

window". Associated with the "design window", SEED-Config provides two

levels ofvisualisation ofthe design space. One level is in the derivation graph

(the .,design space window") and the other displays multiple states ("design

windows") simultaneously. Within the "design space window", a set of naviga-

tion assistant tools are given and the capability to connect the visualised designs

(,.design windows") with the derivation tree is demonstrated via a graphical

interface.

Primitive movement in SBED-Config is through three levels of mechanisms: up/

down/left/right of the derivation tree, click-and-go on the "design space win-

dow" and an information display window which describes the information con-

tent of that design state.

Policy

Invoking controls are provided via user-level organisation tools (such as group-

ing) in the "operation preview window", which supports direct manipulation

over the rules. Within the "operation preview window", users can hnd the avail-

able technologies (rules) for current state, preview a result of technologies or

delete a result from an elaborated state. Associated with the "technology win-

dow", SEED-Config provides a more informative assistant for visualisation of

the rules as well as supports for policy.

a

a
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Automated assistants provided by SEED-Config include the "operation preview

window" and the automatic rule application. SEED-Config includes a set of rule

application assistants such as: automatically generating all the possible first

found solutions, or finding possible matched rules (technologies) in a current

state.

Lessons leamed

Lessons learned from SEED-Config are:

1. Envisaging the entire system from a user's perspective is essential for the imple-

mentation of a design space explorer.

2. A much deeper understanding of state space search is required.

3. Modularity in rules is desirable for expanding design space explorers.

4. Navigation of design spaces in the HCI level is crucial for exploration.

5. Function-form representation is useful for decomposition of design problems.

6. State spaces are multiinitiative.
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3.2.8 Gedit

representation rule memory policy

O
o
Eo

1.2D maximal
lines and 2D
labelled points.

2.2D labelled
shapes.

3. geometry
information is

built-in inside of
shape rules.

1. a pair of a pat-

tern and its
replacement.

2. RuIes applica-
Iron,

3. Transforma-
tion.

1. No support in
this implementa-
tion.

2. No support in
this implementa-
tion.

1. User control.

2. Mixed initia-
tive is not sup-
ported.

o
o

l. A shape dis-
play window for
the current
shape.

2. By rule appli-
cation.

1. Using colour
scheme for
effects of rule
application, and

a rule display
window.

2. Specifying a

pattern (shape)

and its replace-

ment in the rule
window.

1. No Support

2. No support

1. Combining
with human
tester and "what
if'experiments.

TABLE 9. Gedit supports exploration in representation and rules in both the system and HCI levels'

Background

Gedit is a visual shape grammar implementation, developed by Mark Tapia[Tapia,

1999 andTapia, 19961. Although the shape representation can deal with three-

dimensional objects, Gedit only supports shape computation in the algebras of 2D

points and 2D lines, While Tapia claimed that the process of developing and using

a shape grammar can be divided into three phrasesl, the implementation of Gedit

only concentrates on compilation and directed execution of the shape rules.

system level

. Representation

Representationformalism in Gedit is called shapes which are composed by the

2D maximal lines[Krishnamurti, 1992]. For preventing the emergence of

extremely large or small shapes, Gedit representation provides a view of scope

which restrict the way the rule can be applied, and further, transformations of the

l. Tapia divided the process into 1) creating and modifying the shape grammar; 2) compil-

ing the grammar; 3) exploring the language of designs defined by the grammar.
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representation must be compositions of integer translations multiples of 90

degree rotations, reflections along lines,

Geometric information in Gedit is represented by 2D labelled points and 2D non-

zero length of lines of labelled shapes, which has not extended to 3D elements or

non-linear elements such as circles yet. In Gedit, the shapes are drawn by design-

ers in other tools, and then converted to the maximal line representation of Gedit.

. Rules

Rule formalism in Gedit follows the convention of shape grammars, which con-

sists of a left hand side (the pattern) and a right hand side (the replacement)' Each

shape rule specifies a possible replacement operation. Such rule in Gedit will

apply to a shape only if the coffespondence of the shapes match the pattern of

that rule, and the matched part of shape will be replaced/transformed according

to the replacement.

Rule application in Gedit contains only the current shape. There is no mecha-

nism in Gedit for state spaces or equivalent representation,

Intenention points of shape rules are purely user-control in Gedit. The rule is

selected before the rule application. A set of rules are activated and fired in a

sequential way when they are selected to apply to an initial shape'

Geometry in rules. As the left hand side and the right hand side of rules are

described as shapes-the geometry of Gedit, the geometry (2D lines and labelled

points) is built in the rule mechanism and application.

Memorya

Design space structure is not supported in Gedit.

Primitive movement is supported in Gedit for creating the shapes and the rules. In

Gedit, the shapes are created via external drawing tools and are converted to

maximal line representation. In addition, the created shapes can be manipulated

directly within the program.

Policy

Control strategies provided by Gedit are through the user controls. No other pol-

icy control strategies are implemented in the program.

a
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Mixed initiative is not supported in Gedit.

Muttiple agents are not supported in Gedit since the program has not imple-

mented any states.

HCI level

' Representation

a

Representationvisualisation in Gedit is thought the display ofshapes (the

shapes window) which are done via 2D lines and points.

Representation manipulation in Gedit is through the drawing program which

allows the designers to use line tools or oval tools to create lines/points or labels'

After the drawing tools, the shapes are converted into maximal line representa-

tion of Gedit for the use of rules.

rules

Rule visualisation supported in Gedit is through the rule window. Within the

rule window, users specify the pattern as well as its replacement. Several tech-

niques such as colours are used to identify the effects of that rule. Another win-

dow called "alternatives" will display the possible alternatives while applying

the selected rule.

RuIe application visualisation is not supported in Gedit.

RuIe authoring in Gedit is via the rule window, where users can specify the left

hand side of the rules and its replacement. While the pattern might be drawn

from external tools and converted as internal data structure, the rule window

specifies the replacement operation between these shapes.

Memory

Design space visualisation is not supported in Gedit.

Primitive movement is not supported by Gedit.

Policy

Invoking control in Gedit is merely user-control. All the rules and target shapes

are selected by the users. The program provides the information as well as how

it will effect the current shape.

a

a
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An automøted assistant is not supported by Gedit.

I¿ssons leamed

Lessons learned from Gedit include:

1. Maximal line representation provides a simple but powerful geometry informa-

tion which provides a straight-forward visualisation of shape rules and rule

authoring environment'

2. The actual computational algorithms for 3D maximal lines are still hard to be

implemented.

3. User control strategy as similar to test-and-generate is good for restricting the

scope of computational intensive problems such as lines emergency in shape

grarnmar.
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3.2.9 SG.CLPS

representation rule memory policy

o
o

q

1.2D maximal
lines and 2D
labelled points.

2.2D labelled
shapes.

3. geometry
information is
built-in inside of
shape rules.

1. a pair of a pat-

tern and its
replacement.

2, Rules applica-
tion,

3. Transforma-
tion.

1. No support in
this implementa-
tion.

2. No support in
this implementa-
tion.

l. User control.

2. Mixed initia-
tive is not sup-

ported.

o
o

U

L. A shape dis-
play window for
the current
shape.

2. By rule appli-
cation.

1. Using colour
scheme for
effects of rule
application, and

a rule display
window.

2. Specifying a

pattern (shape)

and its replace-

ment in the rule
window.

1. No Support

2. No support

1. Combining
with human
tester and "what
ifl'experiments.

TABLE 10. SG-CLPS supports exploration in representation, rules and policy in both the system and

HCI levels.

Background

SG-CLPS is a visual tool that supports the generation design from a set of grammar

rules, developed by S.-F. Chien, M, Donia, J. Snyder, and W.-J' Tsai[Chien et al',

19981. SG-CLIPS provides a graphical interface to allow the designers to explore

the state space through firing the grammar rules. As conceived as a course project,

SG-CLIPS is not a general grammatical system, but rather a generation system

with grammatical flavour.

system level

' Representation

Representøtion formalism in SG-CLPS follows the shape grammar mechanism

(points, lines, and line segments) and designed with object-oriented fashion. The

classes include a Design State class and a set of shape primitives: Points, Line-

Segments, Polygons, and Lines. Each shape primitive is based on the Shape

class, which provides the basic operation and the relation of subParts.
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o

Geometric information in SG-CLPS is represented by the Shape primitives

classes, which has not extended to 3D elements or non-linear elements such as

circles yet. The relations between each shape primitives are defined within the

class definition.

Rules

Rule formali.çm in SG-CLIPS follows the convention of shape grammars, which

consists of a left hand side (LHS, the shape) and a right hand side (RHS, the

replacement). Each shape rule specifies a possible replacement operation, and

the objects are asserted as "facts" for the inference engine ofSG-CLIPS. Such

rule in SG-CLPS will apply to a shape only if the correspondence of the shapes

match the pattern of that rule, and the matched part of shape will be replaced/

transformed according to the replacement.

Rule applicatio¿ is defined over a class called DesignState, which is created

either by the initial rule or the RHS instruction of a matched LHS of a rule.

Within any time in the application, there is only one active state'

Intervention points of shape rules are done all through the inference engine. A

successful matched LHS of a rule will be put onto the execution agenda awaiting

for being fired. The order of the rules in the agenda is controlled by the conflict

resolution strategy.

Geometry in rules. As the left hand side and the right hand side of rules are

described as shapes-the geometry of sG-GLIPS, the geometry (2D lines and

labelled points) is built in the rule mechanism and application.

Memory

Design space structur¿ in SG-CLIPS is supported through the DesignState class

in a tree-like structure, including explored state, selected state, un-explored state,

and current activated state. In any case, there is only one active state,

Primitive movement supported in SG-CLPS provides a basic exploring proce-

dure for the design space, such as next, previous, goto states. V/ith a known state

identification, SG-CLPS would be able to jump from one state to anther state, or

to activate the selected state as the current active state.

O
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a Policy

Control strategies provided by SG-CLPS are through two folds-the automatic

generation and the user controls. The LHS of a rule matching process is control-

led by the inference engine of SG-CLPS-CLPS. Within the matching proc-

ess, the object (DesignState) is the key feature which the users can use as a

control strategy.

Mixed initiative is supported as SG-CLPS allows the users to change the state

during the exploration.

Multiple agents are not supported in SG-CLPS'

HCI level

' Representation

Representation visualisatio¿ in Gedit is thought the display of 2D shapes in the

current active state. As the geometric representation is defined in the class defi-

nition, the display ofa shape object is to display all its sub-parts onto the screen.

Representation manipulation in SG-CLIPS is fixed and throughout the rule

application. SG-CLPS does not implement manipulation of its shape/shape

primitives via user interface.

. rules

Rule visualisationis not supported in SG-CLPS.

Rule application visualisationis no| supported in SG-CLPS.

Rule authoring in SG-CLIPS is by writing the rules in CLIPS' There is no

graphic rule authoring assistant implemented in SG-CLPS.

. Memory

Design space visualisation. SG-CLPS visualises the structure of explored

DesignSpace objects in a tree window. The shapes of each DesignState object

are displayed within a rectangle in the tree structure. Four different types of

states are colour coded and linked with their derivation relations'

Primitive movement of the design space structure supported by Gedit is via the

manipulation of the tree window.
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Policy

Invoking control. Most of control invoking in SG-CLPS are done within the

description of the rules. At the HCI level, SG-CLIPS provides the selection of

DesignState which allows the users to control the rules and the initial shapes they

would like to explore.

An automqted assistant is not supported by SG-CLPS. All the rules are fired as

facts and the users can only see the results by applying the rules.

l¿ssons learned

Lessons learned from SG-CLIPS include:

1. Maximal line representation provides a simple but powerful geometry informa-

tion which provides a straight-forward visualisation of shape rules and rule

authoring environment.

2. The data model of sG-GLIPS is designed by finding the common set of predi-

cates used in the grammar system. This activity enlightens an interesting direc-

tion for dealing with the complexity of a general geometric information system.

3. By describing the behaviours and relations of the data structure which a gram-

matical system will invoke, SG-CLPS simplifies the matching procedure of

LHS of a rule.

4. User control strategy for selection of the active state is good for restricting the

scope of computational intensive problems such as lines emergency in shape

grammar.
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3.3 Summary

As overall reviews ofseven research projects have been demonstrated and dis-

cussed in detailsl, a complete framework of a design space explorer is revealed.

These lessons have identified amongst others, the vital issues of dealing with geo-

metric information and the synchronisation of domain knowledge in the symbol

level and the HCI level. These valuable lessons also emphasize the essential geo-

metric information in terms of its representation in the symbol level as well as in

the HCI level. One common interest as well as the primary focus of this thesis is

that geometric information has been tackled across all research projects in 2D rep-

resentation or 3D representation in the HCI level. Given the interests of this thesis,

Genesis and SEED-Config are the only two projects that handle geometric infor-

mation in terms of 3D representation which also synchronises with domain knowl-

edge.

The fundamental concept of the proposed design space explorer introduced in the

next chapter is based on a notion developed by Newell [Newell, 1982]-the

"knowledge level". With the notion of the knowledge level and its symbol level

representation, we unfold a design space explorer that represents geometry and

knowledge in a seamless manner.

With the lessons learned from experiences with these research projects, a knowl-

edge level is created, and its symbol level representation is discussed in the follow-

ing chapters. An ideal design space explorer has by all means to fulfil all the

critical criteria for the four components in both the system and the HCI levels, and

the proposed design space explorer aims to achieve this goal. Given the limitations

of adopted research projects on the HCI level, however, we hope with this pro-

posed design space explorer to further study this aspect and to consider likely

directions offuture research in this area.

The following two tables (Table 1l and Table 12) illustrate the key lessons learned

from the reviews above. These lessons are organised by the components of a com-

plete design space explorer and the corresponding questionnaires listed in the

Table 1 on page 40.

1 . Ttvo summaries of these key lessons are shown in Table I I (the system level) and

Table l2 (HCI level).
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tepresentat
ton

What is the representa-

tion?
How is geometric

information handled?

How do we integrate
geometric informa-

tion and rule mechø-
nism?

1.2D information
(LOOS/ABLOOS/
GedilSG-CLIPS)

2. 3D geometrical infor-
mation (Genesis/SEED-

Config).

l. Instances of sym-
bols with 2D pointsets
(DiscoverForm).

2. Coordinated geome-

try (Genesis/SEED-

Conhg), and

3, a version control sys-

tem (SEED-Config).

1. Integrated with 3D
geometric informa-
tion and a mixed initi-
ated environment
(SEED-Config)

rule

What are the descrþ-
tions ofthe rules?

How do we generate

new states using the

rules?

How do we control
rule application?

1. Operation of an alge-

bra of nondeterministic
function (Grammatica).

2. a set of match condi-

tions and a sequence of
operations (Genesis/

SEED-Config).

1. Conditions applied
and operations trans-

formed in a boundary
graph (Genesis).

2. by enforcing the

"state" information
(SEED-Config/SG-

CLPS).

1. User-control (Gedit/

SEED-Config/SG-
CLIPS/ABLOOS).

2. using labelling
scheme and matching
condition (Genesis/

SEED-Config).

memory

What is the structure of
a design space?

t. A tree-like derivation
graph (ABLOOS/
LOOS/SG-CLPS).

2. A derivation graph

should support multiple
states and possible

directed cyclic graph

(SEED-Config).

How canwe navigate
in a design space?

1. navigation through
the graph (parenlchil-
dren/previous altema-
tive states) (LOOS/

ABLOOS/Discover-
Form/SEED-Config/
SG-CLPS).

policy

What are the control
strategies (of rules)?

1. Matching condition
(Genesis/SEED-Confi g/

GedilSG-CLPS).

2. By user control
(GedilSEED-Config/
sG-CLPS).

3. A "tester" as an eval-
uation and control
device (LOOS/

ABLOOS).

Is mixed initiative sup-

ported?
Are multiple agents

supported?

1. ABLOOS supports

different levels of
abstraction in mixed
initiative (ABLOOS).

z. SEED-Config, Dis-
coverForm, and SG-

CLIPS are all support-
ing mixed initiative
with their state space

representation. (SEED-

Config/DiscoverForm/
sG-cLIPS)

1. no supports from
all reviews.

TABLE 11. A summary of key lessons leamed from the reviews. (system level)
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representat
ron

How do we visualise the rePre-

sentation?

How do we manipulate the rep-

resentation?

1. 2D lines/pointsets window

with viewing assistant such as

zoom/pan (Gedit/Discover-

Form/LOOS/ABLOO S/Iartan
Worlds/SG-CLIPS).

2.3D geometry display (Gene-

sis/SEED-Config).

1. "picking", "colouring", and

"labelling" (SEED-Config).

2. resizel scale of current shape

(Gedit).

rule

How do we visualise the rules

and their application?
How do we author rules?

1. Visual side-effects on the cur-

rent representation (Gedil
LOOS/ABLOOS/SG-CLPS).

2. Generate and test Paradigm
visual effect (Tartan Worlds/

LOOS/ABLOOS).

3. previewing the operation

before and after application
(SEED-Config).

4. technologies/rules windows
(GedilSEED-Config).

l' Textual editor with an inter-
preter (Genesis/SEED-Con-

figSG-CLIPS).

2. creating and modifying both

the LHS/RHS visually (Gedit/

Tartan Worlds).

memory

How does a user view the

design space?

1. A treelike design sPace wìn-
dow in two levels of visualisa-

tion (SEED-Config).

How d.oes a user move in the

design space?

1. navigation through the deri-

vation graph directly (SEED-

Config/SG-CLIPS).

policy

How do users interact with rule

control sff^tegies?

1. Combining with human tester

and "what ifl'experiment (Dis-

coverForm/ABLOOS/LOOS/
sG-CLPS).

2. Users interact with sPecif,tc

windows (Tartan Worlds).

3. Graph organisation assistant

(SEED-Config).

4. A grammatical interPreter
(GedilGenesis/SEED-Confi g).

What are the navigation assist'
ants?

1. organisation assistant from
operation preview window
(SEED-Confìg).

TABLE 12. A summary of key lessons leamed from the reviews. (HCI level)
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Theories and Algorithms

Several lessons gained from studying other research projects relating to design

space explorers are revealed in the previous chapter. Having provided this back-

ground analysis, one speciltc knowledge level and its symbol level representation

are discussed in detail in Part II ofthis dissertation. An approach derived from the

extension of such a knowledge level called "Geometric Typed Feature Structures" is

then outlined in Chapter 6, which gives an important aspect of design space explor-

ers-a state representation carrying 3D geometric information.

Part II is divided into three chapters:

ChapÍer 4: "Domain objects: the SEED knowledge level"

This chapter gives an introduction to the knowledge level concepts adopted from

the SEED project, followed by a discussion of the realisation of the knowledge

levels corresponding to the symbol level.

Chapter 5: "Representationof the knowledge level usingTyped Feature Structures"

A formal system called "Typed Feature Structures" is adapted for implementing

a symbol level representation for design space explorers. This chapter firstly

describes the fundamental theories and algorithms of Typed Feature Structures

related to the context ofdesign space explorers. Then we discuss the incorpora-

tion of geometric information and the SEED knowledge level into Typed Feature

Structures.
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Chapter 6: "Geometric Typed Feature Structures"

Given the observation of domain objects, an extension of Typed Feature Struc-

tures called "Geometric Typed Feature Structures" is introduced. This chapter

introduces Geometric Typed Feature Structures as a technique for representing

continuous information in Typed Feature Structures in a manner compatible

with the Typed Feature Structures mechanisms.
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4
Domain objects: the SEED knowledge
level

The approach taken in this research is to implement one design space explorer reify-

ing the exploration model discussed in chapter 2.2.3.In order to accomplish an

implementation of a design space explorer, a representation of its domain objects is

needed. Newell[Newell, 1982] characterises alayer of knowledge called the

"knowledge level" to describe the domain objects of specified representation. Each

knowledge level concept gives a definition for each domain object and describes

relations between these objects. The knowledge level concepts adopted by this

research come from the SEED project. These concepts are refened as the "SEED

knowledge level". I

The SEED knowledge level concepts have been used to develop a specific knowl-

edge representation for three SEED modules-l) the architectural programming

module (sEED-Pro); 2) the schematic layout design module(SEED-Layout); and 3)

the three-dimensional building configuration design module(SEED-Config). Two

supporting modules-a standard and code checker, and a version object database

are also included in SEED. The SEED knowledge level, nevertheless, is realised in

the specified context of each module. However, the overall knowledge level

remains largely identical across all modules.
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Because it focuses on the context of 3D configuration for generating spatial and

physical building parts, sEED-Config is specially chosen for its 3D geometric sup-

port. We use "SEED" to refer to "SEED-Config" except when context requires it

be otherwise.

4.1 The knowledge level concePts

The SEED knowledge level is an account of a specific design space explorer. It

acts as a specification ofa generic design space explorer. Some ofthe key features

for the SEED knowledge level are:

. Function-form representation: Function-form separation allows designers to

specify one function without worrying about its instance and to explore partially

satisfied design spaces without fully instantiating the whole design.

. IJse cases: A software engineering method called "use cases" is used in SEBD.

Use cases act as detailed system specifications from a designer's perspective.

They can also be decomposed into more specific tasks performed by designers,

such as to "refine a selected building wall with selected technology"'

. Technologies: Technologies allow designers to describe the mechanism of

instantiations when exploring through the design spaces'

. Functional decomposition: Functional decomposition allows one function to be

decomposed further into smaller sub-components which might be shared by

other functions. A reusability ofpartial design/function is ensured'

With such features, the SEED knowledge level provides a guideline for the realisa-

tion of a design space explorer in the design domain.

The SEED knowledge level contains five primary concepts that organise the basic

conducts of SBED in generating alternative designs: (1) functional units (FUs); (2)

design units (DUs); (3) technologies; (4) states; and (5) design spaces. States and

design spaces are the high level structures of the SEED knowledge level, which

organise the form of generation of alternative designs by utilising FUs, DUs and

technologies. Each concept is defined and explained in the following sections

(referred from SEED documentation). A short description with examples is also

included.
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4.1.1 Functional Unit

,,A 
functional unit is an identifiable obiect intended to perform a specific function

or combination of functions in a building þ.8., a living room, a load-bearing exte-

rior wall). Aßll has associated consffaints and criteria on its shape, size, place-

ment, relations with otherßlJs and so on." [Woodbury et al', 1994)

FUs and DUs (described in detail in the next sub-section) are the fundamental com-

ponents which store the design data. FUs can be decomposed into hierarchies that

provide the functional decomposition aspects of design' There is no notion of infor-

mation inheritance in these FU hierarchies. However, a FU might occur in more

than one FU hierarchY.

For example, a functional unit, specifying an insulation of a wall-enclosure, can be

re-used in the roof-enclosure with some adjustments to the context' A typical exam-

ple of FU hierarchy from SBED is shown in Figure 6: an enclosure system can be

decomposed further into several layers. The layers of the wall are comprised of

structural, insulation, air barrier and rainscreen components. The wall itself as

described is a FU contained in an enclosure system. In a formal description,

FUcontinuous-.unoon 
t can access all the information carried by FUs above it (in this

case, these are FU6u¡¡6inr-enclosure and FU*u¡-"nclosure in Figure 6)' In addition'

each FU, such as wall_enclosure, has its own unique corresponding DU. Figure 7a

is a DU instance of FU*u¡ enclosure,

4.I.2 Design Unit

Definition

,,A design unit (DIJ) is a part of the spatial or physical structure of a building with

an identifiable spatial boundary. In a complete design, eachßU has aDU associ-

atedwith ir. DUs can, through their associated, inducedßU hierarchy, implicitly

contain otherDlJs (the latter units are said to elaborate the former) so that a hier-

archical decomposition ofDlJs reflects a hierarchical decomposition ofthe associ-

at e d FlJ s and v i c e -v e r sa. " [V/oodbury et al, 199 41

Design units (DUs) in SEED contain design information such as the geometric

information of 3D objects. These 3D objects are bounded by different surfaces cor-

1. FU.o¡¡¡¡¡rs-supporr stands for a continuous support functional unit as shown in

Figure 8.
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Building Enclosure

wall enclosure s- continuous support

\\ uit¡uni"t\\\\ insulation
roofenclosure 

-... 
\

\::: \ sun/rainscreen

joint-wall-roofe"";r"r" 
\:::

joint-wall-floor enclosure 5...
joint-wall-groundenclosure \:::
joint-penthouse enclosure \:::

FIGURE 6. A Partial Functional Unit Hierarchy for an Insulated Enclosure.

responding to the physical objects ofeveryday life, for instance, the constructed

part of a building. Two characteristics of these 3D objects are non-manifold repre-

sentation [Chang and Woodbury,l997l and parametric objects. For non-manifold

objects, the representations ofdesign information are uniformly represented at lev-

els of abstraction adequately for a design situation. For parametric objects, design

decisions can be made before the actual sizes or form ofobjects are known.

In Figure 7, four abstract enclosures of a fire station from [Woodbury and

Chang, 1995b1 are shown. The joints of wall and roof enclosures (Figure 7b) are

the lines shared by abstract roofs (2D surfaces) and abstract walls(2D surfaces sur-

rounding the two spaces as shoìvn in Figure 7a). Discarding dimensionality, these

geometric objects are all carried by corresponding DUs, and are accessible via their

corresponding FUs. Partiality is ensured by its higher structure and is implicitly

represented in the DUs, thus, even DU*" (the geometry of wall enclosure) and the

DU." (the geometry of roof enclosure) are topological parts of DU"nslrrrr., they are

intentionally individual DUs.

4.1.3 Technology

Definition

'A technology is a collection of computational mechanisms to create and instanti-

ate design andfunctional units satisfying the requirements of a class of functional
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(b)

(d)

;URE 7. Abstract Enclosure Elements for (a) \ù/all Enclosure, (b) Enclosure for the Joint between the Wal

and Roof, (c) Ground Enclosure and (d) Roof Enclosure'

units in a design context based on specific construction technology or form genera-

tion principle.s"[Woodbury et al., 19941'

The FUs capture the problems and the DUs reach solutions to solve these problems.

Technologies, then, are used to describe the computational methods for problem

solving in a design context. To describe the notion of a technology, several exam-

ples oftechnologies are illustrated in the following paragraphs'

An example of a technology is a set of grammar rules (grammars are a formalism to

describe rule-based computations) that create a partition (DU) between two given

building spaces (design context) in which the requirements of visual and acoustic

privacy (FUs) are fulfilled by using the dry wall construction technology. Another

example is an executable function in a procedural programming language that

wraps an unelaborated wall (DU) around a set of spatial DUs (design context) in

order to satisfy a requirement for weather enclosure (FU). This process may lead to

the creation of additional FUs specifying requirements for the additional DUs

needed as part of the instantiated DUs.

For demonstrating of a concrete example of technologies for a building enclosure

see [Woodbury and Chang, 1995b, Woodbury and Chang, 1995a]' One of these

technologies, a continuous support technology as shown in Figure 8 is used as an
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example to demonstrate the behaviours of technologies and the relationships

between technologies and FUs/DUs.

C ontinuous - supp ort 
-w 

all- e nclo sure T e c hnolo gy

Pre-conditions

o A functional unit FU*, for a wall-enclosure and a design unit DU*" allocating it as an

abstract surface.

. FU*" is elaborated as an insulated enclosure and thus contains a constituent for continu-

ous suppon Fuwcs.

. FU*., is unallocated.

In s t an tiat ion func ti on

. Create a design unit allocating FU*"r. Its geometry is the same as DIJ*".

. Create a functional unit hierarchy under FU*.. comprising constituents for a membrane

FU*..rn and an attachment FLI*.ru shown on the left.

o Create a design unit DU*.r. respectively allocating FU*.rr.
. In DU*.r,o create a solid representing the wall on the inside of DU*". Constrain the

lnaterial of DU*.r- to be a member of {concrete block, metal stud wall, metal panel}.

Choose a thickness appropriate to the material.

. FfJ*..u remains unallocated (it will be allocated in the structural technologies of SEED-

Config).

A functional unit hierarchy

continuous suPPo$__rnembrane

\ test continuity

\r*"n*"n,
test strength

FIGURE 8. An Example of a Technology for the Continuous-Support of a Vy'all Enclosure is shown on
the Top. The Partial FU Hierarchy is on the Bottom.

The technology shown in Figure 8 is for the continuous-support component of wall

enclosures. The pre-condition describes the context in which this technology can

be applied. In this case, the context ensures that there is a need to elaborate the

FU*"., The instantiation process is the action of generating Duwcsm, FU*..., and

FU*..u. Generation of Fuwcsm and FU*".u is the refinement of FUs specifying that

at any time, the FU hierarchy is always partially completed. Allocating FUs into

corresponding DUs allows us to elaborate the DUs. FUs and DUs can also be

refined further into more detailed FUs and DUs by other technologies in different

design contexts. The result ofthis technology is illustrated clearly in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9.

4.1.4 State

Left: the Initial Status of Spaces Enclosure. Right: Wall Continuous Support (Membrane)
Design Unit (After Applying Technology).

Definition

"A state in a design space comprises a set of FUs and any DUs that allocate them.

A state is ø starting state or the result of applying technologies to a starting state,

where each state represents a partial or complete solution to the given problem.

Every state defines a design problem, namely, the task of allocating the unallocated

FUs in that stqte subject to the context established by the already allocated DU*

The technologies that allocate DUs may also create new FUs, so that states, and

thus design problems, are elaborated dynamically." [V/oodbury et al',7994]

States are the major components that form design spaces. They comprise problems

as FUs and partial or completed solutions to those problems as DUs, where DUs

and FUs exist in a relation of one-to-one coffespondence. States also record the

relation between a problem (FU), a solution (DU) and the means by which the prob-

lem is solved (technology). Design spaces, in general, compose states that connect

with each other by the operations required to derive from one state to another.

Given the figure above, a design space is usually visualised using a graph notation

such as a tree, or a direct acyclic graph. A state, thus, is a node ofthat graph. The

derivation relation is the edge between two nodes. Such a node provides accessibil-
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ity to all changes made to an existing context (FUs and DUs) and the methods

(technologies) used within the time-frame of that particular node.

4.L.5 Design Space

Definition

"A design space is implicitly defined by the combination of a problem statement, a

starting state, and a collection oftechnologies that derive states from states. The

space is the collection of all states that can be derived by applying the operators to

the starting state under the problem statement. " [Woodbury et al., 1994]

Design spaces, regarded as processes of design thinking, record transformations

from one state to another. Such transformations may take place based on changes in

either the specified problems or solutions of a state (see Chapter 4.1.4) A design

space or a partial of a design space is defined by a collection of obvious repre-

sented states. In each of these states both the design and the problem may depend

on the situations.

+ chainl

*"n*n¡r
E=BwD C=A-B

A

A E¡ Ec \¿ [\¿

merge(

C=A-B

merge(B) merge(E)

me

merSe (D)

FIGURE 10. An Example of Design Spaces Demonstrates the Transformation of Geometry from one
State to another.
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Figure 10 is an example of a design space for geometry design. To each state of this

design space at least one technology is applied which elaborates or refines FUs or

DUs in its own way. This example shows the design spaces allowing a design state

that can have multiple paths starting from the initial state. The existence of multiple

paths from one design state to anothef suggests that there may be more than one

possible sequence of design states in the achievement of a particular design state'

4.2 Realisation of the SEED knowledge level

Realisation of a knowledge level requires a computational mechanism that formal-

ises key properties of the knowledge level. By describing a mapping between the

knowledge level and an abstract knowledge system, we sketch the computatìonal

mechanisms needed for a realisation of the SEED knowledge level'

The symbol level representation might be envisaged as a generic abstract knowl-

edge system that comprises three sets of objects: type, structure and description, and

two mechani sms; ordering oy¿r structure s and resolution methods. We put this

generic abstract knowledge system (as shown in Figure I 1) into a representation

scheme described in [woodbury et al,, 1998]. Types carry knowledge from the

domain of interest, thus refened to as the symbol level representation of knowledge'

Structures model domain information which may, or may not be compatible with

the knowledge at hand. Structures are the symbol level of the designs (as shown in

Figure 1 1). Descriptions stand for themselves as descriptions of the interaction with

set structures with knowledge in the symbol level. Ordering over structure,s ensures

consistent relations among structures and resolution methods for generating struc-

tures. Woodbury describes a generic version of such an abstract system [Woodbury

et al., 19981.

knowledge level symbol level

designs

knowledge

descriptions

structures

typec

descriptions

representation scheme ab stract knowledge sy stem

FIGURE 11. Mapping between a Generic Abstract Kno.rylelge System Concept and the Conesponding
Refrèseñtation Scheme[rùy'oodbury et al., 19! 8]'
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With respect to the SEED knowledge level, a mapping between the SEED knowl-

edge level and this abstract system is illustrated in Figure 12. FUs provide a partial

decomposition of a design problem on the basis of functional requirements and

DUs contain the design information. In the abstract system, they represent designs,

thus structures in the symbol level. Technologies are about describing how to

instantiate a set of FUs into a set of DUs, then technologies represent knowledge

(thus types in the symbol level) from the design domain. States provide accessibil-

ity to all FU/DU pairs and technologies explored within a certain timeframe, which

is also the design information. By organising the design states in a structured fash-

ion so that exploration can occur, design spaces are the ordering ov¿r structures in

the symbol level. In addition, two relations are implicitly defined in the SEED

knowledge level: interaction with users and policy for control strategy are respec-

tively description and resolution methods in the symbol level'

In summary, a computational mechanism needed for realising the SEED knowl-

edge level should contain structure, type, description (as illustrated in Figure 12)

and two mechanisms (ordering over structures and resolution method). Such a

knowledge system is common in the field of knowledge based systems and it

occurs in many variations. Among these, a specific representation known as Typed

Feature Structures (see Chapter 5), has been adapted [Woodbury et al., 1998] and is

described in the next chapter.

knowledge level symbol level

function units

design units

design states

technologies

design spaces

Interaction with users

policy

structures

structures

structures

types

ordering over structures

description

resolution methods

The SEED knowledge level abstract knowledge system

FIGURE 12. Mapping Between the SEED Knowledge Level and its Realisation Concept.
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5
Representation of the knowledge level

using TVped Feature Structures

In order to grasp the essence ofthe SEED knowledge level described in the previ-

ous chapter, a computational mechanism is presented in this chapter. Its formalism

and an approach for realising the SEED knowledge level using this formalism are

demonstrated in this chaPter.

In the development of computational linguistic theories, a record-like data structure

known as f'eature structures has been undertaken by many researchersl, see [Kaplan

and Bresnan, 1982, Aiçkaci,lg84, and Pollard and Sag, 19871. One ofthe feature

structure formalism called "Typed Feature Structures " developed by Bob Carpenter

[Carpenter, 1992], is studied closely in this dissertation'

Typed Feature Structures comprises four elements: a set of types organised in an

inheritance hierarchy, a frame-like representation(feature structures), a description

language and the algorithms above those. The f,rst th¡ee elements a¡e referred to as

the knowledge components of Typed Feature Structures in the next section' The

algorithms are then explained in Chapter 5'2.

A briefdescription of the components ofand Typed Feature Structures their algo-

rithms relating to the SEED knowledge level is given in the following sections' The

completed formalism of Typed Feature Structures characterised in "The Logic of

Typed Feature Structures"[Carpenter, 1992]is recommended to readers who wish a

detailed knowledge of the formalism.

1. For a more general introduction about this field see[Shieber' 1986]
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Later in this chapter, issues involved in realising the SEBD knowledge level using

Typed Feature Structures formalism are discussed. This is followed by a discussion

about carrying geometric information using this formalism.

5.1 Three Components

Three knowledge components of Tlped Feature Structures are type.t, feature struc-

tures, and descriptions. Each component is portrayed in the next sections with dis-

cussion of the relationships between them. The formal definition of each term

borrowed from [Carpenter, 1992] is also given in each section.

5.1.1 TVpes

Types are defined as a means of efficiently encoding information. They are organ-

ised in a multiple inheritance hierarchy. In such an inheritance hierarchy, informa-

tion associated with a type is extended in inheriting types, that is, an informational

ordering. We say that type g subsumes type x , if and only if type t contains more

information than type cr (the actual algorithm is described later in this chapter)' A

bounded complete partial order (BCPO)I condition is implied in this information

ordering described above. This condition ensures that for every set oftypes, there

is a most general common subtype to join. Reasoning operations over types are

available as the lattice operations such as A (a join symbol, or most general com-

mon specialisation) and V (a meet symbol, or the most specific common generali-

sation). A universal type is described as Bottom (written as I ), at which all the

types meet.

O rtypel-

FIGURE 13. A Graph Notation of an Inheritance Hierarchy.

l. For the mathematic explanation of BCPO see [Davey and Priestley' 1994].
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All types are organised in so-called "inheritance hierarchies" based on the informa-

tion inheritance of any two types, that is a subtype carrying more information than

its supertypes. With a graph-notation (as shown in Figure 13), inheritance hierar-

chies can be described as a directed acyclic graphl. Each vertex ofthis graph repre-

sents a type, and each edge between any two vertices represents the relationship of

information inheritance between any two types. However, cycles are not allowed in

inheritance hierarchies. Without cycles in inheritance hierarchies, a subtype of a

type can therefore not become the super-type of that same type.

Given the condition of BCPO for ordering information over types, a primary con-

struction of an inheritance hierarchy is known as the information inheritance of all

types in which the information inheritance is also recognised as the appropriateness

specification. The definition of appropriateness specification is shown in Figure

14). The partial order conditions such as reflexivity, anti-symmetry, and transitivity

has to apply onto the appropriateness specification ofthese types. An inheritance

hierarchy is not created unless unification over feature structures occurs. Therefore,

types are not needed to be put into inheritance hierarchies before unification.

An appropriateness specification ovet the inheritance hierarchy <Type , C >

and features Feat is a partial function Appropi Feat x Type -+ Type that meets

the following conditions:

o Feature Introduction

for every feature/ e Feat, there is amost general type Intro(fl e Type

such that Approp(f, Intro(f)) is defined

. Upward Closure / Right Monotonicity

if Approp(f,o) is defined and o E t,thenApprop(f t) is defined and

Approp(f,o) C Approp(f,r)

FIGURE 14. Definition of Appropriateness Specification[Carpenter, 1992]'

"A graph is a collection of vertices and edges. Vertices are simple objects that can have

names and other properties; an edge is a connection between two
vertices."[Sedgewick, 1990] A directed graph means the edges are 'one-way' from one

vertex to another vertex, Thus a directed acyclic graph represents a directed graph without
cycles-frrst and last vertex of a path are the same.
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5.1.2 FeatureStructure

Afeature structure over'lype and Feat is a tuple F = (Q, q,A,õ)wnere

. Q: a finite set of nodes rooted at q

. qe Q: therootnode

. 0:Q -+ Type ; a total node typing function

¡ ô: Feat x 0 -l Q i a partialfeature value functíon

FIGURE 15. Definition of a Feature Structure Over Types and Feats[Carpenter, 1992]

In brief, feature structureJ are frame-like representations based on a set of existing

types. Following the definition given in Figure 15, a minimal feature structure sim-

ply contains a single node labelled by type information. An informal description of

feature structures is that they are a representation for a labelled, rooted, directed,

finite node and edge graphl, which can usually be visualised in graph notation (as

shown in Figure 16) or in AVM (attribute-value matrix) notation. Cycles are

allowed in feature structures. With these characteristics, feature structures can eas-

ily organise domain information in an intricate structure.

massrng

+ house 1ry¿ll_geometry

-kQ*
\E

enclosure

FIGURE 16. An Example Feature Structure in Graph Notion.

l. This graph departs from convention by representing the edges through a function rather

than through a binary relation.
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Naturally, traversing feature structures is important. Thus the transition function has

to be able to be composed. The path is needed for retrieving the value at the end of a

path. "A path is a sequence of features andwe let Path = Feat* be the collection of

paths" [carp enter, 1992, page 37l.In terms of graph-notation, a path comprises all

the edges from its root node to the final destined node. Using the graph notation in

Figure 16, a partial path of wall¿eometry ftom house is either

massing-of -+ wall-of or enclosure-of -+ massing-of . The definition of path value is

shown in Figure 17.

If F = (9, q, e, õ) ana ô(n, ã) is defined, then:

F@n = (8',4',õ',0')

where:

q'= E@,ã)

g'= {õ(n', q') I n'e Path} = {ô(nn', à') I n'e Path}

E'(f, q) = E(f, q) if q e Q'

Q'(q) = o(q) if qe Q'

FIGURE 17. Dehnition of Path Value[Carpenter' 1992].

5.1.3 Description

The set ofdescriptions over the collectiorílype oftypes andFeat offeatures is

the least setDesc such that:

. oe Desc f oe TYPe

. Te Desc

r n.'Q e Desc f ne Path, Qe Desc

o Tl1 = TE2e Desc if nt,nre Path

. QnV, QvV€ Desc f Q,Ye Desc

FIGURE 18. Definition of Description[Carpentea 1992].

A description is characterised as a notion for expressing a set of feature structures in

a given inheritance hierarchy (as shown in Figure 18). A type, a path, path equation

or in-equation and disjunction or conjunction are all descriptions. A description is
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satisfied by a set of feature structures. This set of feature structures, however, might

be empty if a description is unsatisfiable.

Every feature structure can be called out by some descriptions that includes no dis-

junction. In the counterpart, every description might have an empty feature struc-

ture or more than one satisfied feature structure. As expected, a recursive function

will call out a set of pairwise incompatible feature shuctures. When every feature

structure among the selected set subsumes all other feature structurqt, these feature

structures satisfy the description. The mathematical description of satisfaction is

introduced and illustrated in Figure 19.

Type constraints are also included as a total function Cons: Type +Desc in the

description. Such a function maps from typeJ to descriptions as the constraint

expressions ofthese types in descriptions. Any feature structure, which satisfies a

type r , must also satisfy the recursive constraints given by Cons*(r,) .

The satisþction relation Þ between feature structures and descríption is the least relation

such that:

. F F o if o eType and o r 0(q)

. F VT for any F e F,Let f denote the collection of feature structure

.Ftsn:þifFoæFQ
' F ts nt= ßzif õ@yø) = õ(nz,q)
. F F Q ^tt if Fts þ and. F F V
.FF0^,ttilFÞþorFtsV

FIGURE 19. Definition of Satisfaction[Carpenter, 1992]

5.2 Three Algorithms

V/ith an understanding of the components of Typed Feature Structures-types, fea-

ture structures and descriptions, we now introduce a set of algorithms over these

components. The algorithms are subsumption, unification and r-resolution, which

are introduced in the following sub-sections.

5,2.1 Subsumption

A feature structure represents the partial information of domain objects at a certain

stage. The ability to specify that one structure is more informative and specific than
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the other is important. The informational ordering over types is extended to feature

structurer by the subsumption ordering. An intuitive explanation of subsumption

over two feature structures is "ø feature structure F subsumes another feature struc-

ture F' if and onty if every two paths which are shared in F are also shared in F' ,

and every type assigned by F to a. path subsumes the type assigned to the same path

in F' in the type ordering"fCarpenter,1992, page 401. The definition is shown in

Figure 20.

F = <Q, q,Q,õ> subsumes F' = (Q', q',e', ô'), F t F', if and only if there is a total

function h : Q --> Q', called a morphism such that:

. h(A) = A'

.0(s) tr ï'(h(q))for everY qeQ

. h(õ(f, q)) = E'(f, h@)) for every q e Q and fearure f such that

E(f, q) is defined

FIGURE 20. Definition of Subsumption[Carpenter, 1992]

Since the same information may be represented by feature structures with distinct

node sets, the informational equivalence must be decidable. It must be possible to

distinguish between two distinct node sets with the same information and two dis-

tinct node sets with different information. Subsurnption is therefore used to separate

any two pairs of distinct node sets with the properties described above. These two

distinct node sets carrying identical information are defined as having "alphabetic

variance"lCarpente\ 19921, written as A - B .

5.2.2 Unification

With respect to subsumption ordering oYer two feature structures, a unification

operation is defined as shown in Figure 21. A unification of two feature structures

generates a feature structure carrying more or less information than them altogether.

The information derived from a set of distinct sources can be combined with a

unique node set to form modulo alphabetic variance. The only way in which unifi-

cation can fail is when the unified feature structureJ are carrying inconsistent infor-

mation. For example, the incomparable types in the same path are in these feature

structures. Such inconsistency has been taken care ofby subsumption which treats

path values of two feature structure.ç which are not subsumed to each other dis-
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SupposeEF'elarefeaturestructuressuchthatF -<Q,q,e,õ)andF' -<Q',q',0',õ')
are such that Q ^ Q'= Ø, We define an equivalence relalionx onQv Q' as the least

equivalence relation such that:

. qxa'

. õS q)Xô(l q') if both are defined and q x q'

The unifi.cation of F and F' is then defined to be:

F L_J F,= ((ev e,)tx, [ã]*, 0*, ô*)
where:

ex([s]x) = u{(0u0'Xs') I q'xq}

and . I t(ô v ô'XÉ s)lx y'(õ u õ'Xt q) is defined
ôx(f [s]x) = { .t. .-.-.lundefined otherwise

If aU of the joins in the definition of 0x exist. F ¿ F' is undefined otherwise.

FIGURE 21. Definition of Unification[Carpenter, 1992]

tinctly. The efficiency ofunification, therefore, is dependent on the efficiency of

the subsumption operation over two types in the same path.

5.2.3 zr-resolution

With the definitions of type, feature structure, description now given and with the

two algorithms in place, \rye can now turn our attention to the issue of constraints

resolution. Constraint resolution is the attempt to satisfy the queriesl of constraint

equations. The resolution mechanism proceeds with the process of constraint reso-

lution, substructure (ofa given feature structure) by substructure, until all the sub-

structures satisfy (or fail) the constraint on their types. During the constraint

resolution stages, the mechanism adds as much information as is needed to the sub-

structure in order to satisfy its constraints. This constraint resolution mechanism is

called"r-resolution". It captures a relationship between descriptions and feature

structures and performs as the main exploration mechanism in the design space

explorer.

5.3 A representation using T}ped Feature Structures

Issues relating the implementation of the SEED knowledge level using Typed Fea-

ture Structures are discussed in this section in the light of an understanding of the

1. "A query is simply an arbitrary description"[Carpenter,1992]
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basic mechanics of Typed Feature Structures. Chapter 4.2 shows how the SEED

knowledge level corresponds to an abstract symbol level representation (illustrated

in Figure 12).Inthis section, such representation is further considered in the theory

ofTyped Feature Structures (as shown in Figure 22).

Recall that the symbol level representation (as shown in Figure 12) in Chaptet 4.2

contains three components (type, structure and description) and two mecha-

nisms.(ordering over structures and resolution method)over these components.

Implementing these concepts using Typed Feature structures requires a mapping

from these concepts to the Typed Feature Structures' components and algorithms.

symbol level symbol level

feature structures

TFS types

TFS descriPtions

subsumPtion ordering

zr-resolution

ab st rac t knowled ge sY ste rn þped F eature Structure s

structures

tyPes

descriptions

ordering over structures

resolution methods

FIGURE 22. Mapping Between the Abstract System Concepts and the Conesponding Tlped Feature

Structures(TFS) Concepts.

Among the abstract components of the symbol level, typeJ encompass the domain

information, in terms of Typed Feature Structures, these correspond to TFS types'

Structures that express the models of this domain information represented by types,

are thus implemented by feature structures. Descriptions in the knowledge system

can be mapped to TFS descriptions to convey this domain information.

In terms of the two mechanisms: ordering over structures conesponds to is sub-

sumption ordering over feature structures, and the resolution methods used in Typed

Feature Structures correspond to r-resolution The relation between each pair ofcon-

cepts are illustrated in Figure 22. Furthermore, a complete picture of mapping from

the knowledge level to the symbol level representation is shown in Figure 23.
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FIGT]RE 23.

knowledge level

function units

design units

design states

technologies

Interaction with users

design spaces

policy

symbol level

strucfures

structures

structures

tYPes

descriptions

ordering over structures

resolution methods

symbol level

feature structures

TFS tYPes

TFS descriPtions

subsumption ordering

zr-resolution

þped F eature StructuresThe SEED knowledge level abstract knowledge sYstem

A Complete Mapping from the Knowledge Level to its symbol Level Representation.
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5.4 Toward representing geometric information

Having sketched the symbol level representation in the previous section, we notw

turn to the issue of representing geometric information using Typed Feature Struc-

tures. As stated in Part I, geometric information plays an essential role in design

space explorers. Few design space explorers (as reviewed in Chapter 3'2)have

achieved the goal of canying geometric information in a clean and efficient formal-

ism. Several issues need to be resolved to have symbol level representation carrying

geometric information using Typed Feature Structures. These issues concern the-

infinite and continuous domain; geometry that needs no sub-structure; minimal sub-

sumption and minimal partiality.

Representing infinite, continuous domain information

A key characteristic of geometric information is its continuous and infinite domain.

A work around solution for standard Typed Feature Structures representing an inte-

ger '4' is shown in Figure 24. This solution is not practical and is even impossible

as far as geometric information is concerned. Firstly, such a special type can not

cover all the integer values needed for the design domain, nor cover all the geomet-

ric information. Secondly, the structure of geometric information is intensional and

imposed by users that will not need any sub-structure (as elaborated in the next sub-

section). Thus, a sound and effective solution is needed for representing this infinite

continuous domain-geometric information.

Numbers inherit universal.

4 inherit Numbers.

3 inherit Numbers.

2 inherit Numbers.

I inherit Numbers.

0

I

FIGURE 24. A Description of Atomic Values in a Formal System.

Geometric information needs no sub-structure

V/ith Typed Feature Structures, we represent the structure of objects through feats, a

finite sets of features. We also accept that there exist atomics that have no substruc-
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ture with respect to a given type hierarchy. Therefore' we must represent geometric

information in the same way-through Feats' Our geometric objects must be fea-

tureless, Now we hit shape grammars which show the importance of a uniform and

general subpart relation on continuous information. Shapes contain infinite fea-

tures. Thus a major question is how to resolve the apparent conflict between feature

structures with their discrete finite parts and shape-like objects which, though

finitely represented, contain infinite numbers of subparts?

Minimal subsumption, minimal partiality

Questions arise as to when is infinite information such as the geometric informa-

tion encountered? How should infinite domain information be ordered? An appro-

priateness specification must apply to this infinite information and must confront

the formal definition (as shown in Figure 14)' In other words geometric informa-

tion is less informative than other types of information and must therefore be

expressed and computed effrciently. For this purpose, minimal subsumption and

minimal partiality over the geometric information are required. This ensures that

only sufficient geometric information is used in the system and provides incremen-

tal refinements over the geometric information'

Summary

Representing geometric information using Typed Feature Structures is the key to

implementing a design space explorer. Three issues are unfolded in this section-

the infinite and continuous domain; the fact that geometry needs no sub-structure;

and minimal subsumption and minimal partiality. These issues require a special

treatment from Typed Feature Structures. An approach called Geometric Typed

Feature Structures is introduced and discussed in the next chapter. This approach

tackles the issues described above and incorporates most ofthe functionality of

Typed Feature Structures along with a geometry extension'
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6
Geometric T}ped Feature Structures

With an understanding of the knowledge level of a design space explorer and its

symbol level realisation using Typed Feature Structures, we now turn toward repre-

senting geometric information within the theory of Typed Feature Structures. Vy'e

seek a way of carrying geometric information within Typed Feature Structures that

provides the computational representation needed for realising a design space

explorer.

Firstly, if we presume Typed Feature Structures are the only carriers of information

in our design space explorer, then we must regard feature structures and their types

as the carriers for any and all information. We choose feature structures represent-

ing a piece of geometric information to be instances of atomic types; that is, such

types carrying geometric information have no features. The type hierarchy itself

thus does almost all the duty of defining our geometric representation.

The reasons for using types as the carriers for geometric information (as hinted in

Chapter 5.4) as well as for other continuous domain objects are quite straightfor-

ward. First of all, if we use feature structures as the carriers, we still need to use

types to carry partial domain information since types provide the atomic units of

feature structures. Secondly, according to our observations, the domain objects can

have no substructure (as mentioned in Chapter 5.4), which is similar to the concept

of the atomic concept units of types. Thus, we must use types to carry the geometric

information of the domain objects. It turns out that the infinite sub-features of

shapes occur in a subpart lattice, which we will later show forms a valid inheritance

hierarchy for Typed Feature Structures. So, infinitely featured shapes depend upon

the same mechanism as completely unfeatured atomic geometric objects.
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By using types as the carriers, we need to find a clear, formal and uniform means

for canying domain information between two types. As we have observed, the

objects of interest to us can be arranged in relations that a¡e also of interest to us'

Some of these relations have the required properties of inheritance hierarchies;

namely the BCPO properties [Carpenter, 1992,page 13]. For example, in the

domain of real intervals, the join of l-12.2, 17 .741 and Í5.023,20.47) is consistent

as [5.023, 17.74] under the pointset relation ) , and a most general type (carrying

an infinite interval J- ) is trivial to describe. An example of a partial order over

these intervals is shown in Figure 25. An elaborated def,rnition is shown in Chapter

\lz
15.023,1'1.74)

Í-t2.2,t7.741 f [5.023, ".ror/\\l /,/
Í-12.2,17.74)

15.023, 20.47 ) t 15.023, l7 .7 41

\J/
Í5.023,20.471

LC l-12,2,l'.lñ/. Í5.023,20.471

l_

FIGURE 25. Example of a Complete Partial Order of Three Real Intervals and a Bottom.

6.3.10.

Following this example, a partial order ( [fr, tî], l) (as shown in this interval

example) under the relation f can act as an inheritance hierarchy to a type system.

Such inheritance hierarchies are not finite since the domain (m ) is infinite' How-

ever in design space exploration we can trace out only a finite part of a space' Even

if we could do it, enumerating an infinite type hierarchy such as that given by

( t9t, 911 , l) would be inefficient as it would contain an infinity of objects which

we would never use. We therefore need a finitely describable way of representing

such infinite hierarchies.

By reviewing the context of Typed Feature Structures, we found that there are two

main reasons why Carpenter chose to define a finite inheritance hierarchy' One rea-

son is that finite sets are sufficient for the application described in the book, and
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another is that Carpenter uses construction method (for inheritance hierarchies)

views which demand finite ISA networks yielding finite inheritance hierarchies.

None- of these reasons apply to our domain of interest so that having a finite inherit-

ance hierarchy is not a necessary condition for Typed Feature Structures. We can

relaxed Carpenter's definition to allow infinite types.

In summary, the problems of using types as carriers for domain relevant information

are 1) continuous domains are infinite-thus we need a finitely describable way of

representing infinite inheritance hierarchies and 2) the relations between domain

objects must conform to an inheritance relation between the types carrying these

objects.

Before describing of our solution to the problems described above, we need to

address the terminology for the types we are using. The terms used here follow the

literature[Carp enter,7992,Burrow and Woodbury, 1998] very closely. First of all,

the top ofan inheritance hierarchy is called an absurd type, and the bottom is called

a universal type. The standard types described in [Carpenter,1992] are called Suc-

cession Types (as shown in Figure 26), as they succeed one another in an inherit-

ance hierarchy specification. We describe a different kind of types called Order

Types in which the ordering of types can be computed by direct comparison (as

shown in Figure 27).The name for "Order Type" is given because of its ordering

characteristic.

l- O A Succession \pe

FIGURE 26. Example of a Succession InheritanceHierarchy,
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The elements ofa set oftypes comprising both Succession Types and Order Types

are called regular typeJ, to distinguish them from absurd types. Consequently, reg-

ular types and the absurd type are from the universe oftypes. A detailed definition

of the set of Order Types is given in the following section. The theory following

that ofTyped Feature Structures with the necessary extensions to include regular

types is called Geometric Typed Feature Structures'

Geometric Typed Feature Structures is a domain extension of Typed Feature Struc-

tures. The theory and algorithms described in the previous chapter are still valid

within Geometric Typed Feature Structures. Therefore, the remainder of this chap-

ter only describe the extension-Order Types-and its behaviour.

In the following sections we describe Order Types in terms of

1. their characteristics;

2. what kind of objects can serve as Order Types (models);

3. discuss the representation of Order Types carrying two kinds of domain infor-

mation: numerical values and geometric information.

6.1 The characteristics of Order Tlpes

In order to solve these two problems-representing the continuous domain and

defining the inheritance relation of domain relevant objects-several differences

between Order Types and Succession Types are discovered. In this section, we

describe the four characteristics ofOrder Types which allow such types to carry

continuous domain information. Then, in the following section, we will describe

the model space which Order Types will represent.

Five characteristics of Order Types are 1) Order Types are un-evaluated,2) Otdet

Types have no feats, 3)descriptions of Order Types have no paths, 4)Order Types

carry no constraints and 5)some Order Types are intentional. We devote a section

describing each of these characteristics in the following text.

6.f.1 Order Tlpes are un-evaluated

Regular types, that is, both Succession Types and Order Types, are defined by

inheritance. In Succession Type finite inheritance hierarchies are explicitly con-

structed, either directly or through closure operations over ISA networks
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[Carpenter, 1992].In the Order Type we do not explicitly store a type hierarchy.

Instead we determine information consistency by direct examination of type tokens.

Therefore, ifthe value has not been evaluated, the Order Type carrying this value

will not exist in the type system. This reflects the hrst characteristic of Order

Types-Order Type hierarchies are un-evaluated until users need to describe certain

domain information that is implicit in them.

We treat Order Types simply as non-decomposable values, that is, as far as feature

structures are concerned they only carry information in terms of their subsumption

relation. This gets rid of the need to construct infinite Order Types and to incorpo-

rate them into the type system, and makes it clear that Order Types are simply act-

ing like values.

),

a, b, c e'Objeòts
oub '. -'ì 

".'']For ,ølI objects,
there is a uniform procedureal) t = c

J- ,--' An Order l}pe

F'IGURE 27 Example of an Order Type Hierarchy

Therefore, Order Types need not be evaluated until a description specifies a particu-

lar value, i.e., Order Type hierarchies are presumed to exist but remain un-evaluated

until needed in the universe of types.

6.L.2 Order Types have no feats

The main motivation for employing Order Types is to represent continuous domain

objects, such as point-sets, numbers, and intervals. These objects have no sub-struc-

tures (as hinted in chapter 5). If we want to represent the structure of domain infor-

mation, we need to utilise higher level structures. For example, in Figure 28, the

topological relation between a solid and its faces can be organised in a feature struc-

ture-fashion, such that each feat ofthis feature structure carries a face as its value.
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Thus, there is no need to provide a sub-structure for Order Types and consequently,

Order Types need no feats.

Cube
p¡çF_l:

FACE-2:

FACE.3:

FACE-4:

FACF-s:

IìACF:6:

GEOM:

[ru."]

[r*"]
[t*"]
[t*"]

face and solid
are order types

[r*"]
[ru""]

þorio]

A cube A.feature structure representing the cube

FIGURE 28. An Example Represents the Properties of a Cube with a Higher Level Structure (in AVM

Notation).

Furthermore, all properties of an order Type instance can be computed from the

Order Type instance alone. Once again, for an integer '4', there is a property that it

is divisible by two giving an integer result. Vy'e can compute this property by com-

puting over the value itself (4), without using feats at all. We argue again that Order

Types have no feats.

6.1.3 Descriptions of Order Tlpes have no paths

Descriptions contain four key components: types, values at the end of paths, path

equations and and/or expressions of descriptions. Without feats of their own, Order

Types will have no path values and no path equations. Thus a description of Order

Types comprises only a set ofOrder Types.

Let us recall that the definition of a path value For is the value of the feature

structure F at a path n (which must be defined). If F is typed by an Order Type in

Geometric Typed Feature Structures, there will be no path for F as F will have no

feats at all. Thus, there will be no path values for F. Consequently, there are no

path equations and path description for Order Types either, since Order Types have

no path values. This means that the descriptions over Order Types are merely
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descriptions of those types, along with the disjunctions and conjunctions over them.

Typed F eature Structures' Descriptíon

o eDescf o eType

1e Desc

n:Qe Desc if nePath,QeDesc
ßl = frz e Desc íl Tt 'n, e Path

Q¡V,Qvy e Desc ¿/ O,Ve Desc

Geometric T\ned F euture Structures'
Description-'
oeDescfoeType
1e Desc

0¡V,Qvy e Desc f Q,ye Desc

FIGURE 29. The Descriptions of Order Types have no Path Values.

In Figure 29 , we compare Carpenter's I definition of description lCarpenter, 1992,

page 521with Geometric Typed Feature Structures2. Without path values, the defi-

nition of description becomes only the type description and the conjunction/disjunc-

tion of types, which are also types (or sets of types). A definition of a Geometric

feature structure is given in Figure 30.

A Geometric feature structure over Order Types is a tuple F = (Q, q,0, E)where

c Q: a singleton, rooted at Q

. q e Q : the root node, and the sole member of Q

. 0:Q -+ 'lype:. a total node typing function

FIGURE 30. Definition of a Geometric Feature Structure Over Order Tlpes.

The satisfaction of Order Types is also simplified by such a characteristic. As

shown3 in Figure 3 1, the dehnition of satisfaction of Geometric Typed Feature

l. ThesymbolsareborrowedfromCarpenter[Carpenter, 1992],andthedefinitionsaregiven
in the previous chapter.

2. In the right side of Figure 29, this amounts to saying that descriptions are combinations of
types under conjunction and disjunction. Remember that the base cases for descriptions

are o € Desc f o e Type, so all combinations of Desc are combinations of types.

3. Same as above.
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Structures covers the absurd type, type satisfaction and conjunction/disjunction of

satisfaction of two tYPes.

þped F eature Structures' Satísfaction Geometric \peil Feature Structures'
Satßfaction

FF o if c e'lype and oE0(q)

FÊfforanyFeF
FÞßiQ,/F@nF0
F F nr = r;zil ô(nr,ã) = õ@2,4)

rF0^\tifFtsþandFFV
FF0^VifFtsQorrtsV

FFoifoeTypeandoE0(ø)
FVTloranyFeF

F F 0^V if Fts þ and FF V
FFQ^ViÍFÞþorFtsV

FIGURE 31. Comparison of Satisfaction of Tlped Feature Structures with Satisfaction of Geometric

Typed Feature Structures.

6.1.4 Order Tlpes carry no constraints

As the domain described comprises a set of objects under a natural relation such as

point-set containing,there is no need for further structure. rWhat needs to be repre-

sented is nothing more or less than a chosen relation over a chosen set of domain

objects. The only restriction is that the relation has to have the BCPO properties to

form a well-behaved inheritance hierarchy, so that it can stand in an isomorphism

to that hierarchy. Introducing cons(t) + O will change that desired state. For exam-

ple, in Figure 32, three solids are under a point-set superset relation. If the con-

straints over these order Types are allowed then there will be no way of

representing the cuboid marked c in Figure 32'

ø Z cons (c) = anb +

U-

ba

\,/
c

&

(b)

¿

(a)

FIGURE 32. Order Types Need no Constraints.
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Besides, we do not explicitly represent Order Types prior to their creation. There

can be no type tokens with which constraints could be associated.

6.1.5 Some Order Tlpes are intentional

We shall now discuss some other properties of Order Types. Although it seems nat-

ural to think of an integer interval as an extensional type, it can be a nuisance since

it generates structure sharing which prevents us from specialising a value by unifi-

cation.

For example, using Burrow and Woodbury's feature structure examplel¡Burrow

and Woodbury, 19981:

human
FOODSTUF'F: animal

LEG-COUNT: interval-O-4
PET: animal

LEG-COUNT: interval-O-4

If intervals were extensional the above is the alphabetic variant of the following:

human
FOODSTUFF: animal

LEG-COUNT: [] interval-O-4
PET: animal

LEG-COUNT: [l]

Then if a constraint identifies that we only eat four legged animals, we get

human
FOODSTUFF: animal

LEG-COUNT: [1] interval-4-4
PET: animal

LEG-COUNT: Fl

preventing us from owning snakes! If instead, we treat these types as being inten-

sional, we avoid this problem.

6.2 Order Tlpe Models

\Vith an understanding ofthe characteristics ofOrder Types, we are going to reveal

what kind of objects can serve as order Types-the Model space of the order

Types. There are three criteria: domain relevance, the chosen relation has to be a

BCPO, and efficiency of the computations corresponding to subsumption and unifi-

cation. Each requirement is described in detail in the following sub-sections:

1. The syntax of this example follows that used in the description of Kryos: an implementa-

tion of Typed Feature Structures.
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6.2.1 Relevance to domain for objects and relations

The values carried by the instances of Order Types must be domain relevant as the

relation over these values that must be the inheritance hierarchy. One example of

such objects regarding of geometry is two-dimensional rectangles. This 2D tectan-

gle representation is used for several domain representation. Efficient constraint

resolution algorithms computed over those rectangles are well developed' Another

example is the 3D point-set, which is also of great interest in this dissertation.

Relevant relations over those objects are also essential for Order Types. The exam-

ple of the 3D point-sets, point-set containing is one relevant relation, that

P(A)=-P(B) devoting all the points of B are also points of A '

6.2.2 The Bounded Complete Partial Order @CPO) condition

A BCPO contains these conditions: partial order condition (reflexivity, anti-sym-

metry, and transitivity), type consistency and a unique bottom. As shown in Figure

33, partial order conditions form the basic property of a BCPO: partial order'

In addition, the existence ofconsistentjoins is a defining characteristic ofinheriç

ance hierarchies for Typed Feature Structures. Informally, if a set oftypes is con-

sistent, there is a single most general satished type that is subsumed by them all.

This type subsumes all other types subsumed by all members of the set. More for-

mally, defining Se ya(OrderTypes) I andtheupperbound t, 't@t,s E r,se S' Let

1 = lrlS@t,sE r,se Sf beasetof upperboundsof S'Let lls = r, wheniteT '

such that s I ¡ ¡. t c v, ve T. A unique bottom is ensured by enforcing a universal

type as described before. These two conditions associated with the partial order

condition are the key of describing Order Types. In other words, Order Types and

their associated relations have to confront the BCPO conditions for being included

1. As a power set p (OrderTypes) consists of all subset of Order Tlpes'
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in inheritance hierarchies. Given the indication in [Carpenter,1992], the simplest

partial order that confronts the BCPO conditions is a tree'

Let P be a partial order set under relation < forYa, b, c e P

(i) reflexivity
(ii) anti-symmetry
(iii) transitivity

a1a
a<bandb<a,imPlYa=b
a3b andb<c,imply a<c

FIGURE 33. Requirements of a Partial Order Set[Davey and Priestley' 1994]

6.2.3 Efficient algorithms for subsumption/unification

Considering a mapping from a continuous domain, such as real intervals, an effi-

cient domain representation is required. When one specifies an Order Type to carry

a certain domain information, such information has to be efficiently represented for

a straightforward reason: computability.

Order Types are specified under domain relations with given mechanisms, so that

the subsumption/unification relations are defined in each Order Type. Conse-

quently, each Order Type is responsible to the algorithms over that specified type.

Thus, when one defines a useful Order Type, extra care has to be put on the effr-

ciency of subsumption/unification algorithms defined over that Order Type simulta-

neously. In addition, without path values, unification of two Order Types is simply

based on the subsumption relations which are defined within the domain of interest.

One useful example is the interval subset. Computing the interval subset of two

intervals is trivial if two intervals are specified. The intervals under subset relation

can be used as the information carried by Order Types. The other example is point-

set inclusion over 3D point-sets. The algorithms are more complex than interval

subset. But if given an efficient geometric representation such as non-manifold

geometry (described in more detail in the later this chapter), the Boolean algorithms

are linear.

In contrast, the sub-graph of a graph is not an ideal candidate for the relevant

domain relation even if it might be domain relevant in some cases'
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6.3 Representing Order TlPes

With the knowledge of Order Types, we are going to present a set of Order Types

which are domain approximated and to demonstrate the representation of Order

Types carrying geometric information in section 6.4. Before that, the numerical

values are focused as they are needed for geometric information as well as their

atomic values which are not representable in Succession Types. As indicated, two

sets of values identified are numerical values and pointset geometric information.

Each information paired with one domain relevant relation, such as less than rela-

tion < , define one Order TYPe.

Given three requirements described in the previous section: domain relevancy, the

BCPO condition and efficient algorithms for subsumption and unification, four

crucial conditions are raised. Firstly, the need for numeric data and geometric infor-

mation is trivial, as well as the relations including lifted, < , ) , and interval. The

BCPO condition (including partial order, a unique bottom and a least upper bound)

and the efficient algorithms are three key conditions for expressing Order Tlpes. In

addition, a way to express the members of the set is the fourth condition. For clari-

fication purpose, the BCPO condition is carried on as two steps; partial order

(rejtexivity, anti-symmetry and transitivity) and the BCPO (a unique bottom and a

least upper bound) condition as mentioned above.

As the remaining of this chapter, we discuss a set of examples for carrying numeri-

cal values. 12 Order Types demonstrated in the following sections carry a domain

information which pair one of four relevant relations (antichain lifted, chain

ascending, chain descending and interval inclusion) with one ofthree given

domains (real numbers, integers and whole nurnbers) respectively. These identified

relation/domain pairs are:

1. The lifted reals

2, T\e lifted integers

3. The lifted whole numbers

4. The ascending reals

5. The descending reals

6. The ascending integers

7. The descending integers

8. The ascending whole numbers
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9. The descending whole numbers

10.The real intersection intervals

ll.The integer intersection intervals

l2.The whole number intersection intervals

These 12 examples applied with four Order Type conditions described above are

illustrated in the following sections.
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6.3.1 The lifted reals

Giventheorderedset S = (fr, ') where ø obtfif a = b weform frl ,whichwe

call the 'lifted' reals by adding an element f , Sr := fr u {I} . We define an order

relation ' .' (fr is an antichainl) on frt âs 9l-1 = (frr, ' ) . The definition is

a¡b lf aobinÍ

acbifa = I and be9.t

(EQ 1)

(EQ 2)

usually we refer to sl simply as frr. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by

(frr, . ) is shown in Figure 34. With this definition, the four conditions described

above apply as follows:

f. (frr, r ) is a partial order.

Let a, b, c e St,

reflexivity: a. a is true by definition (see equation: 1)

anti-symmetry: atb and btaimply a = b

by exhaustive enumeration,

íf acb,eithera = b o¡ a = I,b+a,

in the former,

acb and b.a+

aoa and o.a-

a.a+a=b

in the latter,

acb but -bea

l."TheorderedsetPisanantichainif x3y inP onlyif x = y'" [Daveyand

Priestley, 19941.
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.'.(aob) and(br a) andb+a arefalse.

:,(aob and å.øimplya=b) istrue' I

transitivity: ø. b and b . c imqly a. c

by exhaustive enumeration.

if acb,ettheta = b or a = L,a+b

in the former,

aob utd bcc-

aca artd a.c+ ct,.c

in the latter,

acb a¡d b.c+

l-¡å and boc+

(EQ 3)

Notethat b = c,asb+a from[equation: 3]

l-¡å and boc+

J-¡c and c.c+ !.c,

buta = I,soaoc

:.((a . å) and (b o c) imply (a o c)) is true.fl

2. (Sr,o ) isaBCPO

As mentioned before, a tree is a BCPO. A 'lifted' anti-chain is a tree,

thus, (11, . ) is a BCPO. 0

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification' Iüe

take (frr, o ) asaninheritancehierarchysuchthat alb = aob'
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Subsumption

LC.a,ae I

af a,ae ßt

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

Unification

LL)a = a,ae8l

aL)a = a,aes'

The unihcation algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of frr stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over I with the usual operators of

from { +,-, x,/ },canalsostandasnamesforelementsof Sr.

I -t2t 143

l_

FIGURE 34. A Part of'Lifted' Reals as anlnheritanceHierarchy
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6.3.2 The lifted integers

Giventheordered satZ = (2,'l wherø a.biff ø = b'welorm Zt,whichwe

call the 'lified' integers by adding an element I, Zt := Zw {I} ' We define an

order relation ' .' 72 is an antichainl) on Zt as -4 = (Zt, ' ) ' The definition is

atb if øobitZ (DQ4)

aobífa=l-and (bezì (EQs)

usually we refer to z, simply as zr. Apartial inheritance hierarchy formed by

(zt, . ) is shown in Figure 35. With this definition, the four conditions described

above apply as follows:

L (Zt, o ) is a partial order'

LeÍ a, b, c e Z¡,

reflexivity: a o a is true by definition (see equation: 4)

anti-symmet\t aob arrd b.aimqly a = b

by exhaustive enumeration,

if aob,either¿ = b or a = L,b+a,

in the former,

atb and boa=

ac a and a. a+

4.a+a=b

in the latter,

acb but -boa

l."The ordered set P is an antichnin il *<y i:n P only if x = y"' [Davey and

Priestley, 19941.
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.'.(aob) and (b o a) and b+a arcfalse'

:.(acb and å.øimplya=b) istrue. u

transitivity: aob andb.c imply a'c

by exhaustive enumeration.

if aob,either¿ = b ot a = l,a*b

in the former,

ao b and b. c+

a.a and a.c+ a.c

in the latter,

a.b and bcc+

-Lob and bcc+

(EQ 6)

Notethat b = c,asb+a from[equation:6]

Iob and boc+

I¡c and ço¿1 ).oç,

buta = I,soarc

:.((a o å) and (b o c) imply (a o c)) is true'[

2. (Zt, o ) isaBCPO.

As mentioned before, a tree is a BCPO. A 'lifted' anti-chain is a tree,

thus, (Zr, o ) is a BCPO. n

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification.

'Wetake (Zt, . ) as aninheritancehierarchysuchthat a1b = acb '
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Subsumption

Lta,ae Z

aCa,aeZt

Thesubsumptionalgorithmistrivialandcomputedbasedonitssimple

symbol comparison.

Unification

IL)a = o,4eZL

aL)a = a,ae Z

The unification algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison'

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of Zr stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions oYef z with the usual operators of

from {+, x , - } , can also stand as names for elements of Zt (/ is not closed in

Z so are not included here).

0 3

I

FIGI]RE 35. A Part of 'Lifted' Integers in an InheritanceHierarchy'
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6.3.3 The lifteil whole numbers

GiventheorderedsotNo = (No, .) where a obiff a = b weformNer,whichwe

call the 'Iifred' whole numbers by adding an element I, N¡r:= N¡ u {I} ' We

define an order relation ' .' (No is an antichainl) on No, as .Fs = (Nor, ' ) . The

definition is

aobifø¡åinNo (EQ7)

a¡blfa = f and (å€ N01) (EQ8)

Usually we refer to No, simply as N.a. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by

(Nor, . ) is shown in Figure 36. With this definition, the four conditions described

above apply as follows:

l. (Nor, o ) is a Partial order.

Leta,b,ceNo,

reflexivity: a. ø is true by definition (see equation: 7)

anti-symmetry; aob and boøimply a = b

by exhaustive enumeration,

if aob,eithera = b or a = )-,b#a,

in the former,

acb and boa+

aoa and a.a+

A.a+a=b

in the latter,

l."The ordered set P is an antichain il *<y in P only if x = y '" [Davey and

Priestley, 19941.
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aob but -boa

.'.(aob) and(åod) and b+a arcfalse.

:.(a o b and b. a imPlY a = b) is true. I

transitivity: a.b andb.c imqly a'c

by exhaustive enumeration'

if acb,either a = b ot a = L,a+b

in the former,

a.b and bcc+

aca and a.c+ cl .c

in the latter,

o.b allld boc-

Ioó and bcc+

(DQ 9)

Notethat b = c,asb+a from[equation:9].

I¡b and bcc+

I¡c and ccc+ Loc'

butø=I,soarc

:.((a o b) and (b o c) imply (a ¡ c)) is true'[

2. (N0,,.)isaBCPO.

As mentioned before, a tree is a BCPO. A 'lifted' anti-chain is a tree,

thus, (Nor, o ) is a BCPO. I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumflion and unification' We

take (Nor, o ) asaninheritancehierarchysuchthat atb = acb'
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Subsumption

IEa,ae Ng

aE-a.ae NnvI

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

Unification

ILJa = a,ae No,

aL)a = a,ae No

The unification algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of Nor stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over N0 with the usual operators of

from {+, x } , can also stand as names for elements of N¡, (- and / are not

closed in No so are not included here)'

I 430

l_

I.IGURE36. A Part of 'Lifted' Whole Numbers as an InheritanceHietarchy
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6,3.4 The ascending reals

Given the ordered set 91a = ('1, <) where ( denotes the usual "Iess than or

equøIs" relation, we form frr. which we call the ascending reals by adding an ele-

ment I to fr , s':= fr v U-}. We define an ordering relation . <' (fr< is achainl)

on 9lr as 9lr. = (Sr, ç) ' The definition is

a{b, ifa<be Sa (EQlo)

a{b ifa = I and be Sr (8Q11)

We usually refer to 9lr. as 9(1 ; the arrow gives the sense of the ascending reals' A

partial inheritance hierarchy formed by s, is shown in Figure 37. With this defini-

tion, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

1. fr, is a Partial order'

Let a,b, c e S1 ,

reflexivity: a ( c is true by definition' (see equation: 10)

anti'symmetry: a {b and b ( aimply a = b

As a chain, íf a+ b, å(a is false, so a = bl

transitivitY: ¿(å and b(cimplya(c

(a(b) and (b(c) formasequence of a{b (c' (seeequation:10)'

If c ( a, thus the sequence is a ( b ( c ( a which is true

onlYwhen a = b = c+ct = c

else¿(c

.'.a{b and b(cimPlY¿(cistrue' I

l. ,,P,r achainif,foraux,yeP,eitherx3y ory3x (thatis,if anytvvoelementsof P

are comparabl¿)"lDavey and Priestley, 1994]'
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2. 91, is a BCPO.

A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [Carpenter,1992], a tree is a simple

partial order that meets the BCPO condition' Thus, S, is a BCPO.I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification'

Wetake (m.,-,() as aninheritancehierarchy suchthat alb = a{b.

Subsumption

Lfa,ae9-

aE a,a e Ît

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.

Unification

ILJa = a,aefit

al)a = a,ae9'

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.
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4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of 9(r stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over frr and the usual operators

from { +,-, x ,/ },canalsostandasnÍrmesforelementsof St.

123123244.2334

-r.3232

901.5462

I

23.3

I

3.4

-322323.34

I

l-

FIGURE 37. A Pa¡t of Ascending Reals as an InheritanceHierarchy.
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6.3.5 The descending reals

Given the ordered set fr, = (fi, >) where ) denotes the usual "greoter than or

equals" relation, we form sr, which we call the descending reals by adding an

element l_ to 9t , frti= fr u {I} . we define an ordering relation '} ' (s, is a

chainl) on 9tr as Sr, (91t, )) . The definition is

a2 b, if a>-b e g, (DQ 12)

a2b ifa = I and 1Ae S1) (EQ13)

\ily'e usually refer to 91r" as 911; the arrow gives the sense ofthe descending reals' A

partial inheritance hierarchy formed by 91, is shown in Figure 38. rWith this defini-

tion, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

1. fr, is a Partial order.

Leta,b,ce9lt,

reflexivity: aÞ a is true by definition' (see equation: 12)

anti'symmetrYi a)-b and blaimply a = b

As achain, if a+b,b2 a isfalse, so a = bl

transitivity: a2b and b)cimply a)-c

a2b and b2c formasequence of a2b ) c' (seeequation: 12)'

lf c ) a, thus the sequence is a )- b 2 c 2 a which is true

onlywhen a = b = c+ct = c

else a2 c

:.(a)b and b)cimPlYa)-c) istrue' I

t. ,,Pisachainif,forall x,ye P,either x<y ory3x (thatis,if anytwoelementsof P

are comparabl¿)"[Davey and Priestley' 1994]'
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2. S, is a BCPO

A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [Carpenter, 1992], a tree is a simple

partial order that meets the BCPO condition' Thus, S, is a BCPO.I

3. There must be an efftcient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take (Sr,)) asaninheritancehierarchysuchthat aCb = a2b'

Subsumption

LE a,ae ß

af a,a e 8¡

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.

Unifrcation

.LlJa = a,ae9t

elJa = a,ae9

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.
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4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of St stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over !(, and the usual operators

from { t,-, X,/ },canalsostandasnamesforelementsof St.

18

1012302.143

t-

-43234.3223

23.3

I

-3.32

I

91.0

I

FIGURD 38. A Part of Descending Reals as an InheritanceHierarchy'
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6.3.6 The ascending integers

Given the ordered set Za = (Z () where ( denotes the usual "less than or

equals" relation, we form Zr" which we call the ascending integers by adding an

element I to Z , zr:= Z v {I} . we define an ordering relation '( ' (Z= is a chainl)

on Z, as Z¡.= (Z¡,() 'Thedefinitionis

a4b, if a<beZ" @Q14)

a {b if a = l- and (b e Zr) (EQ ls)

We usually refer to Zr. as Z¡ ; the arrow gives the sense of the ascending integers'

A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by Z, is shown in Figure 39. With this defi-

nition, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

l. Z, is a partial order.

Let a,b,c e Za,

reflexivity: a ( a is true by definition' (see equation: 14)

anti-symmetry: a ( b and b (aimply a = b

As a chain, if a+ b, b(a is false, so a = bl

transitivity: a(b and b(cimPlYa(c

(a ( b) and (b (c) formasequenceof ¿( å (c. (seeequation: 14)'

If c ( a, thus the sequence is a ( å ( c ( ø which is true

onlywhen a = b = c+a = c

elsea(c

:.a(b and å(cimPlYø(cistrue' t

1. .,Pis achøinif,foratt x,ye P, either x<y or ylx (thatis,if anytwoelementsof P

are comparable)"[Davey and Priestley, 1994].
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2. Z, is aBCPO.

A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [carpenter, 1992], a tree is a simple

partialorderthatmeetstheBCPOcondition'Thus,ZrisaBCPO'I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification

Wetake (ZL,(l asaninheritancehierarchysuchthat af b = a{h'

Subsumptíon

If a,ae Z

af a,ae Zt

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.

Unification

Il)a = a,aeZt

aL)a. = a,aeZ

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of Zt stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over Z, and the usual operators
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from {+, x , - } , can also stand as names for elements of Za ( is not closed in

Zr so are not included here).

9467691

I

23

I

I8

I

-3

I

-132

I

-302

t_

FIGURE 39. A Part of Ascending Integers as an Inheritanceilierarchy.
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6.3.7 The descending integers

Given the ordered sat Z, = (2,)) where ) denotes the usual "greater than or

equqls" relation, we form Zr, whichwe call the descending integers by adding an

element L to Z, Zt:= Zv {-l-} ' We define an ordering relation '2' (2, is a

chainl) on zt as Z¡, = (z¡,2) . The definition is

a) b, if a2b e Z, (EQ 16)

a2b 1f a = L and(bezr) @Q17)

We usually refer to Zr, as Z¡; the arrow gives the sense of the descending inte-

gers. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by Z, is shown in Figure 40. With this

definition, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

L. Zt is a partial order.

Let a,b,ceZ¡,

reflexivity: a2 a is true by definition' (see equation: 16)

anti-symmetry: alb arld b) aimply a = h

As a chain, if a+ b, b Þ a is false, so a = bl

transitivity: a2 b and b) c imply a)- c

(a2b and b)c) forma sequence of a2b ) c ' (seeequation: 16)'

If c 2 a, thus the sequence is a)- b 2 c ) a which is true

onlywhen a = b = c+ct = c

else a2 c

:.(a2b and b)cinPlYa)c) istrue. I

l. "Pisachainif,foratlx,ye P'eitherx<y or!11¡ (thatis'if anytwoelementsof P

are comparable)"[Davey and Priestley' 1994].
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2. Zt is a BCPO.

A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [Carpente¡ 1992), atree is a simple

partial order that meets the BCPO condition. Thus, Z1 is a BCPO.I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take (Zt,)) as an inheritance hierarchy such that af- b = a2 b.

Subsumption

LCa,ae Z

aÇø,ae Zt

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.

Unifrcation

IlJa = a,aeZt

aIJa = a,aeZ

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.

4. There must be a ïvay to specify members of the set. Elements of Zr stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over Zr and the usual operators from
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{+, x , - }, can also stand as names for elements of Z¡ (/ is not closed in Z-'

so are not included here).

-14355466

-345

-18

91

1012302143

23

I

FIGURE 40. A Part of Descending Integers as an InheritanceHierarchy.
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6.3.8 The ascentling whole numbers

Given the ordered Set N0< = (No, () where ( denotes the usual ,,less than or

equals" relation, we form No. which we call the ascending whole numbers' We

define an ordering relation '( ' (No< is a chainl) on No as No. = (Ns' {) ' The def-

inition is

a ( b, if alb e No. (EQ 18)

we usually refer to No. as Ns, ; the arrow gives the sense of the ascending whole

numbers. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by No, is shown in Figure 41. With

this dehnition, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

1. No, is a partial order.

Leta,b,ceNg,

reflexivity: a ( ø is true by definition. (see equation: 18)

anti-symmetry: a( b and b (aimplyø = å

As a chain, if a+b,b(a is false' so a = bÍ

transitivity: a(å and å(cimPlYa(c

(a {b) and (b( c) form a sequence of ø ( b ( c' (see equation: 18)

If c ( a, thus the sequence is a ( b ( c ( a which is true

onlywhen a = b = c-ct. = c

elsea(c

'.a{b and D(cimPlY a<c. u

2. No, is a BCPO'

l. ,,P is achainif,for all x,y e P, either x3y or y<)( (that is, if anytwo elements of P

are comparable)"[Davey and Priestley, 1994].
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A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [Carpenter, 1992], a tree is a simple

partial order that meets the BCPO condition. In addition, No, already

has an element (0) which confronts the definition of a bottom,

therefore, No, does not need to be lifted. Thus, No' is a BCPO with a

bottom(O). I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification.

We take (No, () as an inheritance hierarchy such that a lb = a { b '

Subsumption

0Ca,ae No

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.

Unifrcation

0l)a = a,ae No

aLJa = a,ae Ng

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

symbol comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of No stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over No and the usual operators
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from {+, x } , can also stand as names for elements of N6 (- and / are not

closed in No so are not included here).

1012302143

r_)

I

9I

I

23

I

I8

I

3

I

I
I

0

FIGURE 41. A Part of Ascending Whole Numbers as an InheritanceHierarchy
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6.3.9 The descending whole numbers

Given the ordered set No. = (No, )) where ) denotes the usual "greater than or

equals,, relation, we form Nor" which we call the descending whole numbers by

adding an element I to No, N0,-i= No u {I} , we define an ordering relation ') '

(No" is a chainl) on No, ut N.r, = (Nor, )) ' The definition is

a2 b, if a) b e No, (EQ 19)

a2b ifa = I and (be Nsr) (8Q20)

We usually refer to 
"o-,, 

u No, ; the affow gives the sense of the descending whole

numbers. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by Nor is shown in Figure 42.

with this definition, the four conditions described above apply as follows:

1. No, is a partial order'

Leta,b,ceN6r,

reflexivity:

6)- a istrue by definition. (see equation: 19)[

anti-symmetlyi a>/b a¡d b2aimply a = b

As a chain, if a+ b,b2 a isfalse, so a = b'l

transitivitY: a2 b and b ) c imPlY a) c

a2b and b2c fomasequence of a2b ) c' (seeequation: 19)'

If c2 a, thus the sequence is a). b2 c2 a which is true

onlYwhen a = b = c+a = c

else a2 c

l.,,Pisachainif,foratlx,ye P,eitherx3y ory3x (thatis,if anytvvoelementsof P

are comparabl¿)"lDavey and Priestley, 1994].
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'.(q2b and b)cimply a2c) istrue. u

2. No, is a BCPO.

A chain is a tree. As mentioned in [carpenter, 1992], a tree is a simple

pafial order that meets the BCPO condition' Thus, No, is a BCPO'I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification' We

take (Nor, )) as an inheritance hierarchy suchthat af b = a2 b'

Subsumption

IÍa,ae No

ala.ae Nnva

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.

Unification

LLJa = a,ae No,

aL)a = a,ae No

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its symbol

comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of No, stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over N.r and the usual operators
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from {+, x } , can also stand as names for elements of Ns, (- and / are not

closed in No, so are not included here).

0

t8

91

1012302143

23

l_

FIGURE 42. A Part of Descending Whole Numbers as an InheritanceHierarchy
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6.3.10 The real intersection intervals

The ordered set frt, = ([S1,Sl], l) , where f denotes the "interval inclusion"

relation we call the"real intersection interval". a= b is read as "a includes b". First

we define val(n) as a polymorphic function giving the real corresponding to an ele-

ment in S, or S, .1

In 91,

vaI(I) < val(a),a e S1 - {1}

In St

val(I) > val(a),a e 911 - {I}, and

val(I,¡r) <val(I¡r) .

We write an interval as a = la¡,ar) and use at aîd a, to denote the lower and

upper bound of the interval respectively, such that val(a¡) is less than or equal to

val(a). A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by frtt is shown in Figure 43. The

definition of 9ìt, is

Letae 911,be Sr,[a,åJe St1 ,if val(a)<val(b). (8Q21)

a=b if a¡4b¡andaulb, (8Q22)

1. Stt is apartial order.

Leta,b,ce9l11,

reflexivity: a = a

As a special case shown in equation: 22, a= a is true by definition. I

anti-symmetÍyi o)band b=a imply a = b

I fr, and S1 are described in Chapter 6.3.4 and Chapter 6.3.5 respectively.
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The definition of a = b relies directly on the relations "/¿,s.r than" and

"greaterthan" over thesets gl, and fr, respectively. Both S, and

91, are partial orders and anti-symmetric. Therefore, 91r, is anti-

symmetric as its definition (see equation: 22) is simply the conjunction

of the above two conditions. I

transitivity: a=b and b2c imply a=c

By the argument used for anti-symmetrY, Sl l also satisfies the

transitivity condition. I

2.frrt isaBCPO.

Bottom.

An bottom of frr, exists as [asr, Isr] , [19qr, a9ìrì = a, a e !17 ¡.

A least upper bound.

Following the definition of upper boundl from [Davey and Priestley, lgg4],

Let Q e f¿ (9tt 
t ) , the powerset of St t ,

Qu = {*e 9lrrlV(a e Q),q=.r}, such that q, ( x, and qu) xu.

Consider a least upper bound r e Qu , and r=y,V(y e Qu). +

r¡{!¡, ru2!, for all y in Qu , and with upper bound condition +

.r¡ ( r¡ ( I ¡, xu7 r u2 ! u for all y in Qu and all x in Q . +

r, and r, are the least upper bounds ofthe sets containing all lower and

upper bounds of intervals in Q' respectively. Both g1, and S, are

BCPOs. Therefore, S* has a least upper bound r as its definition is

simply the conjunction of the above two least upper bounds.

1. "LetPbeanorderedsetandlet ScP. Anelement xe P is anupperboundofSif

s ( .r for all s e S. ... The set of all upper bounds of S is denoted by St"[Davey and

Priestley, 19941
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Together with the interval restriction (see equation: 21), such interval r

is the least upper bound of Q . The interval r either exists or is

undefined if v al(r ¡) > v al(r r,) .

Therefore, Stt is aBCPO.

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take 9t* as an inheritance hierarchy such that af b = a= b .

Subsumption

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its interval

inclusion.

Unification

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its interval

comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set St ¡ . Elements of St, can

be expressed in terms of their lower bounds and upper bounds that can stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions over St, and the set operators from

{ v , n } can be used to describe the members of the set.

l

\lz
Í5.023,17.741

Í-t2.2,t7.741tr ts.oz¡, nto, /\\ I /,/
I-12.2, r7.741

\
\ I 5.023, zo.4i) a Ís.023, t7.741

\ t t¡.,
î5.023,20.471

,/ ,-, *,C ls.ozz, zo.qt I¡--, -1 tr l-r2.2,17.741

[--, -]

FIGURE 43. A Part of Real Intersection Intervals as an InheritanceHierarchy.
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6.3.11 The integer intersection intervals

The ordered ser. zr, = (lzf z!1, )>, where ) denotes the ,,interval inclusion"

relation we call the "integer intersection intervø|". First we define val(n) as a pol-

ymorphic function giving the integer corresponding to an element in Z, or z,.r

In Z,

val(t) <val(a), a e Z¡ - {L}

In Z,

val(L)>val(a),ae Zr- {J_}, and

val(t7) <val(!2r) .

we write an interval as a = far, a) and use a/ and ø, to denote the lower and

upper bound of the interval respectively, such that vat(a¡) is less than or equal to

val(a). A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by z¡ I is shown in Figure 44.The

definition of Z, ¡ is

I-,etaeZ¡,beZ¡,la,bleZ7¡,if val(a)<vat(b). (8e23)

a=_b if a¡(b¡andau)-bu (8e24)

l. Z¡ t is a partial order.

Let a,b,ceZrr,

reflexivity: a > a

As a special case shown in equation: 24, a=¿ is true by definition. 0

anti-symmetryi a) b a¡d b= a imply a = b

l. Zy and Z ¡ are descnbed in Chapter ó.3.6 and Chapter 6.3.7 respectively.
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The definition of a > å relies directly on the relations "l¿ss than" and

"greaterthan" over the sets Z, and Z, respectively. Both Z, atd Zt

are partial orders and anti-symmetric. Therefore, Ztt is anti-

symmetric as its definition (see equation: 24) is simply the conjunction

of the above two conditions. u

transitivity: a=b and b=c imply a=-c

By the argument used for anti-symmetry, Z, t also satisfies the

transitivity condition. I

2. Z¡ t is a BCPO.

Bottom.

A bottom of Z* exists as ÍIrr, L",l and 1I7,, Lrr)= a, a e Z, t .

A least upper bound.

Following the definition of upper boundl from [Davey and Priestley, lgg4],

Let Qe p(Z¡ù ,

Qn = {* e Z, ¡lV(q e Q), S=.x} , such that 4, ( x, and qu7 xu.

Consider a least upper bound r e Qu , and r= y,Y(y e Qu) . +

rt {yt, rr) !u for all y in Qu,and with upper bound condition +

x, ( r¡ ( ! ¡, )cr2 ru2 ! u for all y in Qu and all x in Q . +

r, and r, are the least upper bounds ofthe sets containing all lower and

upperbounds of intervals in Q' respectively. Both Z, and Z, are

BCPOs. Therefore, Z* has a least upper bound r as its definition is

simply the conjunction of the above two least upper bounds.

l. "L,etPbe anordered setandlet S cP. Anelement x e P isanupperboundof Sif s (.r
for all s e S . ,.. The set of all upper bounds of S is denoted by Su"[Davey and

Priestley, 19941
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Together with the interval restriction (see equation: 23), such interval r

is the least upper bound of Q. The interval r either exists or undefined

if val(r¡) > val(r ) .

Therefore, Z, , is a BCPO.

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification.

We take Z, , as an inheritance hierarchy such that a f b = a= b '

Subsumption

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

interval inclusion.

Unification

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its

interval comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set Zt , . Elements of Zt, can

be expressed in terms oftheir lower bounds and upper bounds that can stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions ovet Z, ¡ and the set operators from

{ u , .' } can be used to describe the members of the set.

\l//
[5, l7]

t-12, t7)Ç ls, 171 ,/

\\l / ,/
l-12, I7l

\ tt, ror tr t5, r7l

\ r 
',.,[5, 20]

trzrLzLt=,-,r\ 
/u^,t',tEt5'2ol

Írz.,,lzl

FIGURE 44. A Part of Integer Intersection Intervals as an InheritanceHierarchy'
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6.3.12 The whole number intersection intervals

The ordered set N01r - ([Nor,N.l], f) , where f denotes the "interval inclusion"

relation we call the"whole number intersection interval". First we define val(n) as

apolymorphicfunctiongivingthewholenumbercorrespondingtoanelementin

No, or No, 'l

In No,

val(O) <val(a),a e Ns, - {0}

In No,

vaI(L) > val(a),a e No, - {I}, and

vøl(l¡vo,) < val(Ì¡yor)

We write an interval as d = la¡, au) and use a, and au to denote the lower and

upper bound of the interval respectively, such that val(a¡) is less than or equal to

val(au). A partial inheritance hierarchy formed bt 
"0,, 

is shown in Figure 45' The

definition of No,, is

Letae Nor,be Nor,[a,rre Norr,if val(a)3val(b) ' (EQ25)

a=b if a¡4b¡andao)-b, @Q26)

l.
"0,, 

it a partial order

Let a, b, 
" 
. Nor, ,

reflexivity: ø 
= 

a

As a special case shown in equation: 26, a= a is true by definition' I

No, and No, are described in Chapter 6.3.8 ærd Chapter 6'3'9 respectively
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anti-symmetryi a)b and b=a imply a = b

The definition of a = á relies directly on the relations "l¿ss than" and

"greater than" over the sets No, and No, respectively' Both No, and

No, are partial orders and anti-symmetric. Therefot", N0,, is anti-

symmetric as its definition (see equation: 26) is simply the conjunction

of the above two conditions. 0

transitivity: a=band b2c imPlY a=c

By the argument used for anti-symmetrt, Norr also satisfies the

transitivity condition. I

2. No, is a BCPO.

Bottom.

A bottom of No' exists as tO, tror, , [0, lvorJ = a, a e Norr.

A least upper bound.

Following the definition of upper boundl from [Davey and Priestley, 1994],

LetQe g@%r),

Qu = {re No,rlV(ø e Q),q=x}, suchthat 4¡(x¡ and 4u2xn.

Consideraleastupper bound r e Qu ,and r=y,Y(ye Qu). ã

r¡ ( )¡ , ru7 lu for all y in Qu , and with upper bound condition +

x,(r¡( !¡,xu)ru2lu forallyinQu andallxinQ' +

r , and r, are the least upper bounds of the sets containing all lower and

upper bounds of intervals in Qu respectively. Both No, and No, are

l. "LetP beanorderedsetandlet ScP' Anelement ¡e P is anupperboundofSif

s ( x for all s e .S . ... The set of all upper bounds of S is denoted by Sø"[Davey and

Priestley, 19941
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BCPOs. Therefore, No,, has a least upper bound r as its definition is

simply the conjunction of the above two least upper bounds.

Together with the interval restriction (see equation: 25), such interval r

is the least upper bound of Q . The interval r either exists or undefined

if val(r¡)>val(r).

Therefore, No' it a BCPO

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take No' as an inheritance hierarchy such that af b = a= b '

Subsumption

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its interval

inclusion'

Unification

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its interval

comParison'

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set Nor, ' Elements of No,, can

be expressed in terms of their lower bounds and upper bounds that can stand as
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names for themselves. Explicit expressions over No,, and the set operators from

{ v , n } can also be used to describe the members of the set.

\lz
tr, r7l tr tr,rrl /
\\l / ,/

tr,171

[o,r""J 
r tr, rzt

ts, 171

t0, fNol

FIGURE 45. A Part of Whole Number Intersection Intervals as an InheritanceHierarchy

6.4 Order Tlpes carrying geometric information

By gaining experience from previous section, we now move toward a set of Order

Types canying geometric information. We called such Order Types "geometry

types". The goal of geometry types is to represent the physical design information

(geometric objects) within Geometric Typed Feature Structures. As stated before,

geometry types require an efficient geometric representation. An approach called

"non-maniþld cell complex" is adopted. A representation based on non-manifold

cell complex is described in Chapter 6.4.1. A set of relations over this geometric

representation is discussed in Chapter 6.4.2, followed by four Order Type exam-

ples.

6.4.1 Representation

An effrcient and powerful spatial representation is critical for representing the geo-

metric information carried by design space explorers. Furthermore, geometric

objects should remain invariant within a single session in order to provide the

information consistency needed by the representation of its symbol level.

In general, boundary representation (B-rep), in which geometric objects are repre-

sented via structures representing their boundaries, is a common representation

schemata used in solid modelling. With simplifying assumption that geometric
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objects have only two-manifold boundaries[Mantyla, 1988, Hoffmann, 1989], early

B-rep scheme defines a topological space in which every point of the boundaries (of

geometric objects) has a neighbourhood topologically equivalent to an open disk.

As stated in [Chang and Woodbury, 1996], several drawbacks of two-manifold

scheme indicate that an extended scheme is required for the design domain-a non-

two manifold scheme (usually referred to as non-mantfold)'

In the non-manifold approach the modelling domain comprises objects of mixed

dimensionality occurring in the same geometric model as well as objects whose

boundaries are non-manifold. Various representation schemes over this domain

have been developed, notably Weiler'slWeiler, 1986] edge-based data structure and

Gursoz et al.'s[Gursoz et a1.,1990] vertex-based data structure'

c el I - c omple x non- maniþ Id

An approach called cell-complex non-maniþId geometric modelling has been used

in several implementations, though it does not seem to have received formal treat-

ment [Gursoz , Lg9l, Masuda, 1993, Fenves et al., 1994, XOX, 1995]. In essence,

cell-complex modelling maintains a collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive

subdivision of space in a geometric model. Models contain distinguished dimen-

sion-independent cells, which are represented as collections ofparts ofthe subdivi-

sion, Models are combined with a single operation merge which subdivides two

models each by the other yielding a single model which contains all the distin-

guished cells from both models, represented as collections ofparts from the subdi-

vision of the new model. The cell-complex approach is typically implemented over

a non-manifold geometric domain and comprises the main application program-

ming interface to the modelling environment. Based on the representation scheme

described in [Chang and lùy'oodbury, 1996], we proceed to an elaborated version of

representation using the cell complex approach in the next subsections.

A cell complex

We use the characterisation of cell complex with focus on cell-decomposition over

merge operator. A model (a cell complex) will remain invariant in terms of point-set
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topology even though that model might contain more cells after the cell-decompo-

sition process of merge. An example of a cell complex is shown in Figure 46.

T'IGURE 46. Examples of Cell Complex: a Cell Complex Comprises Multi-Dimensional Cells'

Regions and Cells

A labelling scheme is used on top of a non-manifold cell-complex to represent

individual non-manifold object occurring in the model space described in previous

section. In essence, a representation of a non-manifold object called region com-

prises a set of cells taken from the canying complex. A region comprises a mutu-

ally exclusive and collectively exhaustive subdivision ofspace into zero-dimension

(0D), one-dimension (1D), two-dimension (2D) and three-dimension (3D) topolog-

ical elements called cells (see Figure 47).

We treat the notion of a cell informally here, as does the rest of the literature of

which we are awarel of. Informally, a cell is of homogeneous dimensionality (all

points have a neighbourhood topologically equivalent to an open ball in the dimen-

l. For example, in (Masuda, 1993), an n cell is homeomorphic to an zD open sphere. How-
ever, a 3D cell with an intemal hole is not homeomorphic to a 3D open sphere.
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sionality ofthe cell), has a hnitely describable boundary in all relevant aspects, and

contains only its interior points with respect to its dimensionality.

a

I

a

a

A Region 2D Cells lD Cells 0D Cells

FIGURE 47. The Boundary of a Region is Comprised by Cells from Different Dimensions, e.g. the
Vertices of the Region Above are 0D Cells.

The boundary of an nD cell comprises the (n-k)D cells I < k < n thal. bound it. For

example, in Figure 48, the boundary of a2D cell consists of 0D cells (as vertices)

and 1D cells (as edges).

A 2D cell in a 2D region The boundary of a 2D cell in a 2D region

FIGURE 48. The Boundary of an nD Cell Comprises the (n-k)D Cells I < k< n that Bound it.

A region contains no structure other than a set ofcells (see Figure 49). As indicated

in chapter 5.4, geometry information needs no further structure. consequently, a

region used to describe the geometric information of domain interest needs no fur-

ther structure other than the cells. Furthermore, regions denote point-sets within the
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carrier point-set of the default cell complex. The function pset(R) gives the point-

set denoted by region R.

A B={1,3,5,7,9}
a cell complex
c = u,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9\

={A, B}
A = {2, 4, 6,8,9l

@
@

FIGURE 49. TWo Regions: A and B are Part of a Cell Complex C. Each Region Comprises a Set of Cells

and two Regions might Share a Set of Cells.

The boundary of a region is represented as a region containing cells of lower

dimensionality than the given region. A closed region implicitly contains the

boundaries of its cells. For example, in Figure 50, the boundary of a2D closed

region consists of2D cells (the faces), 1D cells (the edges), and 0D cells (vertices).

iÌ,. -t

-\l

lD cells

t7
It\

+

a

cellsOD

a

+

a

2D cells

IÍGURE 50. The Boundary of a Region is Represented as a Region Containing Cells of Lower
Dimensionality Than the Given Region.

merge operator

Without loss of generality, in what follows we presume that regions are closed, that

is, their region sets implicitly include the cell boundaries of constituent regions'

Regions are combined with the single operationmerge. Merge takes one region and

merge that region into a cell complex which containing subdivided cells from that

merged region, such that each cell of either region has been subdivided by its inter-

section with the cells of the other region and common cells eliminated' For exam-

ple, Figure 51 demonstrates a merge operation which merges two regions: A and B
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into an existing cell complex that contains only region B originally. The cells of

both regions have been changed, but the regions remain the same.

AA

merge
A= {2,4,6,8,91

B = {1,3,5,7,91

region set = {A}
A={l}

B

region set = {B}
B={1}

region set - {4, B}

1

F'IGURE 51. The Cells of a Region do not Maintain their Identities Through the Merge Operation.

The point-set of a region (given by pset(R) ) is invariant across a merge. However,

the cells composing a region may change as Figure 52 below. When a region C

which comprises partial cells of region A merges another region D which comprises

partial cells ofregion B, the cells ofboth regions change but the point-set ofboth

regions remain invariant.

merge I
region C

before merge

after merge

region D

region A -

-UE

region B

FIGURE 52. The Point-Set of a Region Remain Invariant Across a Merge Operation, but the Cells it
Comprises might Change, e.g. the Cells that Region A Comprises Change After Merge
Operation, but the Boundary of Region A still Remains Invariant.
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Boolean operators over Regions

Boolean operations are defined over regions and amount to set operations over sets.

Algorithms for determining the regularised union, intersection or set difference of

two regions can be viewed conceptually as set operations over the cells they com-

prise. For example, a union operation of two regions is a set union operation of two

set of cells contained by these two regions. The regularised Set Boolean operations

are shown in Figure 53.

A
regionA= {1,3}

region B = {2,3}
B

Boolean operations:

C = A\iB

o=Aån
E=AJB
F = B jA

G=(A,-Tr¡]1eÆr¡=6:lP

region C = {1,2,3}

regionD= {3}

regionE= {l}
region F = {2}

region G = ll,2l

ÌIGURE 53. Boolean Ops over Regions are the Set Boolean Ops (After Merging).

Regions need not model closed sets. Since regions are merely subsets of the cells of

a cell complex, the usual mathematics of sets apply including closure of Boolean

operations within the powerset of a set. For example, in Figure 54, both region A

and region B are not closed. The results ofBoolean operation of these two regions

are valid but not closed.

AwB = A-B =r[ ,
A¡,8 = B_A

FIGURE 54. Regions Need not Model Closed Sets. Use two Regions: A and B from Figure 52, the
Results of Boolean Ops Over these two Regions are not Closed.
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Summary

In brief, cell complex non-manifold representation described above provides

1)dimensional independence and 2)non-homogeneous representation, 3)one monot-

onic operator (merge) and 4) linear time algorithm for boolean operation. A basic

object called regions, denotes a point-set within the carrier point-set in a default cell

complex. Each region models invariant point-set in space, and remain monotonic

across Boolean operation. With this cell complex representation, we describe four

examples domain relevant relations in the next section.

6.4.2 RepresentationwithRelations

With the efhcient Boolean algorithms over cell complex representation, we illus-

trate four domain relevant relations in this section. The domain relevant relations

identified for the cell-complex representation are 1)point-set 'lifted', 2)point-set

subset, 3)point-set inclusion and 4)point-set interval inclusion. The relevancy of the

first two relations are simple. For example, point-set subset relation can be used to

describe an exterior wall of a room as subset of an abstract room space that specifies

the boundary of that room. The third relation indicates that an abstract room

includes its exterior wall. The fourth relation is similar to an interval that can be

useful to describe an interval constraint over geometry.

Each geometry type ¡s defined across a particular domain-relevant relation accord-

ing to its proposition, such as point-set inclusion/subset (as seen in Figure 55). Four

domain relevant relations described above over the cell complex geometric objects

(regions) are used to form the geometry types in the following sections.

A.x.B-p(A)=p(B)
v

X

FIGURE 55. Example of Point-Set Containing Relation Among Geometry Types'

As described before, the four properties ofthese relations are
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1. the partial order condition (reflexivity, anti-symmetry, and transitivity),

2. the BCPO condition (a unique bottom and the least upper bound),

3. an efficiency algorithms for subsumption/unification and

4. away to express the members of the set.

Four these relations over non-manifold point-set domain are proposed as followed:

o Pset: points sets in space compatible with cell-complex-based non-manifold

geometric modelling as an antichain and lifted to include a bottom-the space.

. IPSet: points sets in space under point-set inclusion relation.

. OPSet: points sets in space under point-set subset relation.

. IOPSet: points sets in space under subset/inclusion relation.

. OIPSet: points sets in space under inclusion/subset relation.

For representing geometric information, the linear algorithm of non-manifold sol-

ids described in the previous section provides an efficient mechanism for subsump-

tion/unification over non-manifold domain, which is the requirement number 3

above. On the other hand, since a CSGI-like expression which describes the gener-

ation of geometry. With enhanced access through efficient adjacency computations,

the properties of non-manifold also satisfies the criteria 4 above. Therefore, with

these four conditions and combined with four different relations over them, we

describe a set of geometry types in detail in the following sections.

l. CSG stands for "constructive solid geometry", in which a "CSG object is 'built' from the
standard primitive using regularised Boolean operations and rigid
motion".lHoffmann, 1989] A CSG expression described here is an expression compris-
ing regularised Boolean operations over regions.
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6.4.3 The'lifted' point-sets

Given the ordered set P-S¿¡ = (PSet, ' ) where PS¿¡ is the set of all connected

point sets anó a . b iff a eb and a> br, we form fSel , which we call the 'lifted'

point-sets by adding an element L, PSet, := PSet u {f } . We define an order rela-

tion'.' (PSer is an antichain2) on PSer-, as P-S¿rr = (PSet¡, o ). The definition

is

a¡bfi a = Iand be PSet (8Q27)

aca jf ae PSet, (8Q28)

Usually we refer to P-Se1 simply as P.S¿rl . A partial inheritance hierarchy formed

by (PSetr, r ) is shown in Figure 56. With this definition, the four conditions

described above apply as follows:

l. (PSetr, o ) is apartial order. Let a,b,c e PSett

reflexivity: a. a is true by definition (see equation: 28)[

anti-symmetryi a.b arrd b.a+a = b

by exhaustive enumeration,

if a¡ b,eithera = b or a = L,b+a,

in the former,

a.b andb.a+

a. a and a. a+

a. a+

b

in the latter,

1. We define two point-sets (a and b) are equal if these point-sets occupy the same space.

2."The ordered set P is an antichain il *<y in P only if x = y. "[Davey and

Priestley, 19941.
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aob but -boa

.'.a. b aîd b. a a\d b + a arefalse. 0

transitivity: o. b arrd b c c + a o c

by exhaustive enumeration.

if aob,either¿ = b or a = I,a+b

in the former,

a.bandb.c+

a¡aando.c+ a.c

in the latter,

aobandb.c+

l-¡b and bcc+

(EQ 2e)

Notethat b = c,asb+a from[equation: 29]

Ioå and boc+

l-oc and c.c+ -L.c,

butø =.J-,soarb

2.(PSetr,o)isaBCPO.

As mentioned before, a tree is a BCPO. A 'lifted' anti-chain is a tree,

thus, (PSert, r ) is a BCPO. I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification.

We take (PSett, o ) as an inheritance hierarchy such that aC b = ao b .

Subsumption

Geometric Ilped X'eature Structures
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aCa,ae PSett

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

Unification

LLJa = a,ae PSett

aLJa = a,ae PSet

The subsumption algorithm is trivial and computed based on its simple

symbol comparison.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set. Elements of PSet stand as

names for themselves. Explicit expressions ovel PSet with Boolean operatorsl

can also stand as names for elements of PSerr '

o

I

FIGURE 56. A Part of 'Lifted' Point-Set as an InheritanceHierarchy.

L Boolean operators are union, dffirence and intersection,
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6.4.4 The growing point-sets

Given the ordered set P.ief6 = (PSet, Ç) where PS¿¡ is the set of all connected

point setsl and g denotes the point-set subset (contained by) relation, which we

call the growing point-sets. we denote the point-set subset rclation as

Let A and B be point-sets. Then A is a subset o/^B, denoted A cB , if all
the points of A are within B . (EQ 30)

PSerq has a bottom, the null set as Q

We usually refer to PS¿rc as IPSet i the 1 indicates the sense of that a given set is

informally an "innermost" set of points all of which must be contained in any spe-

cialisation. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by IPSet is shown in Figure 57'

V/ith this definition, the four conditions of Order Types apply as follows:

l. IPSet is a partial order.

C is a subset relation where the sets in question are the sets of points

that comprise the objects in PS¿t ' Like all such subset relations over

sets it is apartial order. I

2. IpSet is a BCPO, We define a subsumption ordering of Ps¿r over relation C ,

such that aCb = acb2.

Bottom. OPSet has a bottom as Q

A least upper bound.

Let Q be a set of point-sets from P,t¿l

Each upper bound of Q must contain all the points in every member of

O.UO is precisely the set of such points. So every upper bound of Q

will contain Ug . Thus, U0 is a least upper bound for Q .[J

1. Any representation scheme will choose a subset of PSet as its domain, We require sim-

ply that the chosen subset of P,S¿f has a bottom under C . This restriction can, of course,

be lifted by the simple expedient of lifting the set.

2. Wecouldalsodefine afb - acc(i(b)) wherecdenotesclosureandidenotesin/¿-

rior. This would make unification equivalent to regularised union. We do not show here

that the resulting type hierarchy is a BCPO.
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3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take (PSet, Ç) as an inheritance hierarchy such that alb = acb.

Subsumption

In non-manifold cell complex-based geometric modelling, the

subsumption algorithm is linear (after merging). Its algorithm is the

point-set inclusion algorithm in a non-manifold cell complex'

Unification

In non-manifold cell complex-based geometric modelling, the

unification algorithm is linear (after merging). Its algorithm is the union

algorithm in a non-manifold cell complex.

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set IPSet . Primitive parametric

objects, transformations of these and combination of both under the unregular-

ised or regularised Boolean operation can stand as names of elements of IPSet .

Let the set of such expressions be called Exp . other algebras, for example,

sweeps are also possible. An advantage of using the Boolean ops is that it is pos-
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sible to write expressions that name subsumed elements of a e IPSet. These

comprise any expression that can be reduced to a v b, å e Exp .

I=Q

--.

FIGURE 57. A Part of IPS¿t as an InheritanceHierarchy.
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6.4.5 The shrinking point-sets

Given the ordered set P.Set, - (PSet, f) where PS¿r is the set of all connected

point sets except for the empty set and ) denotes the point-set superset relation,

which we call the shrinking point-sets. We denote the point-set superset (contain-

ing) relation as

Let A and B bepoint-sets.Then Ais a supersetofB, denoted A=B,ifall
the points of B are within A . (EQ 31)

PSer, has a bottom, the set of all points and denoted as - E PS¿r

Vy'e refer to PSetl as OPSet; the O indicates the sense of that a given set is infor-

mally an "outermost" set of points all of which must be contained in any specialisa-

tion. A partial inheritance hierarchy formed by OPSet is shown in Figure 58. With

this defrnition, the four conditions of Order Types apply as follows:

l. OPSet is a partial order.

f is a superset relation where the sets in question are the sets of points

that comprise the objects in PSet. Like all such superset relations over

sets it is a partial order. I

2. OPSet is a BCPO. We define a subsumption ordering of PSet over relation I ,

such that alb = a= bl.

Bottom. OPSet has a bottom that comprises all the points in PSet

A least upper bound.

Let Q be a set of point-sets from P.l¿r

Each upper bound of Q must contain all the common points in every

member of Q. îQ is precisely the set of such points. So every upper

bound of Q will contain l'ìp . Thus, flQ is a least upper bound for p

I

rile could also define a f b = a= c(i(b)) where c denotes closure and i denotes inte-

rlor. This would make unif,rcation equivalent to regularised union. We do not show here

that the resulting type hierarchy is a BCPO.
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3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification.

We take (PSet,)) as an inheritance hierarchy such that at b = a=b.

Subsumption

In non-manifold cell complex-based geometric modelling, the

subsumption algorithm is linear (after merging). Its algorithm is the

point-set intersection algorithm in a non-manifold cell complex.0

Unification

In non-manifold cell complex-based geometric modelling, the

subsumption algorithm is linear (after merging). Its algorithm is the

point-set intersection algorithm in a non-manifold cell complex.[

4. There must be a way to speciff members of the set O P S e t . Primitive parametric

objects, transformations of these and combination of both under the unregular-

ised or regularised Boolean operation can stand as names of elements of OPSet .

Let the set of such expressions be called Exp . Other algebras, for example,

sweeps are also possible. An advantage of using the Boolean ops is that it is pos-
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sible to write expressions that name subsumed elements of a e OPSet. These

comprise any expression that can be reduced to a r¡ b, b e Exp '

-V

,/\

--Y.Y

/\

-(FKI-

l-=-

F'IGURE 58. APart of OPSet as an InheritanceHierarchy
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6.4.6 The IGOSet intervals

The ordered set P.Sel. = (lPSetc, PSett), @) , where PS¿¡ is the set of all point-

set and @ denotes inner growing outer shrinking relation. We call the elements of

PSer. the IGOSET intervals. First we defrne pset(n) as a polymorphic function

giving the point-set corresponding to an element in PSetç or PSetl . pset(a) and

pset(b) are comparable by Ç and ) inespective of the set membership oT a and b

in PSet6 and PSetl. We distinguish the set - e PSet as the set of all points and

the set þ e PSet as the null set.

'We refer to PSer. as IOPSet (inner-outer point-sets). We write an IGOSet interval

e. as a = la,, a) and use a, and ao to denote the inner and outer bound of the

interval respectively, such that pset(a¡) c pset(a) . A partial inheritance hierarchy

formed by PSet" is shown in Figure 60. The definition of PSer. is

Letae PSetç,be PSetlla,bf e PSet,if pset(a)cpset(b). (8Q32)

a@b lf a,cb, and ao)bo (8Q33)

l. PSet. is a partial order

Let a, b, c e PSet,

reflexivity: ø @ a

As a special case shown in equation: 33, a @ a is true by definition.

anti-symmetry: aøb a¡d boa imply a = b

Thedefinitionof aob reliesdirectlyontherelations C and J over

the sets PSef6 and PS¿tt respectively. Both PSel6 and PSetl arc

partial orders and anti-symmetric. Therefore, PSet, is anti-symmetric

as its definition (see equation: 33) is simply the conjunction of the

above two conditions. t

transitivity: aøb and bøc imply a@c
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By the argument used for anti-symmetr!, PSet" also satisfies the

transitivity condition. I

2. PSet, is a BCPO

Bottom. L.J-psrtc,frs"rrl @ a., a e PSet a'

A least upper bound.

Following the definition of upper boundl from [Davey and Priestley,lgg4],

Let S e ç¿lPSetr), and let S be consistent, that is, there is some

x e PSet, such that s @x, s e S.

Informally, two point-set intervals are consistent if the union of their

inner sets is inside the intersection of their outer sets. The least upper

bound of S is

[Us,, fìsrl, s e S, if 1Us, c fìsr), undefined otherwise. 0

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification' We

take pSer" as an inheritance hierarchy such that a f b = ao b. Anexample is

shown in Figure 59.

Subsumption

The subsumption algorithm is computed based on its lower bound

(PSet.) and upper bound (PSer, ) subsumption algorithms, which is

linear in the non-manifold representation.

1. .'LetPbeanorderedsetandlet SEP. Anelement xe P is anupperboundofSifs (x

for all s e S . ... The set of all upper bounds of.S is denoted by Su"[Davey and

Priestley, 19941
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Unification

IOPSet a

a

The unification algorithm is computed based on its lower bound

(PSetç) and upper bound (PSøt, ) unification algorithms, which is

linear in the non-manifold representation.

IOPSet b A cell complex comprises both a and b

E

btro,

b

FIGURE 59. Example of Two IOPSets ¿ and á, Such that a f b

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set PSetr. Primitive parametric

objects, transformations of these and combination of both under the unregular-

ised or regularised Boolean operation can stand as names ofinner/outer bounds

of elements of PSøt. .

Let's define two operations: @ and O as:

a @ b = ¡(a, v b ¡), (a o a b )), a, b e P S e t., (a, v b ¡) c (a o a b o)

aO b = f(a, a b¡), (aov b)1, a, b e PSet., (a,a b¡) c(aow bo)

Thus, the set of such expressions using these two operations be called Exp . Exp

is not close. Other algebras, for example, sweeps are also possible. An advan-

tage of using these two operations is that it is possible to write expressions that
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name subsumed elements of a e IPPSeT. These comprise any expression that can

be reduced to a @ b, b e Exp .

I = þ,O = *

FIGURE 60. APartof IOPSet as an Inheritanceilierarchy.
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6.4.7 The OGISet intervals

The ordered set PSet¡ = (lPSetl PSetçJ, O) , where PS¿r is the set of all point-

sets and O denotes outer growing and inner shrinking relation. We call the ele-

ments of PJete the OGISET intervals.By adding an element I, we form

PSets . := PSetou {a} . Vy'e refer PSet6, simply as PS¿to ' First we define

pset(n) as a polymorphic function giving the point-set corresponding to an ele-

ment in PSet- or PSetç. pset(a) and pset(b) are comparable by f and Ç irre-

spective of the set membership of a and b in PSer- and PSet.. We distinguish the

set - e P,S¿f as the set of all points and the set Q e PS¿f as the null set'

We refer to PSeto as OIPSet (outer-inner point-set). We write an OGISet interval

a as a = la,, a) and use a, and a, to denote the inner and outer bound of the

interval respectively, such that pset(a¡) c pset(a). A partial inheritance hierarchy

formed by PSeto is shown in Figure 62.The definition of PSzrs is

Let ae PSetlb e PSetç,la,ble PSets,if pset(a) cpset(b). (8Q34)

aObif a,=b, and aocbo (8Q35)

l. PSeto is a partial order.

Let a,b,c e PSetg,

reflexivity: a O a

As a special case shown in equation: 35, a O a is true by definition.

anti-symmetry: aOb and bOa implya = b

The definition of ¿ O b relies directly on the relations I and C over

the sets PSelt and PS¿lc respectively. Both PSet> and PSetç ate

partial orders and anti-symmetric. Therefore, PSerq is anti-symmetric

as its definition (see equation: 35) is simply the conjunction of the

above two conditions. I

transitivity: aOb and bOc imPIYaOc
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By the argument used for anti-symmetry, PSets also satisfies the

transitivity condition. I

2. PSets is a BCPO.

Bottom. We have a bottom I and l- O a, a e PSets .

A least upper bound.

Following the definition of upper boundl from [Davey and Priestley, lgg4],

Let S e p(PSets), and let S be consistent, that is, there is some

x e PSet6 such that s C) x, s e .S.

Informally, two OGISet intervals are consistent if the intersection of

their inner sets is inside the union oftheir outer sets. The least upper

bound of S is

¡fìs,, Us,ì, s e S, if (fìs, E Us,), undefined otherwise. I

3. There must be an efficient means of computing subsumption and unification. We

take PSeto asaninheritancehierarchy suchthat af b = aOb ' Anexampleis

shown in Figure 61.

Subsumption

The subsumption algorithm is computed based on its lower bound

(PSet,_ ) and upper bound (Pset. ) subsumption algorithms, which is

linear (after merging) in the non-manifold representation'

l. "Let P be an ordered set and let .S c P . An element ¡ e P is an upper bound of S if s ( x

for all s e ,S. ... The set of all upper bounds of S is denoted by Sr"[Davey and

Priestley, 19941
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Unification

OIPSet a

The unification algorithm is computed based on its lower bound

(PSet-) and upper bound (PSer. ) unification algorithms, which is

linear (after merging) in the non-manifold representation'

OIPSet b A cell complex comprises both a and b

øCb

-

a h

FIGURE 61. Exampleof TlvoOIPSets aandb, SuchThat a tr å

4. There must be a way to specify members of the set OIPSet. Primitive paramet-

ric objects, transformations of these and combination of both under the unregu-

larised or regularised Boolean operation can stand as names ofthe inner/outer

bounds of elements of OIPSet .

Let's define two operations: @ and O as:

a @ b = l(a, w b ¡), (a o a b )), a, b e P S e t s, (a, v b ¡) c (a o a b o)

a O b = l(a, a b ¡), (a o v b )1, a, b e P Set s, 1a, a b ¡) c (a ov b o)

Thus, let the set of such expressions comprise these two operations be called

Exp . Exp is not close. Other algebras, for example' sweeps are also possible.

An advantage of using these operations is that it is possible to write expressions
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that name subsumed elements of a e OIPSeT . These comprise any expressron

that can be reduced lo a O b, å e Exp .

I

FIGURE 62. APart of OIPSet as an Inheritanceilierarchy.
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6.5 Summary

The knowledge domain of Typed Feature Structures has been extended through the

realisation of knowledge level conesponding with its symbol level representa-

tion-Geometric Typed Feature Structures. The future framework of design space

explorers is also demonstrated through the capability of Geometric Typed Feature

Structures which specialises in carrying 3D domain information as well as in deal-

ing with synchronisation of domain knowledge in the system level and the HCI

level.

Two major questions are immediately raised. Firstly, the way of finitely repfesent-

ing the continuous domain of domain information which uniforms geometric infor-

mation and other domain knowledge. Secondly, the way of finding a clear, uniform

and formal means for carrying domain information which covers not only geomet-

ric information but also other domain knowledge. The first question has been

achieved by utilising Order Types to def,tne the domain information which can

finitely represent the continuous domain (infinite type hierarchy). The second

question has been resolved by the algorithms which provide Order Types as the

carriers for carrying domain information within the framework of Geometric Typed

Feature Structures.

The representation of Order Types also has been characterised through three

requirements and satisfied for four main conditions in order to identify the given

knowledge objects in the domain information'

Mapping between the abstract knowledge representation and Typed Feature Struc-

tures is to find the connection of Order Types and geometric information in which

geometry types and geometric information are synchronised with domain knowl-

edge. Five signif,tcant geometry types, 'lifted' point-set, IPSet, OPSet, IOPSet and

OIPSet, are given and described according to its distinct features in order to dem-

onstrate four Order Type condition for geometry types.

By using the symbol level representation (non-manifold solids) of carrying 3D

domain information in Geometric Typed Feature Structures, we can then sketch a

software architecture-implementation of Ordering Geometry System in the next

part. Implementation with explanation and methods of using is segmented stated to

demonstrate applicability of this formalism statement by applying within two

examples-a single fronted cottage and a building enclosure.
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lmplementation and Examples

Given the potential framework of design space explorers through the realisation of

the knowledge level with its symbol level representation-Geometric Typed Fea-

ture Structures, a practicable implementation is essential. An implementation called

"Ordering Geometry System" (OGS) not only is required for a prospect design

space explorer but also demonstrate the main concept of geometric information

which can be represented in the core of Geometric Typed Feature Structures.

The description of Ordering Geometry System utilises the syntax of Kryos descrip-

tion and Order Type expression discussed in the examples of the previous chapter.

Two examples-a single fronted cottage and a building enclosure are also used to

illustrate the ordering of geometric objects and to define the expression of these

geometric objects. Chapter 8 then demonstrates the process of integration of Order-

ing Geometry System with practical building design instances.

Part 3 is divided into three chapters:

Chapter 7 : " Implementation-Ordering Geometry Sy stem"

This chapter addresses the implementation issues of the design space explorer as

well as gives a sketch of an implementation conducted by this dissertation:

Ordering Geometry System (OGS). Geometric representation and geometry gen-

eration are the two vital concepts of Ordering Geometry System, which are

depicted in two examples in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8: "Examples"

A typical Australian house plan (of a single fronted cottage) and a building

enclosure design are used as examples to demonstrate the ordering of geometric

objects (as the implementation of Order Tlpe described in the previous chapter)

and to demonstrate how to specify the expression in which is needed to instanti-

ate the given geometric objects.



7
Implementation-O rderin g
Geometry System

Ordering Geometry System (OGS) forms the kernel of the design space explorer

developed by this dissertation. OGS allows users to interact with this kernel via a

layer of an application programming interface, thus providing an opportunity for

directly manipulating well-defined geometric objects in a reasoning framework. As

the kernel, the main programming task of OGS is to provide a unique framework

which allows Order Types (as their instances in the inheritance hierarchies) as well

as Succession Types to communicate with each other by the values they represent'

One of those values is geometric information, which is implemented via a non-man-

ifold modeller. An initial system concept is shown in Figure 63.

Users

II I I
Interface

Non-Manifold
Geometry

Type
Feature

Structure

FIGURE 63. System for a Design Space Explorer Needs to Communicate with Both Typed Feature
Structures and Non-Manifold Geometry.

In order to accomplish this task, two system design issues arise-system integra-

tion, which describes the structure of OGS prototype; and Order Type implementa-

tion, which is an implementation design according to this prototype. Each of the
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system design issues and Order Type implementation issues are recorded in a sepa-

rate section (Chapter 7.1 and Chapter 7.2), followed by two examples written in

C++ of Order Types carrying real numbers and geometric information.

7.1 Systemlntegration

The core of Geometric Typed Feature structures (described in chapter 6) is Typed

Feature Structures which implements the symbol level of design space explorers.

By extending Typed Feature Structures, Geometric Typed Feature Structures pro-

vide a set of specific Order Types which represent the domain-relevant objects/

relation, particularly the geometric objects. This prototype uses two software com-

ponents to achieve this goal-Kryos, an implementation of Typed Feature Struc-

tures; and SHAPESIXOX, 19951, a non-manifold geometric kernel. A sketch of

interaction between these two systems with a viewer (a light-weight Openlnventor

clone on the top of SHAPES' geometric objects), and a general interface library

which connects the kernel to users is shown in Figure 64'

Interface LibraryViewer

1tïrïïtr11111
KrvosSHAPES

FIGURE 64. Implementation of Geometric Tlped Feature Structures Comprises Both Kryos and

SHAPES (and its Display Library: Viewer).

In Figure 65, design representation and associated objects represent the instance of

design processes in a design space. The interface, as the "search" metaphor of

design space explorers, provides users with the capability of directly manipulating

those instances. Users elaborate/refine the design instances via the interface, which
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then communicates with the design representation to retrieve the results of con-

straint resolution, or to visualise the design exploration.

Users

1 I 1 I

design space explorer

FIGURE 65. A Generic System Design for a Design Space Explorer Requires a Design Representation.

For the focus of this dissertation, we will only address the geometry related issues

of describing those knowledge representation, especially for the geometric objects,

as we have done throughout this thesis.

7.1.1 A System for Geometric Ilped Feature Structures

'With Geometric Typed Feature Structures, the main implementation challenge is to

combine Typed Feature Structures objects and non-manifold solids. Thus, the strat-

egy of such a system architecture is to realise Order Types as a group of objects

which then connect to the internal Typed Feature Structures representation to per-

form the unification/subsumption mechanisms. These objects thus must contain the

geometric information internally. An illustration of this concept is shown in Figure

66

Users

1 I 1

Feature Structures Order

FIGURE 66. An Implementation of Representation: Geometric Tlped Feah¡re Structures which Contains
Typed Feature Structures and Order Tlpes.
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The Typed Feature Structures implementation that we have used is called "Kryos",

an objects-oriented reasoning framework developed by Andrew L. Burrow at The

University of Adelaide. Programming in C++, Kryos provides the fundamental

class library for an ordered object system such as Inheritance Hierarchy(for

instance of regular types), StructNode (for the instances of feature structure) and

DescNode (for the description) classes. Based on Kryos, we implement the con-

cepts of Order Types.

Another implementation which uses the logic of Typed Feature Structures is

AlE[Carpenter and Penn, 1997]. Unlike Kryos, ALE is built on top of a Prolog

environment which comes with all the basic built-in functions' The main draw-

backs using ALE as a platform to implement design space explorers are its lack of

incremental resolution control and its scalability which is needed for developing a

large scale environment such as a design space explorer.l On the other hand,

Kryos, as a software framework, provides the necessary components in the form of

linkable objects, which makes the communication with the geometric modeller

possible. In addition, Kryos provides an incremental exploration algorithm called

lazy r -resolution algorithm [Burrow and Woodbury, 1998] which allow us to con-

trol the incremental resolution process in the design process. This, in brief, makes

support for rules control (policy) through the design space possible'

The other external system module is the non-manifold geometric modeller-the

SHAPBS geometric kernel[XOX, 1995]. As a non-manifold geometric kernel, the

basic non-manifold cellular representation, as well as the linear algorithms over

these representations described in Chapter 7, are provided in SHAPBS. Bearing

this non-manifold geometric representation in mind, several research systems and

commercial products, including ACIS kernel[STl, 1995], have been evaluated'

Among these systems, sHAPES is one of the few modellers which provides the

full non-manifold support needed for this prototype. Furthermore, SHAPES is dis-

tributed as a C linkable library, which makes the linking with C++ straightforward'

A refined system design using these two external systems is shown in Figure 67.

Using both systems, a uniformed representation (Order Type) for geometric objects

L However, as the constraint resolution of Kryos had not been finished at the time this dis-

seftation was being written and we also use ALE as a generation tool for the examples'
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is implemented with aid from Kryos which calls on geometric functions via the API

of the SHAPES kernel.

Users

11 I 1

FIGURE 67. A Proposed System Comprises two Extemal Components: Kryos and SHAPES

7.2 Order T}pe implementation

There are several issues involved in the implementation of Order Types within

OGS. The life time of Order Types in the system needs to be defined in terms of

their timing of the construction/destruction of their instances. The resources man-

agement of Order Types needs to be considered when implementing Order Type

identifier persistence. Furthermore, the construction/destruction of each Order Type

needs careful consideration to enforce the pre-orderliness of Order Types. Lastly,

the expression of each Order Type is different according to the values they repre-

sent. For example, the expression of type Intlnterval can be specified as

12 + 23 x ¡nt{ù - A , and the expression for the point set types will be something

different such as transform(box(12,765,304), [0, 0, l, 0, l, 0' 1' 0, 0]) . Each ofthese

issue is discussed in detail in the following section.

7.2.1 Order Ilpe lifetime

Order Types represent the types that are not explicitly placed in the inheritance hier-

archies. There might be an infinite number of these types. For reasons of efficiency,

we must be able to represent only the types that are actually used. The system pro-

vides an interface to trigger the constructor of Order Types and records created

object in a central database. Each object can "require" several Order Type instances.

The destruction ofthe instances ofOrder Types should happen only when they are

no longer required by other objects.
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7.2.2 Order \pe resources management

Resources of Order Types are maintained in two singleton[Erich Gamma and

Vlissides, 19951 classes; one is the Label of an Order Type which is maintained by

the lnbelManager class; the other is GeomNameManager which is employed if the

domain object is a geometric object. lnbelManag¿r maintains a central resource

manager of all Typed Feature Structures objects using a simple labelling mecha-

nism and pointer to the object (Index) as object identification in OGS. GeomName-

Manager maintains the bijection relation between the geometric objects these

Order Types represent and their labels(GeomName)-a generated object identihca-

tion. The reason for implementing the labels in this way rather than simply using

type labels (maintained by LabelManager) is because by separating these two

labels, the geometric object's identity can be retrievable by other Order Types. For

example, an instance of GeomAscend might carry identical geometric information

to that for an instanc e of GeomDescend. Thus, a GeomName is acting as an identi-

fication of a geometric object.

The purpose of LabelManager is to preserve the communication with type systems

by using a simple textual label for each type. This is trivial for representing num-

bers, but needs an extra mechanism to work with external objects such as geomet-

ric objects. Such a mechanism is implementedby GeomNameManager'ln

addition, geometric objects are constructed within the parser, therefore back point-

ers to these objects have to be stored in the memory during the lifetime of those

Order Types representing them.

7.2.3 Order Tlpe IdentifÏer Persisúence

As mentioned above, persistence of type identifiers is maintained via textual

strings as well as via the pointers of their instances (in I'abelManøger). Thus, com-

munication between the instances of Order Types and the rest of the system is reli-

ant on the textual names of those Order Types. The naming scheme of those

geometric objects needs a policy to preserve their consistency and logic in the geo-

metric representation. These names are also used to generate generic type labels

that act as their type identification in the system. OGS provides a singleton class-

GeomNameManager menfioned above to maintain the persistency of such a name

scheme. Its associated type label depends on each Order Type carrying geometric

information.
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7.2.4 Construction of Order Ilpes and domain objects

Construction of Order Types occurs in two conditions-one follows from a descrip-

tion ofa feature structure and the other from the unification oftwo feature struc-

tures. Either one is filtered first by a specific preprocessor of OGS to generate the

unique label and is then registered in lnbelManag¿r. Therefore, the system will call

the constructor ofthe corresponding Order Type to construct the instance of an

Order Type. The precondition is that the value of a representing Order Type has to

be computed before the construction take place. The main purposes of this are to

preserve the pre-orderliness of those instances and to enforce a unique label for

each type. This is trivial for numbers, since the value of numbers can be represented

via textual strings, but needs an extra mechanism to work with an existing data

structure such as geometric objects. Such a mechanism is also implemented by the

extra resource management described above.

7.2.5 Dereference of Order IlPes

Dereference of Order Types in OGS is determined by the references of their owner.

That is, an instance of an Order Type is deleted when no objects in the system own

this instance. This will enforce the efficiency of memory usages. On the other hand,

efficient construction of instances of Order Types is required'

7.2.6 Ilpe expression and preprocessor

As described in Chapter 6.1.3, an Order Type description is equivalent to the type

expression of those types. Furthermore, those expressions are represented as a vehi-

cle to compute those values. For example, an expression of an instance of IntegerA-

scend (<2, > > ) may contain an equation (such as (12 + 42) 'lg7 - l23l) to compute

an integer represented by this type.

Since in theory, every Order Type has its own way of expressing the value, and the

value must be computed before constructing the instance of this Order Type, a pre-

processing mechanism is proposed in order to parse and compute these values

before the type system picks up the instance ofthose types. Thus, the syntax ofthe

Expression of each Order Type is defined within the preprocessor classes.

7.2.7 Subsumptionrelation

The subsumption/unihcation relations of Order Types are determined by their

domain relevant relations. Therefore, these relations exist in the representation of
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those values themselves. An implementation of subsumption of Order Types has to

be built into the class definition ofthose types, according to their ordering function.

7.3 TWo examples of Order I}pe implementation using C++

Each Order Type implementation in OGS requires a data module and a parser. The

data module specifies the data information and the subsumption algorithms which

operate among them. The parser will parse the expression given in the description

and will then call out the data in the system. An Order Type instance communicates

with the kernel via a set of public methods which are explained in the two exam-

ples described below. Thus, subsumption and unification can be computed by each

individual Order Tlpe instance via a defined set of public methods.

A data module of an Order Type comprises three C++ classes-a domain informa-

tion object, a bridge class for communicating with the parser of this Order Type,

and a type system extension class. The first class is for the domain object which

implements the domain information and the domain relevant relation, which can

then be called on for computing the subsumption/unification algorithm. The second

class is the preprocessor class which performs the preprocessing filter to deal with

the interface with the yaccllex grammar. The third class is for specifying a type

containing these domain objects, and this acts as a generic interface for work with

both Succession Type and Order Type. For demonstration purposes, two exam-

ples-Reallnterval and GeomAscend are described in the following section.

7.3.1 Reallntemal

A domain classt: Reallnterval

This class (Reallnterval) is a representation of intervals over the reals(R). Closed

intervals are specified as a pair '[lb, ub]' oflower and upper bounds. Open and

half-open intervals are specified via bounds at infinity. For example,

. [0,2.3] is the set {x in R I 0 <= x <=2.3},

. [-i, 8.7865] is the set {x in R lx <= 8.7865},

. [10, +i] is the set {x in R I 10 <= x}, and

. [-i, +i] is the set R.

L Details of this class are documented in Appendix B'I on page 245
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"Reallnterval" values are picked out by a collection of strings corresponding to the

type labels for these objects. An informational ordering is supplied through the

,,(=,, operator that interprets the intervals as constraints ordered by the domain-rele-

vant relation. An interval 'r' subsumes another 's' iff 's' is a subset of 'r" "Realln-

terval" values are also manipulated by an additional constructor which computes

the join or meet according to the given informational ordering'

For identification of this Order Type, a unique name scheme has to be specified' For

a real interval, the name of this Order Type is "Reallnterval" and the format of this

object is specified as "real-interval L-U", where L is the place for specifying the

lower bound ofthe real interval, and U is for specifying the upper bound ofthe real

interval. For example, a valid type name for a real interval type can be:

real-interval-2.3-4.8 or real-interval--i-100.534 (-i is for representing the negative

infinite real number).

The constructors of this class are specified as

Reallnte¡val0;
// Construct the open interval containing all reals.

Reallnte¡val(Reallnterval const& r);

// Construct a copy ofthe interval 'r'

Reallnterval(
Op op, Reallnterval const& r, Reallnterval const& s

);
// If 'op == int intervaljoin', then construct

// the join of 'r' and 's' in the informational order "<="'
// Namely, 'r intersection s'.

lllf 'op =- intjnterval-meet', then construct the meet

ll intheinformational order "<=". Namely, the smallest

// interval containing 'r union s'.

Reallnterval(char const* 1);

// Construct the interval described by the string 'l',
ll where'l' is of the form described by

// "Reallnterval: :is-type-label0"'

Reallnterval(
bool has lb, double lb'
bool has-ub, double ub

);
// Construct the interval described by the string 'l',
// where 'l' is of the form described by

// "Reallnterval: :is-type-label0".
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Once an object is created, this object will register itself with the main resource

manager: LabelManager class with its label (the name of this type) as a key. There-

fore, another construction method is by specifying a type name (in this case, could

be real_interval_2_3 for a real interval between 2.0 and 3.0), then, by parsing this

type name, the system will create a Reallnterval object representing this real inter-

val.

static bool is-type-label(char const* l);
// Retum true if 'l' is a non-NULL string, and matches

// "Reallnterval::format". Namely, characters 'L' and 'U'
// replaced by
ll either:
ll +the string '-i', representing the negative infinite;

// + a string matching regular expression '(01[l-9][0-9']*)"
ll which is a decimal representation of a finite bound; or

ll + the string '+i', representing the absence of an upper bound.

static bool parse-type-label(
char const* l,
bool& hasJb, double& lb, bool& has-ub, double& ub

);
// Parse the type label 'l'. Record the parsed interval bounds in

// 'has-lb' 'lb', 'has-ub', and 'ub'' Return true if 'l' matches

// "Reallnterval : : format" as for "Reallnterval : : is-type-label0"

The domain relevant relation is specified over a set of C++ operators: 4=, ==, â¡¡d

!-, which are defined as below:

bool operator <= (Reallnterval const& r) const;

// Return true if 'this' is less specific than 'r', i.e., 'r' is a

// subset of'this'.

bool operator == (Reallnterval const& r) const;

// Return true if 'this' and 'r' describe the same interval.

bool operator !- (Reallnterval const& r) const;

// Retum true if 'this' and 'r' describe different intervals.

A preprocessing class for Reallnterval

The LabelManager class implements a preprocessor for "Reallnterval" values by

extending the "PreprocessorBase". Two classes are defined here for preprocessing

the expressions of one Order Types called "ReallntervalSymValues" (for semantic

values ofpreprocessing parser) and "ReallntervalPreprocessor" (for the parser

itself).
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"ReallntervalSymValues" defines a set of possible semantic values for symbols

used in the "Reallnterval" preprocessing parser. Semantic values point to read only

objects, thus updates ofthe semantic values are restricted to the "ReallntervalPre-

processor" class.

union ReallntervalSymValues

{
struct {

) empty;
// No resources.

struct {
char const* label;

) identifier;
// Resources:

ll label a label resource registered with the "LabelManager"

struct {
double value;

) real;

struct {
bool closed;

double value;

) endpoint;
// Resources:

// closed a boolean value, 'true' if'value' represents a flnite
// endpoint and 'false' if 'value' represents the sign of an

// endpoint at infinity; and a double value.

); // union ReallntervalSymValues

The ReallntervalPreprocessor implements a concrete preprocessor class for "Real-

Interval" values by extending the "PreprocessorBase". The main purpose of this

class is to implement resource managements on semantic values specified in "Real-

IntervalsymValues". The reason of doing this is that yacc parsers do not deconstruct

discarded and reduced tokens. Instead, inactive tokens are simply over-written. This

causes no problems for reduced tokens since their resources may be reclaimed in

the rule's action. However, during enor recovery, tokens are discarded and their

resources are lost. Besides this resource management issues, this class acts as an

integration between the parsers (specified in Yacc/Bison grammar), such as

accept-interval0 and accept-type-label0 which are specified in this class and then

redirected to its domain objects.

bool acceptjnterval(
char const* ident,
bool has-lb, double lb, bool has-ub, double ub
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);
// Assign the interval to 'ident'. Consume the arguments. Return

// true if the arguments are well formed, otherwise retum

// false and collect an error report.

bool accept-type-label(char const* ident, char const* label);

// Assign the "Reallnterval" type label to 'ident'. Retum

// true if the arguments are well formed, otherwise return

// false and collect an error report.

The last part is to specify a lexer for recognising the tokens for the parser which is

specified in the yacclbison grammar and also is needed to be able to access internal

data.

friend int
real interval-lex(ReallntervalSymValues* lvalp, void* context);

// Retrieve the next token recognised in the preprocessor directive
// syntax.

A preprocessing parser for Reallnterval

The parser is specified in Bison/Yacc grammar for the preprocessor handling of

real interval values. For each resource assigned to the parser (such as a shing rec-

ognised in the lexical analyser), an appropriate method must be called in

"TypesParse" in order to create a managed resource. For each production, consum-

ing a resource carrying tokens, another method must be called in "TypesParse" in

order to recover the resource. This is carried out according to the action taken from

the resource: ifthe resource is transferred to the reduced token, it is not relin-

quished. However, if the resource is not transferred, it is relinquished. An example

of grammar is described belowl:

range-def:
IDENTIFIER '=' '['low-expr ',' high-expr']'

t
Reallnterv alPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

if(
preprocessor->accept interval(

$1.label,
$4.closed, $4.value,
$6.closed, $6.value

)

)t

l. The full version of this yacclbison grammar is documented in Appendix B.1 on page 245.
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ll Accepf.theparse.
YYACCEPT;

Ì
else {

// Abort the parse.

YYABORT;
)

)

I IDENTIFIER .=, IDENTIFIER

{
ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// Record the type label in the symbol table.

if(
preprocessor->accept-type-label(

$l.label, $3.label

)

){
ll Accepttheparse.
YYACCEPT;

)
else {

// Abort the parse.

YYABORT;
)

)

I error

{
ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// Reject the parse.

preprocessor->rej ect-Parse0 ;

// Abort the parse.

YYABORT;
)

O rde rþ p e s / ty p e s 
-w 

i th - re al 
-int 

e rt al s. h h

This class implements a concrete class providing a proxy (or smart reference) to an

inheritance hierarchy offeature structure types. This proxy augments the subject

inheritance hierarchy with the informational order of real intervals. The "TypeHier-

archy" methods "identifier0", 'Join0", and "meetO" act to pick out real interval

types. It is accompanied by a type resource management scheme that holds refer-

ence counts on real interval types. In addition, the method "is-label0" syntactically

identifies labels of real interval types so that the "identifier0" precondition is satis-

fied by all syntactically correct labels. The collection ofreal interval types, as
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described in Chapter 6.3.10, forms a BCPO. Since meet is defined as union for all

but the empty set ofintervals. This structure is inserted above the universal type

and is topped by the absurd type. Therefore, the empty interval is represented by

the absurd type.

clas s TypesrüithReallntervals
: public ManualTypes

{
public:

TypesWithReallntervals(ManualTypes * real-types) ;

// Construct a proxy whose real subject is the type hierarchy

// 'real-types', and which augments the inheritance hierarchy in
ll 'real-types'by the real intervals. Take sole ownership of
ll thereal subject.

virtual -TypesWithReallntervals0 ;

bool pre-D-TypesWithReallntervals0 const

{
return InheritanceHierarchy: :pre-D-InheritanceHierarchy0 ;

)
// Free this proxy and the real subject. Free the

// representations of all interval types.

"TypesWithReallntervals" passes these methods to the domain subject (Reallnter-

val). It intervenes to test for real interval type labels and identifiers, as described in

the "TypeHierarchy" application programming interface'

virtual bool is-type(ndex t) const;

virtual bool are-types(IndexSet const& T) const;

virtual bool is-regularJype(Index t) const;

virtual bool are-regular-types(IndexSet const& T) const;

virtual bool is-universal-type(Index t) const;

virtual bool is-absurd-type(Index t) const;

virtual bool iilabel(char const* l) const;

virtual Index universal0 const;

virtual Index absurdO const;

virtual Index identifier(char const* l) const;

virtual char const* label(Index t) const;

virtual bool subsumes(Index s, Index t) const;

virtual bool comparable(Index s, Index t) const;

virtual Indexjoin(Index s, Index t) const;

virtual Index meet(Index s, Index t) const;

virtual Index acceptJype(Index t) const;

virtual void relinquish-type(Index& t) const;

Thus the "InheritanceHierarchy" Interface for this Order Type is defined as below,

which also delegates to the real subject:
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virtual bool is-succession-type(Index t) const;

virtual bool are-succession-types(IndexSet const& T) const;

virtual bool is-leaf-succession-type(Index t) const;

virtual bool are-sound-parents(IndexSet const& T) const;

virtual IndexSet* succession-types0 const;

virtual IndexSet* maximal-succession-types0 const;

virtual IndexSet* children(Index t) const;

virtual IndexSet* parents(Index t) const;

virtual Index insert(char const* l, IndexSet const& S);

virtual void remove(Index t);

7.3.2 GeomAscend

The second example is chosen for the purpose of demonstrating how an external

data structure such as a geometric modeller can be integrated in OGS' In addition,

this class demonstrates an implementation of a geometric object within the frame-

work as described in Chapter 6.4.1'

The domain obiectsl

Domain objects in Order Type GeomAscend include two classes: the OGS object

(class GeomAscend) and the geometric object (class Region). GeomAscend is simi

lar to Reallnterval described in the previous section. On the other hand, Region

implements non-manifold geometric objects as described in Chapter 6'4.1 on top of

the SHAPBS geometric kernel.

As an interface to the OGS kernel, GeomAscend represents subset relation on the

point-set geometry (P). The empty pointset (bottom) is specified via '-p'. other

geometric objects are specified via their unique Seom-name\ for example

o abox is a point set

o -p is the empty set.

GeomAscendvalues are picked out by mapping a collection of strings colrespond-

ing to the type labels for these objects to a resource manager called GeomNameMa-

nager. An informational ordering is supplied through the "<=" operator that

interprets the subset relation as constraints over the non-manifold solids. An ascend

,r' subsumes another 's' iff the pointset 's' contains pOintset 'r'. "GeomAscend"

values are also manipulated by an additional constructor which computes the join or

1. The full detail is documented in Appendix 8.2 onpage259.
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AS:

meet according to the given informational ordering. The constructors are defined

GeomAscendO;
// Construct the emPtY Pointset.

GeomAscend(GeomAscend const& r) ;

// Construct a copy of the geom-ascend 'r'

GeomAscend(
Op op, GeomAscend const& r, GeomAscend const& s

);
ll lf 'op == geom-ascendjoin', then construct the join of 'r'
// and 's' in the informational order "<=". Namely, the union

// ofpointset 'r' and 's'.

lllf 'op == gêorr-âsc€nd-meet', then construct the meet in

// the informational order "<=". Namely, the intersection of
// pointset of 'r' and 's'.

GeomAscend(char const* l);
// Construct the interval described by the string 'l', where

// 'l' is ofthe form described bY

// "GeomAscendl :is-type label0".
// If I contains the geomname registered with GeomNameManager,

ll then,l is a type-label,
// otherwise, No.

GeomAscend( bool is-empty-set, Region const* g);

// Construct the ascend described by the bool is-empty-set

ll and a char* g (for geom-name)

The interface methods (is-type-label, parse-type-label, and their associated meth-

ods) with the central resource management: LabelMønagsr are defined below:

static bool is-type-label(char const* l);

// Retum true if 'l' is a non-NULL string, and matches

// "GeomAscend::format". Namely, characters 'G' replaced by

ll either:
ll + the string '-p', representing the empty geom set

// + a string matching regular expression

ll '([a-z]10-9a-z-+-lx)', which is a machine generated

ll geometry name of a finite bound

static bool is-ascend(
bool is-empty-set, Region const* geom

);
// Return true if is-empty-set' and 'gname' describe a

// well-formed ascend. Namely one of:

// + 'is-empty-set' is 'false' and 'gname' is registered with

// GeomNameManager;
// + 'is-empty-set' is 'true', so that the ascend is an empty

// pointset.
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static bool parse-type-label(
char const* l,
bool& is-empty-set, char *& g

);
llParce the type label 'l'. Record the parsed geom number in
//'is-empty-set' 'r'. Return true if 'l' matches

// "GeomAscend: :format" as for "GeomAscend: :is-type-label0"

The domain relevant relation is specified over a set of C++ operators: 4=, == ¿¡d

!=, which are defined below:

bool operator q= (GeomAscend const& r) const;

// Return true if 'this' is less specific than 'r', i.e., the

// boundary of 'this' is within the boundary of 'r'.

bool operator -- (GeomAscend const& r) const;

// Return true if 'this' and 'r' describe the same ascend geom.

bool operator != (GeomAscend const& r) const;

// Return true if 'this' and 'r' describe different ascend geoms

Besides GeomAscend vve have the geometric representation of OGS: Region.

Region represents a non-manifold geometric object which provides persistent geo-

metric boundary information. A Region is either an empty-pseluniversal-pset or

an non-empty-pset. All "Region" objects are constructed on the heap, thus con-

structors have to be protected so that only the methods of this class can use them.

For this pulpose, static methods, such as "region-union0" and

"region-difference0", are provided to construct objects on the heap.

protected:

Region0:-xg(NULL){ }

ll create a Region class representing an empty pointset'

Region : :Region(xCELL cell);
// a protected constructor: ensure the input is a xCELL--the end

// node of a group graph.

Region : :Region(xGROUP grp);

// a protected constructor: ensure the input is a xGROUP.

// the xGROUP is might be three cases:

ll L afeature group which contains the xCELLs.
ll 2. afeature group which has no region-attrib
ll 3. aplain group which contains a set of feature groups.

ll 4, anull group, which is an error.

public:
static Region* geom-region(xGEOM geom);

// this function takes a geometry object and return a Region

ll object contains that geometry object.
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static Region* union-region(Region const* a, Region const* b);

// Union:
// this function takes two Regions (scra, scrb) and retum a

// Region object contains the unioned geometric object, if success.

// otherwise, the result is a NULL pointer.

static Region* intersection-region(Region const*, Region const*);

// Intersection:
// this function takes two Regions (scra, scrb) and return a

// Region object contains the intersected geometric object,

// if success. otherwise, the result is a NULL pointer.

static Region* difference-region(Region const*, Region const*);

// difference:
// this function takes two Regions (scra, scrb) and return a

// Region object contains the geometric object= a - b,

// if success. otherwise, the result is a NULL pointer.

The transformation of geometric objects is implemented as public methods to

allow the internal location to be changed when the transformation occurs. There is

the need for persistency for geometric information, since once one region is

merged into another region, transformation over this region will affect the region it

is merged to.

bool translate(double x, double y, double z);

// this function translate this object(-xg) via a vector(x, y, z)

ll retum true if success, otherwise false.

bool scale(double factor, double px, double py, double pz);

// this function scale this object(-xg) with a factor, and

ll atabase point at (Px, PY, Pz)

// retum true if success, otherwise false.

bool rotateX(double radians, double px, double py, double pz);

// this function rotate this object(-xg) around X-axis with

ll arudians, and a basis point at (px' py' pz)

ll retvn true if success, otherwise false.

bool rotateY(double radians, double px, double py, double pz);

// this function rotate this object(-xg) around Y-axis with

// a radians, and a basis point at (px' py, pz)

// return true if success, otherwise false.

bool rotateZ(double radians, double px, double py, double pz);

// this function rotate this object(-xg) around Z-axis with

// a radians, and a basis point at (px' py' pz)

// retum true if success, otherwise false,
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A preprocessing class for GeomAscendl

This concrete preprocessing class implements a preprocessor for "GeomAscend"

values by extending "PreprocessorBase". Two classes are defined here for preproc-

essing the expression of this Order Type: "GeomAscendSymValues" (for semantic

values ofpreprocessing parser) and "GeomAscendPreprocessor" (for the parser

itself).

GeomAscendSymValues defines the set of possible semantic values for symbols in

the ,'GeomAscend" preprocessor. Semantic values point to read only objects.

Semantic value updates are restricted to the "GeomAscendPreprocessor" class.

union GeomAscendSymValues

{
struct {

)empty;
// No resources.

struct {
char const* label;

)identifier;
// Resources:

ll labelalabel resource registered with the "LabelManager"

ll singleton.

struct {
double value;

) real;
// Resources:

// valuea non-NULL pointer to a Region *

struct {
bool empty-pset;
Region const* geom;

) endpoint;
// Resources:

// closed a boolean value, 'true' if 'value' represents a finite

ll endpoint and 'false' if'value' represents the sign of
ll anendpoint at infinity; and

// valuea non-NULL pointer to a GNU variable length double.

); // union GeomAscendSYmValues

Another class (GeomAscendPreprocessor) is for the parser described in the next

section. GeomAscendPreprocessor is a concrete class implementing a preprocessor

for "GeomAscend" values by extending "PreprocessorBase".

1. The full detail is documented in Appendix 8.2 on page 259.
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class GeomAscendPreProcessor

: public PreprocessorBase

{
public:

GeomAscendPreprocessor0 ;

// Construct an unattached preprocessor

vi rtual -GeomAscendPreprocessorQ ;

bool pre-D-GeomAscendPreprocessor0 const

{
return LineSource: :pre-D LineSource0;

)
// Deconstruct this PreProcessor'

protected:

// "PreprocessorBase" Protected Interface.

// The protected interface provides the basis for a concrete

// derivation.
virtual bool parse0;

Yacc parsers do not deconstruct discarded and reduced tokens, Instead, inactive

tokens are simply over-written. This causes no problems for reduced tokens since

their resources may be reclaimed in the rule's action. However, during elror recov-

ery, tokens are discarded and their resources are lost' Each "GeomAscendPreproc-

essor" instance holds pointers to resources held by unconsumed tokens. Each

resource is registered when it is constructed and deregistered when it is consumed

by a rule's action. A resource is 'outstanding' while it remains registered.

Resources outstanding at the destruction of the "GeomAscendPreprocessor"

instance are deallocated.

A preprocessing parser for GeomAscend

The parser is specified in Bisor/Yacc grammar for the prepfocessor handling of

real interval values. For each resource assigned to the parser (such as a string rec-

ognised in the lexical analyser), an appropriate method must be called in

"TypesParse" to create a managed fesource. For each production consuming a

resource carrying token, another method must be called in "TypesParse" to recover

the resource. This is carried out according to the action taken on the resource: if the

resource is transferred to the reduced token, it is not relinquished, but ifthe

resource is not transferred, it is relinquished. The details on managing parser

resources are documen ted in " geom-ascend9reproc e s sorhh" (Appendix 8.2 on

page259). The tokens are defined as
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ttsoken
ttoken
ttoken
Stoken
*token
8Èoken
ttoken
ttoken
tttæe
*t)¡pe
ttl4)e
ttlæe
8t)4)e
*t)æe
ttlæe

An example of partial grammar is described belowl

geom_expr:
geom_paren_expf

{
$$.geom - $1.geom;

$$.empty-Pset = $ l.empty-set;

)
I geom-paren-expr UNION geom-expr

{
if($l.empty_set) {

$$.geom = $3.geom;

$$.emPtY-Pset = $3'empty-set;

ì
else if($3.emptY-set) {
$$.geom = $l'geom;
$$.empty-Pset = $ l.empty-set;

ì
else {
$$.geom = $1.geom->-union($3.geom);
$$.emPty-Pset = false;

)

)
I geom-paren-expr DIFF geom-expr

{
GeomAscendPreprocessor* preproces sor

= (GeomAscendPreprocessor*) context;

if($3.empty-set) {
$$.geom = $1.geom;

$$.empty-pset = $ l.empty-set;

Ì
else if (! $1.empry-seQ {
$$.geom = $ l.geom->-diff($3. geom) ;

$$.empty-pset = false;

ì
else {
ll enor

1. The full version of this yacclbison grammar is documented in Chapter 8.2.

<identi fier>
<identifier>
<real>
<empty>
<empty>
<empty>
<empty>
<empty>
<empty>
<endpoint>
<endpoint>
<endpoint>
<rea1>
<rea1>
<real>

TDENTIFIER
GEOMNAME

REAI,

BOX

EMPTY SET

UNTON

DIFF
INTERSECT

ascend-geom-def
geom_expr
geomjaren_expr
prim_geom_expr
sum_expr
prod_expr
paren_expr
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preprocessor->collector0->append-count(
GeomAscendPreprocessor: :en-eset-diff-non-eset'
strlen(GeomAscendPreprocessor: : err-eset-diff-non-eset)

);

// Abort the parse.

YYABORT;

ì
)

I geom-paren-expr INTERSECT geom-expr

{
if($l.empty-set) {
$$.geom - $l.geom;
$$.emptY-Pset = $ l.empty-set;

Ì
else if($3.empty-set) {

$$.geom = $3.geom;

$$.empty-Pset = $3.empty-set;

ì
else {

$$.geom = $1.geom->-intersect($3.geom);
$$.emPtY-Pset = false;

Ì
ì

O rderþp es/type s 
-w 

ith geom-as cends. hh

Another concrete class þpewithGeomAscends provides a proxy (or smart refer-

ence) to an inheritance hierarchy offeature structure types. This proxy augments

the subject inheritance hierarchy with the informational order of real ascends' The

.,TypeHierarchy" methods, "identifier0", "joinO" and "meetO" act to pick out real

ascend types. This role is discussed in "FeatureStructures/type-hierarchy.hh". It is

accompanied by a type resource management scheme that holds reference counts

on real ascend types. In addition, the method ß-label) syntactically identif,res

labels ofreal ascend types, so that the identifier) precondition is satisfied by all

syntactically cofÏect labels. The collection of real ascend types forms a BCPO,

since meet is defined as being smaller for all but the empty set of ascends. This

structure is inserted above the universal type and is also topped by the absurd type'

Therefore, the infinite ascend is represented by the absurd type'

class TypesWithGeomAscends
: public ManualTYPes

{
public:

TypesWithGeomAscends(M anu alTypes * real-types) ;

// Construct a proxy whose real subject is the type hierarchy
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ll 'real-types', and which augments the inheritance hierarchy in
ll 'real-types' by the real ascends. Take sole ownership of the

// real subject.

virtual -TypesWithGeomAscends0 ;

// Free this proxy and the real subject. Free the

// representations of all ascend types.

"TypesWithGeomAscends" passes these methods to the domain subject (GeomAs-

cend). It intervenes to test for geom ascend type labels and identifiers, as described

in the "TypeHierarchy" application programming interface. Thus, the methods are

the same as TypesWithReallntervals. This is also applied to the interface to "Inherit-

anceHierarchy".

7.4 How to specify geometric types in OGS

There are two ways to specify a geometric type in OGS-I) by geometric expres-

sions which then are parsed by the preprocessors OGS provides; and 2) by unifica-

tion of existing types finding their meet or join in an Order Type hierarchy'

G e ometric exp re s s ion examp I e s

The syntax of expression of each Geometric Type depends on its own specific

expression (as expressed in a yacclbison grammar). With the examples of GeomAs-

cend type, OGS provides a set of primitive operations over geometry such as geom-

etry creation functions, the boolean operators and transformation. An example of a

geometric expression is given as follows:

# GeomAscend Box = union(box (2.0, 3.0, 4.0), translate(box(3.0, 4.1, 5.0), 1,3,4))

With this description, OGS will generate a non-manifold cell-complex which is the

result of the union of these two boxes. "Box" is an identiher for using within the

preprocessor.Tlte GeomName is generated from the system. An example of the type

for naming this GeomAscend mightbe geom-ascend¿eom23.

The primary geometric functions provided are box, pointl, line2 and sphere. The

Boolean operations arc diff, union, íntersecl, for difference, union, and intersection

operation. Three transformation operators are translate, rotate and scale.

1. By default, all the points are embedded as three dimensional objects.

2. By default, all the lines are embedded as three dimensional objects.
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Unification of two instances of geometric Order Types

As requested by the description, OGS will redirect the join or meet of each pair of

Order Types instances to the domain objects they are carrying. As in the example

of implementation described before, the behaviour of subsumption ordering is

embedded in the objects themselves. As a result, the unification of two geometric

Order Types instances will generate a new geometric object as the join of these two

types if that is subsumed by both Order Types'

Having described these two mechanisms, we now demonstrate them in the follow-

ing chapters in two examples-a single fronted cottage and a building enclosure.
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I
Examples

Two examples are described in this chapter: single fronted cottages and building

enclosures. Through these examples, we demonstrate 1) representation for geomet-

ric objects; 2) creation of new geometric objects; 3) incremental refinement of

geometry objects; 4) multiple models related via a cell-complex scheme'

8.1 Single Fronted Cottages

Background

The very first example used is a typical house type in Australia, known as a single

fronted cottage. Single fronted cottages are simple houses which are composed of a

single-loaded hallway, rooms off this hallway and a cluster of different spaces at the

end of the hallway, Single fronted cottages and newly styles which have also been

derived from single fronted cottages are recognised by some features: 1) the hall-

way and its adjacent rooms are under one single roof; 2)the cluster of spaces at the

end of hallway is arranged as a skillion or as separate structures such as a kitchen

and a toilet; and 3) there is a front porch which gives the picture of a single fronted

cottage. The example of single fronted cottages is chosen for analysing the layout

problem ofspaces, especially when some spaces such as bedrooms, dining spaces,

studies and lounges are also generic in function.

An inheritanc e hierarc hy

By separating the function from the single fronted cottage space, we get two hierar-

chies: s/c and house (a complete inheritance hierarchy is shown in the appendix). A

type called "sfc-house" inherits both gfc and house. Thus, a most general satisfier of

sfc-house will generate all the possible layouts of the single fronted cottage in an
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abstract geometric representation. Each geometry represents a Space in function'

some geometry may be identical, such as for bedrooms, yet each geometry remains

distinct. For example, in the following example, a feature with massing-d type

contains 4 feats and each feat is typed to a geometrical type representing a distinct

geometryl. The type definition is shown below.

brief
inherit universal;

house

inherit brief;

building
inherit universal;

massing

inherit universal;

masslng_a
inherit massing;

massing-t
inherit massing ;

massing-b
inherit massing-a;

massing-c
inherit massing-b;

massing-d
inherit massing-c;

sfc
inherit massing-d & building;

sfc-house
inherit sfc & house;

Spatial constraints of the types specified aboYe are

sfc
cons PORCH == MASS-ELI

&HALL==MASS EL2
& ROOM-ROW == MASS-EL3
& SKILLION == MASS Et4;

house
cons SLEEPING: X

1. The main reason for using the name "massing-d" rather than "massing-4" is dued to the

limitation of current implementation.
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& LOUNGE : (=/= X)
& KITCHEN : (=/= ¡;
& DINING: (=/= X)
& BATHROOM : (=/= ¡¡'

The r-resolutlon algorithm will incrementally generate alternative layouts. The

abstract alternative layouts with the specification of each low-left coordinations and

up-right coordinations then form a geometric expression to generate the geometric

types in OGS.

8.1.1 Representation for geometric objects

The constraint resolution of Kryos is not available at the time of writing this thesis.

Thus, constraints are specified and resolved in another Tlped Feature Structures

implementation (ALE), and then, are parsed as a valid OGS expression to generate

the required geometry. This sfc description generates 32 altenative layouts along

with the variation of geometry. The generation mechanism that Geometric Typed

Feature Structures provides is not a major issue in this example. Instead, geometric

representation and geometry generation are the main lessons to be learned from this

simple layout example.

The variation of geometry is achieved by applying adjacency constraints such as the

ALE macros: "inline" and "in" onto a fixed range of width and height' As a simple

example, each geometry is assigned a low left and a up right coordinate that is

bounded by a range of x-axis and y-axis values, For example, the width of a geome-

try representingthe sfc_hoøs¿ is within the interval [1, 2], and the length is within

[3, 7]. Using structure sharing, the constraints are applied to parametric geometry

objects. Examples of these constraints are shown below:

inlinel(Zone) macro
@ share([Zone, geometry, l1], lZone, mass-eIl, geometry, ll]),
@ share([Zone, geometry, ur, x], [Zone,mass-ell,geometry,ur, x]),

@ share([Zone, geometry, ur, y], [Zone,mass-ell,geometry,ur, y]).

inline2(Zone) macro

@ share([Zone, geometry, ll], [Zone, mass-ell, geometry' ll])'
@ share(lZone, geometry, ur, x], [Zone,mass-ell,geometry,ur, x])'
@ share([Zone, mass-el2, geometry, ll, y],

[Zone, mass-ell, geometry, ur, Y]),
@ share([Zone, mass-el2, geometry, ll, x],

[Zone, mass-ell, geometry, ll, x]),
@ share([Zone, mass-el2, geometry, ur, x],

[Zone, mass-ell, geometry, ur, x]),
@ share([Zone, geometry, ur, y],
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[Zone, mass-el2, geometry, ur, y]).

The constraints over sfc are a description ofconstraints over its feats'

sfc cons
(

@ share(lporch],lmass-el I ]),
@ share([hall],[mass-el2]),
@ share([room-row],[mass-el3]),
@ share([skillion],[mass-el4]),

@ share([skitlion, geometry, ll, x], [geometry, ll, x]),
@ share(lskillion, geometry, ll, y], [geometry, ll, y]),

@ share([skillion, geometry, ur, x], [geometry, ur, x]),
@ share([hall, geometry, ll, x], [skillion, geometry, ll, x]),
@ share([hall, geometry, ll, y], [skillion, geometry, ur, y]),

@ share([room-row, geometry, ll, x], [hall, geometry, ur, x]),
@ share([room-row, geometry, ll, y], lskillion,geometry,ur, y]),

@ share([porch, geometry, ll, x], [hall, geometry, ll, x]),

@ share([porch, geometry, ll, y], [hall, geometry, ur, y]),

@ share([porch, geometry, ll, y], [room-row, geometry, ur, y]),

@ share([porch, geometry, ur, x], [room-row, geometry, ur, x]),

@ share([porch, geometry, ur, x], [geometry, ur, x]),
@ share([porch, geometry, ur, y], [geometry, ur, y]),
geometry:ll:x:a0, geometry:ll:y:a0,

@ bounds( geometry ),

skillion:( @ bounds( geometry ) ),
hall:( @ bounds( geometry )),
room-row:( @ bounds( geometry )),
porch: (@ bounds( geometry ))

8.1.2 Creation of new geometric objects

One of the geometric feature structure that satisfied the sþ-house description (gen-

erated from ALE) is shown in Appendix C.1 on page283. The geometric part of

the result is interpreted in Ordering Geometry System with the geometric Order

Types expression as below:

# GeomAscend Geoml = translate(box(l,
# GeomAscend Geom2 = translate(box(1,
# GeomAscend Geom3 = translate(box(I,
# GeomAscend Geom4 = translate(box(2, l, 3), 0, 3,0)
# GeomAscend Geom5 = Geoml & Geom2 & Geom3

# GeomAscend Geom6 = translate(box(1, 4, 3), 0, 1, 0)

# GeomAscend GeomT = box( 2, 1, 3)

# GeomAscend GeomS = Geom4 & Geom5 & Geom6 & GeomT

Thus, a geometric feature structure which satisfies this description is shown below:

3,0)
2,0)
1,0)

l, 3),

1, 3),
1,3),

I,
I,
I,
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sfc-house
BATHROOM [4] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascendSeom4

DINING [10] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom2

GEOMETRY geom-geoml
HALL t6l massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom6

KITCHEN [13] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom4

LOUNGE [1] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geoml

MASS-ELI [15] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom7

MASS_EL2 [6]
MASS-EL3 [6] massing3

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom5

MASS-ELI [8] massing

GEOMETRY geom-ascendgeom3

MASS_EL2 UOl
MASS_EL3 Ull

MASS-EL4 [7] massing2

GEOMETRY geom-ascend-geom4

MASS_ELI[13]
MASS_EL2 [14]

PORCH [15]
ROOM_ROW[16]
SKTLLION [17]
SLEEPING [18]

Skillion

Hall

Lounge

Dining

Sleeping

Porch

FIGURE 68. A 2D Display of the Schematic Layout Generated by OGS'

As indicated in the graph displayed above, the geometry for bathroom and kitchen

is not instantiated as the numeric values are not yet specihed' With the pointset

inclusion relation, bathroom and kitchen are all within the boundary of skillion:
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geom-ascend-geom4. An abstract version of this particular layout is shown in Fig-

ure 68. The 3D appearance of the alternative layout is shown in Figure 69.

Skillion

Z K
./

ll

./
Lounge

Dinning

Sleeping

FIGURE69. A 3D View of the Abstract Layout: Each Room is Represented as a 3D Region.

8.1.3 Muttiple models related via a cell-complex scheme

The relation between two geometric objects is specified via two methods: Geomet-

ric type expression or by call-out by the unification mechanism. As for the geomet-

ric feature structure shown in the last section, the relations between geometric

objects are expressed in a higher level. The actual cell complex of

geom-ascend-geom8 looks like the abstract figure shown in Figure 70' All of the

spatial elements of this sþ-hoøse instance are instantiated as sub-cells of this

Cellsfc-house, and thus cells are sharing thþir boundaries with adjacent cells. For

example, the Cellroo- ,o* shares two edges and three points with Cel\¡ux.
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a-

Skillion Hall Porch

Room Row = Lounge + Dining + Sleeping

sfc house

FIGURE 70. Each Room is a Sub-Cell of a Cell-Complex: Cell.¡. ¡oo.".

8.2 Examples-BuildingEnclosures

Background

The initial notion of building enclosures is derived from the project of SEED-Con-

fig in which an enclosure is considered as a physical system that separates two

spaces. An example of a sound wall of an interior and exterior space separated by an

insulated rainscreen. For all the building systems in SEED-Config, enclosures are

created by applying technologies to a design state. Furthermore, these technologies

allocate design units(DU) to functional units(Fu), modify design units in place and,

to a extend, may create functional units.

One special chosen type ofbuilding enclosure, with the developing technologies

and research carried out primarily in countries like Canada, is insulated enclosures'

Insulated enclosures, according to our understanding, relate their functions directly

to the elements that comprise them and provide conditions so that these elements

must intersect individually as well as a whole. Such research has been developed
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and centred at the Division of Building Research(DBR) at the National Research

Council of Canada. A series of publications [Latta, 1973, Brand, 1990] has made

concrete and comprehensive contributions to the research work on enclosure sys-

tems.

The main purpose of choosing building enclosures is to demonstrate possible alter-

natives for the development of a functional unit(FU) hierarchy in Geometric Typed

Feature Structures. In other words, to understand the FU of decomposition and to

elaborate each element of the decomposition. In general, there are two alternatives,

one is to place the hierarchy in the problem as early as possible in the design proc-

ess; the other is to place the hierarchy via the application of technologies as the

design process proceeds. Such information and knowledge should be developed

individually. One technology called "insulated enclosure" with a high-level FU

hierarchy is proposed. It contains a single-level of constituents and each constituent

is identified as one region ofan enclosure. Another proposed technology called

"insulated-X enclosure"(where "X" is a wall, roof, ground orjoint) seeks for allo-

cated abstract enclosures and indicates them within theFU hierarchy appropriate to

their types.

An inheritanc e hierarchy

For demonstration purposes, only wall enclosure technologies are discussed in this

example. The full detailed description of building enclosure technologies in

[Woodbury and Chang, 1995a] will not be elaborated upon in this section. In brief,

a wall insulation contains four layers---+ontinuous support, air-barrier, insulation

and sun/rainscreen. Each layer is built on an existing layer in order: continuous

support, air-barrier, insulation, and sun/rainscreen. The technology for building

wall enclosure is simply to incrementally elaborate these four layers one by one.

A type definition for function units is described in OGS and is shown below:

function-unit
inherit universal;

design_unit
inherit universal;

torched
inherit universal;

material
inherit universal;
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insulated-encl
inherit universal;

real

inherit universal ;

region
inherit universal ;

fu-building-encl
inherit function-unit ;

fu_layers
inherit function-unit ;

fu_cap
inherit function-unit ;

fu-air-space
inherit function-unit ;

fu-drainage-holes
inherit function-unit ;

fu membrane

inherit function-unit ;

fu attachment

inherit function-unit ;

fu-wall-encl
inherit fu-roof-encl ;

fu-con tinuous-support-air-barrier-roofgap
inherit fu-layers ;

fu-sun-rainscreen-wall
inherit fu-layers ;

As described before, a FU hierarchy is not equivalent to an inheritance hierarchy.

The inheritance hierarchy instantiated from the description above is not related to

its location in the FU hierarchy. The relations between FUs and their constituent

units are via the paths. A satisfied feature structure is shown below:

MOST GENERAL SATISFIER OF: fu-wall-encl

fu-wall-encl
AIR-B ARRIER fu-air-barrier

ATIACHMENT fu-attachment
DU du-attachment

FACE-OF region

GEOM region
THICKNESS real

TORCHED ballast
DU du-material
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FACF._OF [0] region
GEOM [0]
MATERIAL [1] rubberised-asphalt
THICKNESS [2] 1

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du-membrane

FACE-OF [3] region

GEOM region
MATERIAL U]
THICKNESS [2]

CONTINUOUS-SUPPORT fu-continuous-support
ATTACHMENT fu-attachment

DU du attachment

FACE-OF region
GEOM region
THICKNESS real
TORCHED ballast

DU design-unit
FACE_OF [0]
GEOM [0]
THICKNESS real

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du membrane

FACE_OF [0]
GEOM region
MATERIAL metal-stud-wall
THICKNESS 2

DU du-wall-encl
AREA real

BOTIOM-CHORD [6] region
FACE_OF [0]
cEoM [0]
THICKNESS real
TOP-CHORD [5] region

INSULATION fu layers

ATTACHMENT fu-attachment
DU du-attachment

FACE-OF region
GEOM region
THICKNESS real
TORCHED ballast

DU design-unit
FACE-OF region
GEOM [3]
THICKNESS real

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du membrane

FACE-OF [4] region
GEOM region
MATERIAL hbreglass

THICKNESS 2
SUN-RAINSCREEN fu-sun-rainscreen-wall

AIR-SPACE fu-air-sPace
DU design-unit

FACE-OF region
GEOM region
THICKNESS real

ATTACHMENT tu-attachment
DU du attachment
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FACE-OF region
GEOM region
THICKNESS real
TORCHED ballast

DRAINAGE-HOLES fu-drainage-holes
DU design-unit

FACE-OF region
GEOM region
THICKNESS real

DU design-unit
FACE-OF region
GEOM [4]
THICKNESS real

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du-membrane

FACE-OF region
GEOM region
MATERIAL material
THICKNESS real

[5] == [6]

As shown above, accessing DUmembrane of Dusun rainscreen is via its path:

sun-rainscreen:membrane:du. Once again, ALE is used for its constraint resolution'

8.2.1 Representation for geometric objects

Half of the geometric objects represented in this technology are surfaces. For exam-

ple, the geometry of DU*" is the abstract surface as shown in Figure 71, which

shared by DU*..(wall continuous support layer) and DU*u5 (wall air-barrier layer).

Another issue is that such a surface is often the outer surface ofanother geometric

objects as shown in Figure 71. Thus, a "face-of' operator is needed for retrieving

the sub-cells of an existing cell complex.

FIGURE 71. The Wall Continuous Support (Membrane Layer). Outfaces of this Wall from the Geometry

of DU*".
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8.2.2 Creation of new geometric objects

Creation of new geometric objects in this technology is via extrusion of an abstract

surfaces. For example, the satisfied FU*" with a given geometry (wall enclosure)

can be parsed in OGS as

# GeomAscend Geoml = face-of( WallEncl )
# GeomAscend Geom2 = extrude( Geoml, -2 )
# GeomAscend Geom3 = extrude( Geoml, 1 )
# GeomAscend Geom4 - face-of( Geom3 )
# GeomAscend Geom5 = extrude (Geom4, 2 )
# GeomAscend Geom6 = face-of( Geom5 )
# GeomAscend GeomT = extrude( Geom6, 2 )
# GeomAscend GeomS = extrude( Geom7,2)

fu wall encl

AIR-BARRIER fu-air-barrier
ATTACHMENT fu-attachment

DU du attachment

GEOM region
TORCHED ballast

DU du-material
GEOM [0]geom-ascend-geoml
MATERIAL [1] rubberised-asphalt

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du membrane

GEOM geom-ascend-geom3
MATERIAL [I]

CONTINUOUS-SUPPORT tu-continuous-supPort
ATIACHMENT fu-attachment

DU du attachment

GEOM region
TORCHED ballast

DU design-unit
GEOM [0]

MEMBRANE fu membrane

DU du membrane

GEOM geom-ascend-geom2
MATERIAL metal stud wall

DU du-wall-encl
AREA real
BOTTOM-CHORD [6] region

GEOM [0]
TOP-CHORD [5] region

INSULATION tu layers
ATTACHMENT fu-attachment

DU du-attachment
GEOM region
TORCHED ballast

DU design-unit
GEOM geom-ascend-geom4

MEMBRANE tu-membrane
DU du-membrane

GEOM geom-ascendSeom5
MATERIAL hbreglass

SUN-RAINSCREEN fu-sun-rainscreen-wall
AIR-SPACE fu-air-space
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DU design-unit
GEOM geom-ascend-geom7

ATTACHMENT fu-attachment
DU du attachment

GEOM region
TORCHED ballast

DRAINAGE-HOLES fu-drainage-holes
DU design-unit

GEOM region
THICKNESS real

DU design-unit
GEOM [4] geom-ascend geom6

THICKNESS real

MEMBRANE fu-membrane
DU du-membrane

GEOM geom-ascend geomS

MATERIAL materiAl

[5] == [6]

The 3D appearance ofthis instance is shown in Figure 72'

FIGURE 72. A 3D Display of Four Layers of lil/all Enclosures: Sun/Rainscreen, Insulation, Air-Barrier,
and Wall Continuous Support (from Left to Right).

8,2,3 multiple models related via cell'complex scheme

The relation between two geometric objects is specified via two methods: Geomet-

ric type expression or by the unification mechanism. As for the geometric feature

structures shown in the last section, the relations between geometric objects are

expressed in a higher level. The actual cell complex of geom-ascend-geom8 looks
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like the abstract figure shown in Figure 70. All of the spatial elements of this

sfc_house instance are instantiated as sub-cells ofthis Cellsfc-house, and thus cells

are sharing their boundaries with adjacent cells. For example, the Cellroo* .o*

shares two edges and three points with Cellha¡.
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8.3 Summary

Understanding the knowledge domain of Typed Feature Structures, the crucial real-

isation of its domain extension known as Geometric Typed Feature Structures has

been discussed and presented in terms of the knowledge level and its symbol level

representation. The essential implementation of Geometric Typed Feature Struc-

tures-Ordering Geometry System (OGS) not only provides a unique framework

for a design space explorer but also testifies the practicability of concepts of domain

information (geometric information and other domain knowledge) ca¡ried by Order

Types in Geometric Typed Feature Structures.

Geometric representation-Region which represents a non-manifold geometric

object plays an important role in Ordering Geometry System because it provides

persistent geometric boundary and efficient Boolean algorithms. The main lessons

we have gained from geometric representation and geometry generation are from

the two examples of single fronted cottages and of building enclosures.

By investigating these two examples, the evidence of feasibility for this implemen-

tation is revealed through the representation of geometric objects, creation of new

geometric objects, incremental refinement of geometric objects and multiple mod-

els related via a cell-complex scheme. The layout problem of spaces in a single

fronted cottage has been represented in the form of 3D geometric objects via the

implementation we have proposed. The external data structure such as a non-mani-

fold geometric modeller is also integrated sucessfully in the implementation as well.

However, there is still the limitation of this implementation can achieve for repre-

senting the geometric information due to the partial potential it holds. That leaves to

the further development of this implementation for the future research work within

the framework of domain information of the computational design research.
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I
Conclusion

This dissertation presents a particular design of a design space explorer and the

knowledge level concepts as well as its symbol level representation-Geometric

Typed Feature Structures. The approach of this dissertation is that we synchronise

the geometric information with other domain knowledge rather than separate them

from non-geometric information. In this case, the theory of Typed Feature Struc-

tures is brought in as the basis of our symbol level representation. The key observa-

tion is that geometric information with certain domain relevant relations can be

organised in inheritance hierarchies. Geometric Typed Feature Structures and its

implementation-Ordering Geometry System shows the possibility and demon-

strates how this particular set oftypes called Order Types can carry the continuous

domain information such as geometric information.

One ofthe strengths ofthis approach is certain properties ofknowledge behaviours

such as partiality, intentionality and monotonicity can be brought in geometric rep-

resentation schemes. In addition, certain domain relations over geometric informa-

tion can be coherent with other domain knowledge. The second strength is the

unification and subsumption provided by Typed Feature Structures which can pro-

vide meaningful behaviours for geometry. Another benefit from Geometric Typed

Feature Structures is such mechanisms provide an efficient way of describing geo-

metric information in domain.

In the realisation of search spaces, as a habit of a student, my research derivation

path went from design space explorer knowledge levels to the hypothesis: a particu-

lar formal approach outside the computational domain might work for us. Due to

the understanding ofthat approach, finally my research path looked into represent-
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ing geometric information within this approach. In the end, in another derivation

path lies "the Algebra of Shapes"[Stouffs, 1994], it remains to be seen and my cur-

rent understanding these two to be unified.

I conclude this dissertation with a concise overvielv ofcontributions to and the

prospect of future research work within the field of computational design.
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Contributions and future work

10.1 Contributions

This dissertation offers a complete and detailed description of the Geometric Typed

Feature Structures for geometric information and its implementation of Ordering

Geometry System. The main contributions are:

Both geometric information and other domain knowledge can be uniformly represented in the

symbol level representation of a particular design of design space explorers.

with such functionality, geometric information and domain knowledge can be

treated uniformly within the framework, thus, the reasoning algorithm over geomet-

ric information is simplified and possible.

Geometric information with certain domain relalions can be organised in inheritance

hierarchies

With this contribution, the unification and subsumption algorithms of Typed Fea-

ture Structures can not only apply onto domain knowledge but also onto this spe-

cialised group of geometric representation schemes. This provides the fundamental

structure of uniftcation-based reasoning over geometric information.

Continuous geometric information and real numbers can be implemented using Geometric

Typ e d F eature St ruc ture s

Continuous geometric information and real numbers are two main difficult prob-

lems for implementing a design space explorer. The implementation of Geometric

Typed Feature Structures is a useful technique for representing such continuous

domain since ordered relation over these continuous domain can be specified within

the theory of Geometric Typed Feature Structures.
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Point-sets paired with combination of subset/inclusion relations are analogue to the real

intervals.

Following the previous contribution, subset/inclusion relations over sets is a logical

solution for describing the relation oftwo point-sets. In addition, such relations

paired with point-sets are similar to the real intervals. Howeve! in the last part of

geometric Order Types such as IOPSet , such Order Types provide an interesting

direction of geometric representation schemes.

A working mechanisrn of geometric representation in the system level builds the foundations

for other mechanisms of geometric representation in the HCI level,

An working exploration-based mechanism of geometric representation such as

Geometric Typed Feature Structures provides an important role in implementing

the HCI level of design space explorers. As described in the reviews of design

space explorers, in order to provide a full-scaled design space explorer, such work-

ing mechanism is essential for being built-in the system levels, thus, this contribu-

tion is a big step forward for implementing a design space explorer described in the

first part ofthis dissertation.

10.2 Prospect of future research work

The prospect of future research work lies upon the limitations and discoveries of

the research work undertaken for this dissertation, I have defined a symbol level of

representation-Geometric Typed Feature Structures as the domain extension of

Typed Feature Structures. In order to develop this representation to its full potential

for displaying geometric information, a geometric representation in the HCI level

inevitably needs to be constructed. Several other further research directions such as

geometric queries and the BCPO domain relations are also revealed in this section.

The great possibilities of extending Geometric Typed Feature Structures and creat-

ing an advanced Ordering Geometry System would require lots of research efforts,

Further research would be necessary to step forwards and find possible solutions to

the dilemmas posed by the future direction unfolded in this chapter in which all

geometric information can be parsed within a complete design environment.

10.2.1 Domain relevant Geometric relations

The most crucial Order Type condition is the BCPO condition. In this dissertation,

we discuss several geometric relations paired with continuous domain information
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that provide the BCPO condition. The geometric relations such as adjacency and

offset are used often in the design domain, but is hard to adopt in Geometric Typed

Feature Structures. Finding a way to represent these relations in the framework of

Geometric Typed Feature structures is an interesting future research topic. Also,

understanding the limitation of the BCPO condition to a more wide range of usual

geometric relations is another research direction'

t0.2,2 Geometric queries and expression

As stated in Part II, our geometric objects have no sub-structures. The sub-cells of

our geometric objects are called out by a higher sftucture as shown in Figure 28'

This provides a basic form of geometric queries such as face-of or outer;faces-of

expression in Geometric Typed Feature Structures. Another example is the pset)

function described in chapter 6.4.6, using such polymorphic function, the informa-

tion carried by a particular order Type can be shared by a different order Type' As

hinted in the examples of chapter 6, other geometric operations other than Boolean

operations are possible and feasible within the framework of Geometric Typed Fea-

ture structures. Howeve¡ more elaborated mechanisms for geometric queries and

expressions for each order Type remain another unexplored research direction'

10.2.3 Incremental constraint resolution over Order Ilpes

As argued earlier in this dissertation, incremental constraint resolution is an impor-

tant step for realising an infinite design spaces partially and intentionally' However'

such mechanism is not available at the time of writing this dissertation, Ordering

Geometry System did not implement incremental constraint resolution over Order

Types.Thebehavioursofthismechanismremainsundiscovered.

10.2.4 Representation visualisation in HCI level

Geometric Typed Feature Structures demonstrates the representation and rules for a

designspaceexplorer.Itprovidesapotentialforimplementingmemoryandpolicy

at both the system level and the HCI level' In terms of representation visualisation'

Geometric Typed Feature structures carry the necessary geometric information but

onlygivesupportsinthesystemlevelandonlydisplay3Dgeometricobjectsusing

a simple viewing program. Other visualisation described in the reviews of Chapter 3

provides an interesting research topic for understanding the behaviours of these

order Types. Exploring the extension work of Genesis and sEED-config for inte-
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grating with Geometric Typed Feature Structures offers a potential subject for

future research.
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A
The syntax of Kryos descriptions

4.1 syntax of Feature Structure

terminaEed-t]¡pes -> tlæes EOF

tlæes -> /* empty */

t!æes -> tlæes Eerminateal-ínheritance-def

terninaE.ed-inherítance-def -> inheritance-def ' ;'

terminated-inheritance-def ->' i'

i-nherítance-def -> TYPE'inheriE' inherítance-desc

inheritance-desc -> t]4)e-conjunction

t]æe-conjunction -> TYPE

tlæe-conjunctj,on -> Elæe-conjuncEíon'&' TYPE

- Lexical Rules:

TYPE -> 'la-zl la-z-l* '

FEATURE -> ' [A-Z] [À-Z_¡ * 
',

- Source Tracking Directíves:

SYNC-I,INE ->'^# +[0-9]+ +¿ [^/]*'.*'

A.2 The syntax for Specification
berminated-feats -> feats EOF

feats -> /* empty */

feats -> feaE.s E.erminateal-approp-def

terminated-approp-def -> approp-def ' ;'

terminaE.ed-approp-def ->' ;'

approp-def -> TYPE 'intro' approp-desc

approp-desc -> FEATURE ':' TYPE

approp_desc -> approp-desc AND FEATURE ':' TYPE

- Lexical Rules:

TYPE -> [a-z] [a-20-9-+-]*
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FEATURE -> ll-zl [A-20-9-+-]*

- Source Tracking Dj-recEives:

SYNC_LINE ->'^# [0-9]+ "t^"1*"( t12341)+S'
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B
Examples of Order TYpe
Implementation

8.1.1

8.1 Reallnterval

Reallnterval.hh
/ / ----------
/ / order T)æes Teng-Wen chang
/ / ----------
/ ,/ orderTlæes / real-intserval . hh
/ / - Representation of intervals on the real nunber line (R) .

#i fnalef OG-ORDERTYPES-REAL-INTERVAL-HH
#dEf iNE OG ORDERTYPES-RE,AI,-INTERVAI'_HH

// Includecl Header Files

#include "TFSshells/preconditions.hh"

/,/ Declaration of classes to be defj-neal.

class RealIntervaIì / / Interval-s on ttre real nmber line

/ / ----------
/ / class Reallnterval

/ / RepresenEation of intervals on the real nunber líne (R) . Closed
// intervals are specified as a paj.r '[1b, ub]' of lower and upper bounds.
/ / open and haff-open inE.ervals are specj.fied via bounds at infinity. For
/ / example,

// tO, 2.O1is the seE { x in R | 0 <= x <= 2.O },
// t-i, Slis the set { x in R I x <= I },
// t l"O, +ílis the set { x in R I fO <= x }, and
// t -i, +ilis Ehe set R.

// "RealInterval" values are picked out by a collecEion of strings
// corresponding to the tlæe 1abels for these objects. An informational
/ / ordering is supplied Ehrough the t\<=" operator that interprets the
// intervals as constraints ordered by specificity. An interval 'r'
// subsmes another's' iff's'is a subset of'r" "RealfnÈerva1" values
/ / are also manipulated by an additional constructor which compuEes the join
// or meeÈ according to the given informtional ordering.

// NoÈe that the enpÈy ínterval is not represented' This role is already
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// catered for by Ehe absurd t)4)e.
/ / ---------'
class Reallnterval
{
public:

//Thefollowingnestedt]æedefdistinguishesbetweenconstructors

tlæedef enum {
real-ínterval-join, reat-interval-meet
) op;

// "Reallnterval" Public Interface

RealInterval ( ) ;
bool pre-ReallntervalO const

{
reEurn true;

)
// ConsEruct the open interval containing all reals

Reallnterval (RealInterval const& r) ;

bool pre-Reallntserval(RealInEerval const& r) const
(

reburn truei
)
// ConsEruct a copy of the interval 'r''

Reallnterval (

op op, Reallnterval const& r, Realrnterval const& s

);
bool pre-RealInterval (

op op, Realrnterval const& r, ReallnEerval const& s

) const
{

return op == real-inEerval-join && r'overlaps-with(s)
| | oP == real-interval-meet;

)
// ff'op == int-interval-ioin', then construct the join of'r'and
// 's' ín Èhe informational order "<=". Namêly, 'r inÈersection s"
// Tf 'oÊ) == int-interval-meee', then construct the meet in the
// informational order "<=". Namely, the smallesÈ ínterval conEaining
// 'r union s'.

RealInt.erval(char const* 1) ;
boot pre-RealInterval(char const* l-) const

t
return is-tl4)e-1abe1 (1) ;

)
// construct the interval described by the string 'I', where

/ / Ehe form describeal by "Reallnterval: : is-t¡¡pe-labe1 ( ) " '

RealInterval (

bool has-lb, double 1b,
bool has-ub, alouble ub

);
bool pre-RealInterval (

bool has-lb, double 1b,
bool has-ub, double ub
) const
{

return is-interval(has-lb, Ib, has-ub, ub);
)
// construct the interval described by the string '1" where

// Ehe form described by "Real]nterval: :is-t]æe-labeIO"'

'f is of

'l' is of

static bool is-È!æe-Iabel(char const* 1);
static bool pre-is-t)4)e-1abe1 (char consE* 1)

{
return truei

]
// Retuïn true if '1' j-s a non-NUIJIJ strj.ng, and mtches
// "RealInterval::format". Nmely, characters 'L' and 'U' replaced by
/ / eí¡-}:ett
// + the string'-i', represenEing the absence of a lower bomd;
/ / + a string matcbing regular expression ' (0 | t1-91 to-S'¡ *¡ ' ,

/ / which is a decimal representation of a finite bound; or
// + the string '+i', representing Èhe absence of an upper bound'



static bool is-interyal (

bool has-lb, double lb, bool- has-ub, double ub
);
static bool pre-is-interval (

bool has-1b, double Ib, bool has-ub, double ub
)

(

return true;
)
// Return E.rue if'has-Ib', 'Ib', 'has-ub', and'ub'describe a

// well-formed interval. Nanely one of:
// +'has-lb'and'has-ub'are both'false'so thab Ehe interval is
/ / open;
// + 'has-1b' is 'false and.'has-ub' is 'true'and'ub' is Ehe upper
/ / bou¡d, so that the interval is half open rtith no lov'er bound;
// +'has-]b' is'true' and'has-ub' is'false' and'Ib' is the
/ / lower bound, so Ehat the interval is half open with no upper
/ / bound; or
// + 'has-lb'and'has-ub'are boEh'true' and'lb <= ub', so that
/ / the interval ís closed.

sÈatic bool parse-tlæe-labe1 (

char const* l,
bool& has-Ib, double& 1b, bool& has-ub, double& ub
);
static bool preJarse-Etæe-labe1 (

char const* 1,
bool has-lb, double const& 1b, bool has-ub, double const& ub

)

{
return 1 l= NULL;

)
I / Patse the bl4)e labe1 '1' . Record the parsed interval bounds in
// 'has-lb' 'lb', 'has-ub', and 'ub'. Return true if '1' matches
,// "Reallnterval: :format" as for "Reallnterval: !is-tlæe-IabelO ".

bool overl-aps-with(RealrnEerval const& r) consE;
bool pre-overlaps-with(RealfnÈerval const& r) const

{
return true;

)
// Return true if 'this' and'r'have a non-empty intersection

bool has_lower-boundO const;
bool pre-has-lower-bound( ) const

{
return true;

)
// Return true if the inEerval has a finiE.e lor¡ter bound

double lower-boundO const;
bool pre-lower-boundO const

{
return has-Iower-bound( ),

)
// Return Ehe finiÈe lower bormd of this interval

bool has_upper-boundO const;
bool pre-has-upper-bound( ) const

{
return true;

)
// Return true if the interval has a fínite upper bound.

double upper-bound( ) consE;
bool pre-upper-boundO const

{
return has-upper-bound( ) ;

)
// Return the finite upper boud of this inEerval

char* tlæe-labeIO consti
bool pre-t]æe-1abe1 O const

t
return true;

)
// Return a string matching "RealInterval::format" as for
/,/ "RealInteryal: : is-type-1abel ( ) ' , and representing this interval
// The client must dispose of the string.

bool operator <= (RealInterval const& r) consE;
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8.1.2

// Return true íf 'Ehj-s'is less specific than'r', i'e', 'r' ís a

// subset of 'Èhis'.

bool operator == (RealInterval const& r) const;
// Return true íf'Ehís'and'r'describe the same inEerval'

bool operator != (Realfnterval const& r) const;
/,/ Return true if 'this' and 'r' describe alifferenE intervals'

// The following staEic daEa member provides the format for t)æe labels
//'L'incticatespositionoflor,verboud,and'U'indicatespositionof
// upper bound.. Therefore, '1,' and 'U' should not be used elsewhere in
,// the format string.

static char const* format;
// "real-interval-L-U' .

private:

KR-DECI,ARE_PRECOND ITI ON-SUPPORT ;

,// Precondition checking state.

bool -has-lower;
/ / 'lrue if lower bound exists

double -lower;
/ / \laLue of lower bound if it existss

bool -has-upper;
/ / lrùe íf upPer bound exists

d.ouble _upper;
// Value of upper bound if it exisEs

i; // class Real-Interval

#enclí f

Reallnterval-preprocessor.hh
/ / ----------
/ / order T!4)es Teng-talen chang

/ / ----------
// orderTlæes/real-interval-¡rreprocessor.h]l

- Concrete class impl-ernenEing a preprocessor for "RealInterval" values
by extending "PreprocessorBase".

- Gramar Rules :

range-def -> IDENTIFIER'=''t' low-expr

1ow-expr -> sw-expr

1ow-expr -> '-' INFINITY

high_expr -> sm-expr

high-expr -> '+' INFINITY

sum-expr -> prod-expr

sum-expr -> sm-expr '+' Prod-expr

sum-expr -> sun-expr '-' Prod-expf

prod-expr -> Paren-expr

prod-expr -> prod-expr '*' paren-expr

prod_expr -> prod-expr '/' paren-expr

paren-expr -> REAL

paren-expr -> '-' REAL

high_expr 'l '
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paren_expr ->

paren-expr ->

- Lexical Rules:

IDENTIFIER ->

+, REÀIJ

(' sm_expr ') '

' tA-zl t 0-94-za-z-+-f *'

NAruF,ar, -t ' (0 I t1-91 t0-91 *) '
REAI, -> ' (o I t1-91 [o-9] *d? [o-9] *) ',

TNFINITY _> 'i'

- source Tracking Directives:

SYNC-LINE -> '^# +[0-S1.*'

INT-INTERVÀL-IJINE -> '^# +Reallnterval . *'

OTHER-LÍNE -> '^# +tA-Zl [0-94-Za-z-+-]* (.*) '

# i f ntlef OG-ORDERTYPES-REAI,-INTERVAL-PREPROCESSOR-HH
#d.Ef iNC OG-ORDERTYPES-REÀI'-INTERVAL-PREPROCESSOR-HH

// Included Header Files.

#i fndef KR-CON-INDEX-SET-HH
# include "conEainers,/ index-set' hh"
#endif

# i f ndef KR_MGSATSH-PREPROCESSOR-BASE-HH
#include "TFsShells /preprocessor-base. hh"
#endi. f

#include "TFsShells/preconalitions.hh"

,// Declaration of classes to be alefined

union ReallnEervals)mvalues;// Semantic values for preprocessor
class ReallntervalPreprocessoîì / / "ReaIInterval" preprocessor'

/ / ----------
/ / u¡íon Reallntervalslmvalues

/ / union El4)e defining the seE of possible semantic values for sl4nbols in
// Ehe "Reallnterval" preprocessor. SemanEic values point Eo read only
/ / objects,

/ / semantic values updates are restrícted to the "ReallntervalPrepIocessor"
// class. This underpíns a resource management policy where
// "ReallntervalPreprocessor" oms all semantic values, and deallocates
/ / resources in semant.ic values discardecl during error recovery'
/ / ----------
union Real IntervalSlmvalues
{

strucE {
) empty;
// No resources

struct {
char consE* label;
) identifier;
// Resourcesi
/ / labela label resource registered with Ehe "LabelManager"
/ / singlegon.

strucE {
double value;
] real;
// Resources:



/ / valuea non-NUl,L pointer to a GNU variable length double

struct (

bool closed;
double value;
) endpoint;
// Resources:
// closed a boolean vafue, 'true' if 'value' represents a fínite
// endpoint and 'false' if 'value' represenEs the sign of
/ / an endpoínt at infinity, and
// valuea non-NULL pointer to a GNU variable length 

'louble'

); // union Reallntervalslmvalues

class ReallntervalPreprocessor

Concrete class implementing a preprocessor for "Reallnterval-" values
by extending "PreprocessorBase".

class ReallnEervalPreprocessor
: public PreprocessorBase

{
public:

ReallntervalPreprocessor ( ) ;
bool pre-ReallntervalPreprocessorO const

(
return Èrue;

)
// Construct an unattached preprocessor.

virtual -RealrntervalPreprocessor ( ) ;
bool pre-D-ReallntervalPreprocessor O const

{
reEurn Línesource: :pre-D-Linesource() ;

)
// Deconstruct thís preprocessor.

,// "LineSource" Pub1ic lnterface

/ / F,úLLY implenented by "PreprocessorBase"

/,/ "LinesourceFilter" Public Interface.

/ / Full-y implemented by "PreprocessorBase"

// "PreprocessorBase" Public Interface.

/ / Detíne the preprocessor tag as "Reallnterval"

vj-rEual char const* preprocessor-nameO consE;

,// The following static data members provj.de format lines for error
/ / report.s

static char const* err-divíde-by-zero;
// Divide bY zero.

sbatic char const* err-existing;
// Identífier already assigned a value

static char const* err-interval;
// I11 formed interval.

static char const* err-label;
// Rigrht hand side is not an interval Elæe label

staEic char const* err-slmtax;
// Slmtax error in preprocessor direcEive

protected:
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,// The following methods ímplement resource managemenE on semanti'c values

// in Ehe Yacc Parser.

// Yacc parsers do not deconstruct discarded and reduced tokens' Instead'
// inactive tokens are simply overwritten' This causes no problems for
i7 i.¿t..O tokens sínce thèir resources may be reclaimed in the rule's
/ / acLj,on. Horrever, during error recovery tokens are discarded, and theír

// resources 1ost.

/ / Eac:n "ReallnEervalPreprocessor" instance holds pointers to resources

// lneld by unconsumed tokens. Each resource is registered when

// constructed anal deregistered when consumed by a rule's action' A

// resource is 'outstanding' while it renains registered' Resources

77 o.rt=tt.¿:-.g at bhe deconstrucEion of the "ReallntervalPreprocessor"
// instance are deallocated.

// Several subEleEies must be observed'
/ / - An identifier may be referenced many times across the collection of

// unconsmed tokens, therefore a single reference is held for the

// life of Ehe preprocessor. This ís handled in "PreprocessorBase"'
/ / - "double" values are not shared objects, therefore a simple pointer

// to each object is sufficient'

/,/ "PreprocessorBase" ProEected Interface'

)/ th. ntot".ted interface provides the basis for a concrete derívation

virEual bool Parse ( ) ;

d.ouble collect-real ( ) ;
bool pre-col1ect-real ( ) const

{
char c=get_charO;
return isdigit(c) ll (s =='d');

)
// CoLIect the next unsigned real on the input buffer' construct
// an "aloub1e" instance holding ttre value, register iE as an

// outstanding resource, and reEurn a "const" pointer Eo acE as a

/ / L¡andle.

bool accept-interval(
char const* id.ent,
bool has-lb, double 1b, bool has-ub,
);
bool pre-accepE-j'nterval (

char consE* ídent,
bool has-lb, double 1b, bool has-ub,
) const

double ub

double ub

return ident != NULL && is-identifier(ident);
i
7/ as.ig. the interval Eo 'íalent'' consume the arguments' Return

/ / true if the arguments are well formed, otherwise return false and

// coILecE an error reporE.

bool accept-È!æe-1abe1(char consÈ* ident, ctrar const* 1abel);
bool pre-ãccepE-tl4)e-1abel(char consE* ident, char consE* label) const

return ident != NIILL && is-idenÈifier(ident)
&& label != NULL && is-identífíer(1abe1);

]
7/ lssign the "InE.Realerval" El4)e label to 'ident'' Return Èrue if the

/,/ argments are well formed, oEtrerwise return false and collect an

// error reporE.

voíd rejecEiarseO;
bool pre-re j ectiarse ( ) cons t

{
return truei

)
// collect an error reporE indicating the parse failed'

// Protected methods and private data nenbers of this class are vísible to

,/,/ the parser implementation .

frienCl int real-interval-lex(Reallntervatslmvalues* lvalp' void* context) 
'

,// Retrieve the next token recognised in the preprocessor directive
/ / synLax,
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friend int real-intervaliarse(void* context) i

// Patse the preprocessor directive.

private:

KR_DECLARE_PRECONDITT ON_SUPPORT ;

// Precondition ctrecking state.

char consE* jreprocessor-name;
// Name of preprocessor t]æe.

l ; / / cLass ReallntervalPreprocessor

#endi f

8.1.3 real-intervâl-preprocessor.y

* _____-----_
* order Tl4)es Teng-Wen Chang

orderTl4)es / real-int.eroa1ireproces sor . y
- Bison/Yacc gramar to specify preprocessor handling of real interval

values.
- Management of Parser resources.

+ For each resource assigned to the parse (e.g', a string recognised
in Èhe lexical analyser), an appropriate method must be called in
"Tl4)esParse" to creaEe a managed resource.

+ For each producEion consuning a resource carrying token, another
method must be called in "T]æesParse" to recover the resource.
This is carried out according to the acEíon taken on the resource:

+ if the resource is transfered to the reduced token, it ís not
relinquished., but

+ j-f the resource is noE transferred, iE ís relinquished.
- See: "McsatShel1,/real-inEervaljreprocessor.hh:ReallntervalPreprocessor"

for further details on managing parse resources through the enclosing
"Rea1 IntervalPreprocessor" instance.

r(

// Included header fi.les

# i f ndef OG-ORDERTYPES-REAI,-INTERVAI,-PREPROCESSOR-HH
#include "orderT]4)es/rea1-intervall>reprocessor.hh"
* endi f

/ / ----------
/ / #define YYPARSE-PABÀM context
/ / #ilefi-ne YYI,EX-PARÃM contexE

// voíd pointer to the encapsulating preprocessor.
/ / ----------
#clef ine YYPARSE-PÀRAM context
#def ine YYLEX_PARAM context

/ / ----------
/ / #clefine YYSTYPE Reallntervalslmvalues

/ / Union Et4)e defining Ehe set of possíble semanEíc values returned by the
// scanner and the productions in the preprocessor.
/ / ----------
#def ine YYSTYPE ReallntervalSl¡nvalues



int real-interval-error(char* s)

Accept Ehe Parse error.

Error reporting via the error stream is suppressed' Instead errors are

stored in Ehe preprocessor's '-err-line' data member' This behaviour is
e4)liciÈly ínplemented in the parser.

/ / ----------
int real_interval_error(ctrar* s) i

r)

/ * ----------
* Bison Declaracions

* Construct a reentranÈ Parser

tpureiarser

Þq)ect O shift/realuce conflicts

texpect 0

standard Èokens in the preprocessor direcEive slmtax'

ttoken< identi f íer>IDENTIFIER
ttoken<rea1> REAL

tÈoken<emptY>INFINITY

I tl4)e<emp ty>range-ale f
St]æe<endpoint>1ow-expr
$ t14>e<endpo int >hí gh-ex¡:r
ttl4)e<rea1> sum-expr
tt]4)e<real> Prod-expr
tE]T)e<real> Paren-exPr

* Topmost Production

*startrange-def

/* ----------
* Grâmar Rules

t*

range-def:
IDENTIFIER '=' ' t ' Iow-expr ' , ' high-expr ' l '

{
ReallnEervalPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) conÈext;

if(
preprocessor->accept-inÈerva1 (

51 . label,
$4.closed, $4.vaIue,
$6.closeal, $6.value

)){
// Accept the Parse.
YYACCEPT;

)
else {



/ / AborL ttre parse
YYÀBORT;

IDENTIFIER .=, IDENTIFIER
{

ReallntervalPreprocessor* pf eprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) conEext;

// Record the ttæe label in the s!4nbo1 Eable
if(

preprocessor->accept-t]æe-labe1 (

51.1abel, 53.label
)){
// AccepB the Parse.
YYÀCCEPT;

se{
/ / AborL the Parse
YYABORT;

I error
{

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// Reject Ehe parse.
preprocessor->rej ectiarse ( ) ;

/ / AborL the parsê
YYABORT;

i
EI

lovr_expr:
sum_expr

{
// Collect value from subexpression
$$.closed = true;
$$.value = S1.value,
)

hígh_expr:
sum-expr

(

/ / co:-lec:- value fron subexpression
SS.closed = Èruei
S$.value = $1.value;
)

sum_expr:

| '-' rurrurtv
{

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (Reallnt.ervalPreprocessor*) contexÈ;

/ / open lower bound
$9.closeil = false,
$S.value = -1.0;
)

| '+' INFINITY
t

ReallntervalPreprocêssorr preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) conEextt

/ / open upper boud
$$.closed = false;
$S.value = 1.0;
)

prod-expr
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{
/ / CoLIecE value from subexpression
S$.value = $1.value;
)

sum-expr '+' Prod-expr
{

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// Compute sum of operands'
$$.value = $1.value + $3'value ;

)

I sm-expr '-' Prod-expr
{

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) contexE;

// compuEe dj-fference of operands
gS.value = Sl.value - 53.value;
]

prod-expr :

paren-expr
{

/ / coIIecE value from subexpressíon
$$.va1ue = $1.value;
)

paren_expr:
REAI,

{
// collect value from scanner token
$$.value = SL.value;
]

| Þrod-expr '*' Paren-expr
t

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// compute product of operands.
gS.value = $1,value * $3.value;
]

prod-expr'/' paren-exPr
(

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (Real-IntervalPreprocessor*) contexEt

// compute ratio of operands.
íf ($3.value == 0 ) {

// Divide by zero error occurred.
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-count (

ReallntervalPreproces sor : : err-divide-by -zex 
o,

strlen (Rea1 IntervalPreprocessor : : err-divide-by-zero )

);
// Abort Ehe parse'
YYABORT;

)
else {

$$.value = $L.value / $3.value;
)
)

| '-'nnx,
t

ReallntervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;

// Negate value collected from scanner Èoken

$S.value *= -l-.0;
i

+, REAL
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/ / CoIlecE value from scanner token
S$.value = g2.val-ue;
)

sum_expr ') '

col-IecE value from subexpression
value = 92.value;

('
t

ss
)

*t

* C++ Code

//***r****i************************i********************t*********************
// *** iîL real_inÈerval_lex(RealIntervalSl¡mvalues* lva1p, voíd* context)
//***+*************************************************************t*******t**

int real-interval-lex(Realrntervalsl¡mvalues* lvalp, void* context)
{

Realf nt.ervalPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (ReallntervalPreprocessor*) context;
char c // Next charcter in input buffer'
= preprocessor->geÈ-charO ;

// Consume whiEe space.
while ( c == ' ' ll c =='\t' )

c = preprocessor->next-charo ;

// Is this an identifier?
if ( isalpha(c) ll c =='-' ) {
// collecE the token's labe1.
lvalp->identifier. label = preprocessor->collect-identifier ( ) ;

if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.label, "i") == 0 )

reIuTN INFTNITY;
eI se

// ReEurn as identifi.er.
reÈUTN ]DENTIFIER;

]

// oR, is this an real?
else if ( isatisrit(c) ll " == 'd' ) {
// Collect real.
lvalp->real.va1ue = preprocessor->co1lect-real O ;

// Retsurn as natural nunber
return REAL;

)

// OR, is this end of inPut.
else if ( c == '\n' ll c =='\0' ) {
return 0;

)

// otherwise, reEurn this as a character?
else {
intd=c;
c = preprocessor->next-char() i
reEurn d;

ínt real-interval-lex(RêalInEervalSlmvalues*, void*)\ //

/ / * * r * t * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

// *** inL real-interval-error(char* s)
//**i*********************t**************i************************************

int real-inEerval-error(char* s)
{

/ / Error reportíng via the error strem is suppressed.
// stoted in the preprocessor's '-err-line' daEa member

// is explicítly implenenEed in the parser.

Instead errors are
This behaviour



8.1.4

/,/ Mandatory return statement
return 0i

t / / inL real-interval-error(char*)

types-wi th-real-intervals.hh
/ / ----------
/ / order T]æes Teng-Wen chang

/ / ----------
/ / orderTlæes,/ t)æes-wi Èh-real-inE erval s . hh
/ / - RepresenEation of intervals on the real numbel line (R) , and proxy
/ / class to extend an inheritance hierarchy with the informational order
// of real intervals.

# i. f nde f OG-ORDERTYPES-TYPES-WITH-REAL-INTERVÀLS-HH
#.Ie f iNE OG-ORDERTYPES-TYPES-WITH-REAI,-]NTERVÀI,S_HH

// Included Header Files.

*ifndef KR-CON-INDEX-SET-HH
#ínclude "Containers/index-set.hh"
#endi f

#ifndêf KR-CON-TNDEX-IN'JECT]ON-HH
#include "containers/index-injection.hh"
# endi f

# i fnclef KR-TFS-MANUAL-TYPES-HH
# inc lude " Featurestructures /manual-t)æes' hh"
*enalif

#ifndef KR-TFSSHELLS-DEFTNITIoNS-HH
*include "TFsShells/def inítions. hh"
#endi f

#include "TFSshells/precondítions. hh"

// Declaration of classes to be defined.

class T)æeswithRealrntervals; // rnheritance hierarchy plus real intervals

/ / ----------
// class Tl¡peshrithReallntervals

/ / concrete class provi.ding a proxy (or smart reference) to an inheritance
// hierarchy of feature structure tl4)es' This proxy augments the subject
// inheriEance hierarctry wiEh the infornational order of real intervals.

// The "TypeHierarchy' methods "identifier0", "join0", and "meet()" act to
// pick out real interval tl4)es. This role is cliscussecl in
// "FeaturestrucEures/type-bierarchy.hh"' It i-s acconpanied by a tlæe
/ I resource management scheme thaE holds reference counts on real
// interval tl4)es. rn addiEion, the method "is-labelO" slmtactically
//j.denE'j.fieslabelsofrealintervalt]4)es.sothaEthe''i.lentifier(),,
// precondition is saEisfied by all s)mtactically correcE labels'

/ / The collection of real interval tlæes form a BcPo j-n their om right,
// since meeE is defíned as union, for all but the empty set of intervals.
// Thís structure is inserted above the universal tl4)e, and topped by the
// absurd tl4)e. Therefore, the empty interval is represented by the absurd.

/ / EYPe.
/ / ----------
class T)4)eswithReallntervals

: public ManualTlæes
(

public:

T]æeswi thReal Interval s ( ManualTl4)es * real-t)æes ) ;
bool pïe-T]4)eswithReal lnterval s ( ManualTl4)es const * real-tf4)es ) const
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{
return real-t]æes l= NUITIJ;

)
// Construct a proxy whose real subject is Èhe tlæe hierarchy
// 'real-tl4)es', and which auqments the inheritance hierarchy in
// 'rea1-bypes' by the real intervals. Take sole ownership of the
// tea]- subject.

virEual -TlæeswiEhReallntervals ( ) ;

bool pre-D-T]æesvlithRealrntervals ( ) const
{

return InheritanceHierarchy : : pre-D-InheritanceHierarchy ( ) ;

)
// Free this proxy and the real subject' Free the representations of
// all interval t]æes.

// "TlæeHierarchy" Interface.

// .'TypeswithRealIntervals,, delegates these methods Èo the real subject
// It intervenes to test for real interval t!æe labe1s and identifíers,
// as alescribed in the "Tl4)eHierarchy" interface.

virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virEual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

bool is-tlæe(Index t) constt
bool are-t)4)es(Indexset const& T) consE;
bool ís-regular-Elæe(Index t) const;
bool are-reqular-tlæes(Indexset const& T) const;
bool ís-universal-t)4)e(Index t) const;
bool is-absurd-t!¡pe(Index t) const;
bool is-label(char const* f) const;
Index uniwersalO const;
Index absurdO const;
Ind.ex identifier(ct'ar const* I) const;
char const* label(Index t) consE;
bool subsumes(Index s, lndex t) consE;
bool comparable(Index s, Index t) const;
Index join(Index s, Index t) const;
Index neet(Index s, Index E) const;
Index accept-tlæe(hdex t) consE;
voíd. relinquish-t¡pe (Index& t) const;

bool is-succession-tlæe(Index t) const;
bool are-succession-El4)es(Indexset const& T) const;
bool is-1eaf-succession-tl4)e(fndex t) const;
bool are-somdjarents (Indexset const& T) const;
Indexset* succession-tlæes ( ) consti
Ind.exset* muimal-successíon-El4)es ( ) consE;
IndexseE* children(Inclex t) const;
Indexset* parents(rndex E) const;
Index insert(char const* 1, Indexset consE& S);
void renove(Inalex t);
bool operaEor == (InheriEanceHierarchy consE& È!æes)
bool operator != (InheritanceHierarchy const& t]æes)

// "InheritanceHierarchy" InEerface.

// "T!æesu¡ithRealTnEervals" simply delegates these methods to the real
// subject.

virÈua1
virtual
virtual-
virtual
vírtua1
vi,rtual
virtual
virtual
vi-rtual
virtual
virtual
virtual

const;
const;

private:

KR-DECLARE-PRECONDITI ON-SUPPORT ;
// Precondition checking sEaEe.

ManualT¡4>es* -real-t]æes i
// Fieal subject defj-ning inheritance hierarchy over the successj-on
/ / Eyr,es.

Indexfnjection -1abe1-to-interval ;

// Injection:
/ / real interval <-->

/ / tlæe 1abe1 representation
// (char const*) (AssociaEion<RealInEerval, size-t>*)

); // class Tlæes!,JithReallntervals
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#endif

8.2 GeomAscend

8.2.1 geom-ascend.hh

Teng-Wen ChangOrder T)æes

oralerTlæes /geom-ascend ' hh
- RepresentaLion of ascends on the pointset geometry (P)

#ifndEf OG_ORDERTYPES-GEOM-ASCEND-HH
#def ine OG-ORDERTYPES_GEOM_ÀSCEND-HH

// Included Header Files.

#ifndef OG-GEOI4-REGION-HH
#ínclucte "Geometry/ region' hh'
# endi f

# ifndef oG-PP-GEoMNAME-MANÀGER-HH

# inclucle " PreProcessor / geonname-manager' hh"
* enali f
#inclutle "TFsShel 1s /preconditions . l¡h"

// Declarat.ion of classes Eo be define'l'

class GeorìAscenal;// Ascends on the pointset geomefry

/ / class GeonAscend

/ / Representation of contaiment on Ehe pointsec geometry (P) Ehe

// emity pointset is specified via '-p', and the whole pointset is
// specified via the absurd È14)e. For
/ / example, others are specified via Eheir unique gfeom-niles

/ / abox is a PoinE set
// -p is Ehe empty set.

// given infornational ordering.

/ / ---------'
class Georì,qscend
{
publ ic :

//Thefollowingnestedt]æed.efdistinguishesbetweenconstructors

tlæedef enrm {
geon-as cend-j o in, geo¡n-ascend-mee t
) op;

eeonÀscend ( ) t
bool pre-GeonÄscendO const

t
return true;

)
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// ConstrucE. the empty Poíntset

ceomÀscend(GeonÀscend const& r) i
bool pre-GeomÀscend(GeonÀscend const& r) const

{
return true;

)
// consÈruct a copy of the geom-ascend 'r''

ceomÀscend (

op op, GeonÄscend consE& r, GeonAscend const& s

);
bool pre-GeonÀscend(
Op op, GeomÄscend const& r, GeonÀscend const& s

) const
{

return op == geom-ascend-join
| | op == geom_ascend-meeE i

]
// If 'op == geom-ascen.l-join', then construct Èhe join of 'r'
// ancl 's' in the infõimãEional ords "G". Nanely, the union
// of pointset 'r' and 's"

// ff 'oÊ) == geom-ascend-meet', then consbruct the meeE in
// Èhe informational order "<=". Namely, Ehe intersection of
// poinEset of 'r' and. 's"

ceorìÀscenal(char const* 1) i
bool pre-GeomÀscend(char const* 1) const

t
reÈurn is-t)æe-Iabe1 (1) ;

)
// construct Ehe inÈerval described by Ehe string '1', where
/ / 'L' is of the form describecl bY
,// "ceonÄscend: : is_t\4¡e-1abe1 O ".
// If L contains the geomame registerred wiEh GeorNameManager, then,
// lisaE\æe-labe1,
// othemise, No.

ceonÄscend( bool is-empty-set, Regíon const* g);
bool pre-GeomÀscenal( bool is-empty-set, Regíon consE* g ) const

{
retufn Crue;

)
// construct the ascend. described by the bool is-empty-set
// and a char* g (for geom-name)

bool pre_D-GeonAscendO consE
{

return true;
)

,// construct the ascend described by the bool is-empty-set
// an.l a char* g (for geom-name)

static bool is-tl4)e-1abe1(char consE* l);
staEic bool pre-is-tlæe-1abe1(char const* 1)

{
return true;

)
// Return true if 'f is a non-NULL stríng, and matches
// "GeomÀscend::format". Namely, characÈers 'G' replaceal by
/ / eir-}]erl
// + the string '-p', representing the empty geom set
/ / + a sEring matching regular expression
/ / ' ( ta-zl [0-9a-z-+-] *)', which is a machj.ne generaEed
/ / geometry name of a fínite bound

statj-c bool is-ascend(
bool is-enptsy-set, Region const* geom

);
static bool pre-is-ascend(
bool is-empty-set, Region const* geom

)

{
return true;

)
// Return true if 'j.s-empEy-set' and 'gname' describe a r^rell-formed
// ascenCl. Namely one of:
/l + 'is-e¡npEy-set' is 'fa1se' and 'garme' is registerreal with
/ / GeonNameManager i
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// + 'is-empty-set' is 'Erue', so that the ascend is an empty

/ / poíntset.

static bool Parse-tlæe-label (

char const* 1,
bool& is-empty-set, char const *& g

);
static bool preiarse-t)4)e-1abe1 (

char const* 1,
bool& is-empty-seE, char const *& g

)
(

return 1 != NULL;
i'/ 
/ Patse the tlæe label '1' ' Record the parsed geon number in

// 'is-empty-set' 'r'. Return tsrue if '1' natches

// "GeomAscend: :formaE" as for "GeomAscend: :is-t)T)e-1abe1O "'

bool is-enptY-setO const;
bool pre-ís-empty-setO const

{
reEurn true;

)
7/ *"ar.t Erue if the geom number is an empty pointset geom'

Region const* const-geomO consE;
bool pre-consE-geomO const

{
return ! j-s-enpty-set ( ) ;

)
,// Return the geom nunber of this ascend

statíc char consÈ* formati
/,/ "geom-ascend-G".

private

KR_DECIJARE_PRECONDITI ON-SUPPORT ;

// Precondition checking state'

bool -is-empty-set;
/ / 'rrue if -geom 

is an empty poinEset

/ / Region -geom;char const * 
-gname;// Value of geon if it exists

)ì // class GeomAscend

char* t]4)e-1abe1O const;
bool pre-t)T)e-1abe1 O const

{
return true;

)
7/ R"att. a string matching "GeomAscend::format" as for
/,/ "GeorìÀscend: :is-tl4>e-1abe1O ", and representing this ascend'

// The client musE dispose of the string'

bool operator <= (GeomAscend consE& r) consf;
-// *.Ëtt" Erue if 'this' is less specj-fic than 'r" i'e" the
// boundary of 'this' is within Ehe boudary of 'r"

bool operator == (GeonÄscend const& r) const;
// *.irrtt true if 'this'anal'r' describe Ehe same ascend geon'

bool operator != (GeonÀscend consE& r) constt
// *.ittt Erue if 'this'and'r'describe different ascend geons

// The following static daEa member provides the formaE for tl4)e

/7 la¡efs. 'R' indicates posiÈion of geom' Therefore' 'R' should

// not be used elsewhere ín Ehe format sÈring'

#enali f
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8.2.2 geom-ascend-preprocessor.hh

/ / order Tl4)es Teng-Wen chang

/ / ----------
/ / MGSatShell / geom-ascendJreprocessor' hh
/ / - concïeE.e class inplementing a preprocessor for "GeomÄscend" values
// by extending "PreprocessorBase".
// - Gramar Ru1es:

,// const_def -> IDENTIFIER r=' geom-expr
,/ / geom-expr -> geomJaren-expr I boolean-op geomiaren-expr ] *

// boolean-op -> 'union'
,// boolean-op -> 'intersecE'

boolean-op ->'diff'
geomjaren-expr -> '(' geom-expr ')

-> prin-geom-expr
-> primitive-op ' [' arg-Iist '] '

-> .$,rD
-> sum-expr [ ',' sm-expr ]*
-> 'box'
-> 'shpere'
-> 'e11ipse'
->'ellipsoíd'
-> 'cylinder'
-> 'cone'
-> 'point'
->'Line'
-> 'ci.rc1e'
-> prod-expr I sm-op prod-expr ] *

-> pow-expr I proal-op Pow-expr ] *

-> Èrig-expr [ ** trig-expr ]*
-> Erig-op ' (' sm-expr ') '

-> paren_expr
->'sin'
->'con'
-> 'tan'
-> 'aEan2'
-> 'elcp'
->'1og'
-> 'rand'
-> 'srand,'

->'int'
-> 'sqrt'
->'('su-expr')'
-> '-' num-expr
-> ' +' nm_extr)r
-> mrm_expr
-> ,i,
-> INTEGER
-> LA-ZI lA-Z_l*
-> [-] [0-9]+
-> 'solj-d' I 'consÈant'

geomJaren-expr
prim_geon-expr
prim_geom-expr
arg-list
primiÈive-op
prímitive_op
primitive-op
prinj-tive-op
primitive-op
prinitive-op
primitive-op
prími Eive-op
prinitíve-op
sw_expr
sum_op
sum_op
prod_expr
prod-op
prod.-op
POr¡r-exPr
tsrig-e4)r
Erig-expr
trig_op
trig-op
tr j-g-op
trig_op
E.rig-op
trig_op
trig-op
trig-op
trig-op
trig-op
E.rig-op
paren_expr
paren_expr
paren_expr
paren_expr
num_expr
num_expr
IDENTIFIER
]NTEGER
TYPE]D

geom_expr -> sr¡m_expr

geom_expr -> '-' INFINITY

real_expr -> '+' INFINITY

sm-expr -> prod-expr

sm-expr -> sum-expr '+' Prod-expr

sm-expr -> sum-expr '-' Pfod-expr

prod-expr -> paren-expr

prod_expr -> prod-expr '*' paren-expr

prod-expr -> prod-expr '/' paren-expr

paren_expr -> REAL



paren-expr -> '-' REÀL

paren-expr -> '+' REAL

pafen-expr -> ' (' sum-expr ') '

- l,exi-cal Rules:

IDENTIFIER -> ' [A-z] [0-94-za-z-+-] *'

NATURÂI, -t ' (o I [1-91 to-9] *) '
REA] -> ' (o I t1-91 t0-91 * (d? t0-91 *) ) '

TNFINITY -> 'í,

- source Tracking DirecEj.ves:

SYNC LINE _> .^# +[0_9].*,

GEOM-ASCEND-LINE -> '^# +GeomÀscend .*'

oTHER=LINE -> '^# +[À-Z] l1-9L-Za-z-+-li ( . *) '

* i f ndef oG-oRDERTYPES-GEoM-ÀSCEND-PREPROCESSoR-HH
#de f iNC OG_ORDERTYPES_GEOM-ASCEND-PREPROCESSOR-HH

// Included Header Files.

#í fndef KR-CON-INDEX-SET-HH
#include "containers/index-set.hh"
#entli f

#i,fndef KR-MGSATSH-PREPROCESSOR-BASE-HH
# include "TFSShells/preprocessor-base' hh"
#endi f

#ifndEf OG PP_GEOMNÀME_MANAGER-HH

# include " PreProcessor / geomname-manager' hh"
#enclif

#include "TFSShells/preconditions.hh"

// Declaration of c.lasses co be alefine'l'

union GeomAscends)mvalues;,// semantic values for preprocessor
class GeomAscendPreprocessor; // "GeonÀscend" preprocessor'

mion geom.Ascendslmvalues

Union Èlæe defining Ehe set of possible semantic values for slmbols in
the "GeotrAscend" preprocessor. Semantic values point to read only
obj ects .

semanEic values updates are resElicEed to the "GeonAscendPreprocessor"
c1ass. This underpins a resource management policy where

"ceomÀscend.Preprocessor" owns aII semancic values, and deallocates
resources in semanEÍc values discarded duríng error recovery'

union GeonÄscendslmvalues
{

struct (

) empty;
// No resources

st.ruct (

ctrar const* 1abe1;
) identifier;
// Resources:
/ / labela label resource registered with the "LabelManager"
/ / sínglebon.
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s E.ruc E (

double value;
) real;
// Resources:
/ / valuea non-NULL poj-nter to a Region *

strucE {
bool empty-set;
Region * geomt

) endpoinE;
,/ / Resources :

// closed a boolean value, 'true' if 'value' represenEs a fínite
// endpoinE and 'false' if 'value' represents the sign of
/ / an endpoint at infínity; and
// valuea non-NULl, pointer to a GNU variable length double'

J; // union GeonÀscendslmvalues

/ / ----------
/ / class GeonÀscendPreprocessor

//ConcreÈeclassímplementingapreprocessorfor"GeomÀscend"values
/ / by extending "PreprocessorBase".
/ / ----------
class GeomAscend.Preprocessor

: public PreprocessorBase
{
public r

ceomAscendPreprocessor ( ) ;
bool pre-GeomÀscendPreprocessorO const

(
return Erue;

)
// consE.ruct. an unattached preprocessor

virtual -GeomÀscendPreprocessor ( ) ;
bool pre-D-GeotrAscendPreprocessor ( ) consE

{
reburn Linesource : : pre-D-IJineSource ( ) ;

)
// Deconstruct Ehis preprocessor.

// "Linesource" Public Interface.

/ / Fi!!y implemented by "PreprocessorBase"

// "LineSourceFilter" Publi.c Interface

/ / FulLy implenented by "PreprocessorBase"

// "PreprocessorBase" Public InÈerface'

/ / Defíne the preprocessor tag as "GeonÀscend"

virtual char const* preprocessor-nameO const;

// The fo1lowíng static data members provide format lines for error
// reports'

static char const* err-divide-by-zero;
// Divide bY zero.

static char const* err-geom-eset-diff-non-eset;
// Enpty set aliff non empty set.

static char const* ef r-geom-trans-emptyJset ;

// tranlate an empty set.

static char const* err-geom-trans-failed;
/ / faíLed to Èranlate a Poj'nt set.
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sEatic char consE* err-geom-scale-empEyiset;
// scaLe an empty set.

sEatic char const* err-geom-sca1e-failedt
// faíIed, to scale a Point set.

staÈic char const* err-qeom-roE atex-emplyJset ;

// ToluaLe an empty set around x axis.

sEatic char consE* err-geom-roEatex-failed;
/ / fal]-ed to rotate a point set around x axis

static char const* err-geom-rotatey-emptyiset;
// ro:aLe an empty set around Y axis.

staEic char consL* err-geom-rotatey-failed;
/ / fal]-ed to rotate an empEy set around Y axis

static char const* err-geom-rotatez-emptyisett
// roEaLe an empEy seE around Z axis.

static char const* err-geom-rotaEez-failed;
/ / fa!Leð, Eo roEaEe an empty seL around z axis

static ctìar const* err-existing;
// Identifier already assigned a value

static char const* err-ascend;
// I11 formed ascend.

static char const* err-labe1;
// Rigrht hand side is not an ascend tl4)e label

static char const* err-slmtax;
// Sjmtax error in preprocessor directive

protected:

// "PreprocessorBase" ProEected Interface.

// The protected inÈerface provides the basis for a concrete derivation

virtual bool parseO;

// The following methods ímplemenE. resource management on semantj-c values
// in Ehe Yacc Parser.

/ / Several subtleties must be observed.
/ / - An identifíer may be referenced nany times across the collection of
// unconsumed tokens, therefore a single reference is held for the
// life of the preprocessor. Thís is hanalled in "PreprocessorBase"'
// - "double" values are not shared objecÈs, therefore a símp1e poínter
// Lo each object is sufficient.

double collect-real ( ) ;
bool pre-collecE-realO const

t
6¡¿¡ ç=get_char O ;
return j.sd,igit(c) ll 1c == 'd');

)
// CoTIecE Èhe next unsigned real on Ehe inpuE buffer. construct
// an "double" instance holding bhe value, regisEer it as an

// outstanding resource, and reEurn a "const" pointer to act as a

// handle.

bool accept-ascend(
char consE* ident,
bool is-empty-set, Region const* geom

);
bool pre-accept-ascend (

char const* ident,
bool is-empty-seE, Region const * geom

) const
{

return ident != NULL && is-identifier(ident);
i
/ / Assign Ehe ascend to ' ident' ' Conswe the argments Return
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//Ltueiftheargunentsarewellformed,otherwisereturnfalseand'
/ / col].ec|L an error reporE '

bool accept-t14le-label(char const* 1abe1, bool& is-empty-set' Region const*
r\¡

bool pre-accept-tlæe-1abe1(char const* 1abel,boo1& is-empty-set'Region consE*

r) const

return label != NUI,L && is-identifíer(labeI);
)
// Assign the "GeomÀscend" Eype label to 'ident'' Return true if the
// arguments are well formed, oEherwise return false and collect an

/ / error report.

void reject3arseO i
bool pre-rejectiarse() const

{
return true;

]
// collect an error report indicaEing the parse failed

// Protsected methods and private data menbers of this class are visible to
// the parser inplementation.

friend int geom-ascend_lex(GeofÀscends]mvalues* lvalp, voicl* contexc) ;

// Retrieve the next token recognised ín the preprocessor clirective
/ / slatax.

fríend inE geon-ascendiarse(void* conEext) ;

// Parse the preprocessor directive.

private I

KR-DECLARE-PRECONDITI ON_SUPPORT ;

// Precondition checking staEe.

char consE.* jreprocessor-name ;

// Name of Preprocessor El4)e.

\t / / class GeomÀscendPreprocessor

#endif

8.2.3 geom-ascend-preprocessor.y

order T)4)es Teng-lven Chang

OrderTlæes / geom-ascendJreproces sor' y
- Bison,/Yacc gralmar to specify preprocessor hanclling of geom ascend

values.
- Management of Parser resources.

+ For each resource assigned to the parse (e'g', a stríng recognised
in the lexical analyser), an appropriate method must be ca1led in
"T]4)esParse" to create a nanaged resource'

+ For each producEion consuming a resource carrying token' another
method. must be called in "Tl4)esParse" to recover the resource'
ThisiScarriedoutaccordingtoEheacÈiontakenontheresource:

+ if the resource is Eransfered to the reduced token, it is not
relinquished, but

+ if the resource is not transferred, it is relinquished'
- See : " orderTl4)es / geom-ascendireproces sor . hh :

GeomAscendPreProcess or'
forfurther.teEaíIsonmanagingparseresourcesthloughttreenclosing
"RealAscendPreprocessor" instance.

// Included header files.
# i fndef OG-PP-GEoMNAME-MANAGER-HH
# include " PreProces sor / geomane-nanager . hh"

r{



# endi f

* i f nCIC f OG-PP-GEOM-T4ANAGER-HH

#include "PreProcessor/geom-manager'htr"
# endí f

# ifndef OG-GEoM-REGION-HH
#include "Geometry/region' hh"
#endif

#í fnCICf OG-GEOM_REGION_PRIMOP_HH

#include "GeomeÈry/regionJrim-op' hh"
#endi f

#ifndEf OG_ORDERTYPES_GEOM-ASCEND-PREPROCESSOR-HH

* inc lud e " oraterT!æes / geom-ascendireprocessor' hh"

#endi f

/ / ----------
/ / #clefine YYPARSE-PAFAM context
/ / #define YYI,EX-PARÀM context

// Voial pointer Eo the encapsulating preprocessor'
/ / ----------
#def ine YYPARSE-PARÀM context
#def ine YYIJEX-PARÀM context

/ / ----------
/ / #define YYSTYPE GeonAscendslmvalues

'it union Èlæe defining the set of possible semantic values returned bv lhe

// scanner anal the productions in the preprocessor'
/ / ---------'
#def ine YYSTYPE GeonÀscendslmvalues

int geom-ascend-error (char* s)

Accept Ehe Parse error.

Error reportíng via the error stream ís suppressed'
stored in Ehe preprocessor's '-err-line' data member

explicitly implemented ín the parser'

Instead errors are
Ttris behaviour is

/ / ----------
ínt geom-ascend-error(char* s) ;

r)

/ t ----------
* Bison Dectaratíons

ConsEruct a reentrant Parser

tpurejarser

Expect O shifE/reduce conflicts

texpect 0

Stand.ard tokens in the preprocessor directive slmtax
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* Tt{c: need to come back Eo here and revisib the sme in GeonìÄsceondPreprecessor

ttoken< ident i f ier>IDENTIFIER
t Eoken< identi f ier>GEoMNAME
*token<rea1> REAIr

* geometry constructor

ttoken<empIY>BOX
t token< emPtY>SHEET
ttoken<emptY>LINE
t E.oken<emPtY>cYLINDER
I token< emptY>CAPPED-CYLIÑDER
ttoken<empty>coNE
t token< emptY>cAPPED-CoNE
t token< enpty>CONE-FRUSTUM
t t oken< enpty>CAPPED-CONE-FRUSTUM
ttoken<enptY>SPHERE
ttoken< emptY>ELl,I PSOID

ttoken<empty>EMPTY-SET

* boolean operators

Stoken<enpty>UNION
*token<emPtY>DIFF
ttoken<emptY>INTERSECT

* EransformaEion operaEors

t t oken< empIY>TRÄNSLATE
ttoken<empty>SCALE
t t. oken< emPtY>ROTÀTE-X
I t oken< empIY>ROTATE-Y
t Èoken< emptY>ROTATE-z

*tlæe<empty>ascend-geom-de f
t t)4)e<endpo ín t> geom-expr
ttlæe<endpo int>geom-boolean-expr
t tl4) e< endpo int> ge omiaren-expr
t E14>e< endpo in t>pr im-geom-expr
ttlæe<real> slm-expr
ttl4>e<rea1> Prod-expr
tEl4)e<real-> Paren-expr

* Toprnost production

ts tartas cend-geom-de f

tt

ascend-geom-de f :

IDENTIFTER .=, geom_expr
{

GeomÀscendPreprocegsor* preprocessor
= (GeomAscendPreprocessor*) context;

if(
preprocessor->accePt-ascend (

$ l- . labe1 ,

S3.empty-set, $3.geom
)){
// AccepE the parse.
YYACCEPT;

)
else (

/* _____-----
* Gra¡nmar Rules
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/ / ÞborL the parse
YYÀBORT;

IDENTIFIER TNHERIT gEOÍLdESC

GeotrìÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeomÀscendPreprocessor*) contextt

if(
preprocessor->accepE-ascend (

$1.1abel,
S3.empÈy-set, $3.geom
))(
// AcceF,E Èhe Parse.
YYACCEPT;

)
else {

// AbotL Ehe Parse.
YYÀBORT;

)
]

I error
{

GeomÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeonÀscenalPreprocessor*) conEext;

// Reject the Parse.
preprocessor->re j ectiarse ( ) ;

/ / Abor|- the Parse
YYABORT;

geom-desc :

IDENTIFIER
{

$$.label
$$.emPty-set =
SS.geom

)

$1
S1
s1

label-;
emptsy_set;
geom;

I TDENTTFTER '&' geoÍ!-desc
{

$l.Iabel = ,

53.empty-set, $3.geom

I TDENTTFTER 'l' geom-dlesc

]

I ' (' geom-alesc ')

geom_expr :

geom_boolean-expr
i

S$.geon = $1.geom;
$$. empty-set = $1.empty-set;

)

I TRÀNSr,ÀTÉ' (' geom-expr',' sm-expr',' sun-expr
{

GeomAscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeomAscendPreprocessor*) context;

',' sum_exPr

if (l $3.empÈy-seÈ) {

if ($3.geo¡n->transtate($5.v41ue,9?.va1ue,59.value ) ) {

9$.çreon = $3.geom;
S$. enpÈy-seE = $3.empty-set;

) else {
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// erxor¡ translate failed
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-counc (

GeomAscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-trans-f ai1ed,
strlen ( GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-trans-f ailed)
);

/ / AborL the Parse
YYABORT;

)
] else (

/ / errot t try Eo translate an empÈyJset '
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-count (

GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-trans-enpty--pseE,
strlen ( GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-greom-trans-emptyiset )

);

/ / Abor| Ehe Parse
YYABORT;

)
)
I scar,e ' (' geom-expr sum_expr','sm-expr sum_expr ',' sum-expr

t
GeomÄscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ceonAscendPreprocessor*) context;
if (! $3.empty-set) {

if ($3. geom->sca1e (S5.va1ue, $7.value

$$.geon = $3.geo¡n;
S$.empty-set = $3.empty-set,

, $9.value, $11,value ) ) (

] else I

// errort scale failed
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-count (

GeomÄscendPreprocessor i : err-geom-scale-f ai led,
s trlen (GeorÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-sca1e-f ailed)
);

/ / Abor|. the Parse
YYABORT;

)

] else I

/ / error t try to scaLe an enptyiset

preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-count (

GeorìAscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-scale-emptyiseE,
s E.rlen (GeomÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-sca1e-enpEy--pseE )

);

/ / Abor| the Parse
YYÀBORT;

)
]

I RoTATE-X '(' geom-expr ',' sum-expr
sum_expr ')'

{
CeotrìÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (GeotrìÀscendPreprocessor*) coneexE;

sum_expr sum_expr

íf (! 53.empty-set) {

if($3.geon->rotaEex($5.value ,S7.vaIue , $9.va1ue, $11'value) ) {

g$.geon = $3.geom;
S$.enpty-set = $3.enPEY-seE,

) else {

// error: rotate-x failed
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-counÈ (

GeomAscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-rotaE ex-f ai1ed,
strlen (GeomÄscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-roÈatex-fai1e'l)
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/ / Abot|L the Parse
YYABORT;

]

);

) else {

/ / error t try Eo translate an emptyiset.
preprocessor->col1ect.or ( ) ->append-count (

GeorìÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geon-rotatex-emptyiseL,
strl-en (GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-rotatex-emptyJset)
);

/ / Abort the parse
YYABORT;

)
)
I RoTATE-Y' (' geom-expr',' sun-expr',' sm-expr',' sm-expr',' sm-expr

{
GeomÄscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ceomÀscend.Preprocessor*) contexE;

if (! 53.empty-set) {

if($3.greon->rotateY(55.value ,$?.va1ue , $9.va1ue, $11.va1ue) ) {

g$,geon = $3.geom;
SS.empty-set = $3.empty-see;

) else {

// errort rotateJ failed
preprocessor->col-lector ( ) ->append-count (

GeonÄscendPreprocessor : : erf-geom-roEatey-f ailed,
strlen ( GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-qeoß-rotatey-f aÍIed)
);

/ / Abor|- the Parse
YYABORT;

) else (

// ertort try to translaEe an emptyJset.
preprocessor->collecEor ( ) ->append-count (

GeomÄscendPreprocessor : : erf-geom-rotatey-emptyiset,
s trlen (GeonAscendPreprocessor : : err-gieom-rotatey-enpEyJset )

);

/ / AborL the Parse
YYABORT;

I RoTATE-Z '(' geom-expr ',' sum-expr ', ' sum-expr ' , ' sum-expr ', ' sum-expr

{
GeonAscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (ceomÀscendPreprocessor*) conEext;

if (! $3.enpty-set) {

if($3.geom->rotatez($5.value ,$7.va1ue , $9.value, $11'value) ) {

gS.geon = $3.geom;
$$. empty-set = $3.enpty-seE;

) else {

/ / etrot. rotate-z failed
preprocessor->collecEor ( ) ->append-count (

GeomAscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-rotatez-f aileal,
s Erlen ( GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-rotatez-f ailed)
);

/ / AborL the Parse
YYABORT;
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) else {

/ / ettol r Ery to Eranslate an empEyiset.
preprocessor->collecE or ( ) ->append-count (

GeomÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-ro gatez-emptyl)sef ,

sErlen (GeomÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-rotatez-empEyiset)
);

/ / AborL the parse
YYABORT,

geom-boolean-exPr:
geomJaren-expr

{
g$.geo¡n = $1.geom;
S$. empty-set = S1. empty-set;

l
I geom3aren-expr UNIoN geom-expr

{
if($1.empty-set) (

gg.geom = 53.geomt
SS. empty-set = S3.empty-set;

)
else íf(S3.empty-set) [

$$.geo¡n = $1.geom;
SS. empty-seE = $1. empty-set;

)
else {

$$.geom = Region: :union-region($1.geo¡n, $3.geom) ;

$$.enpÈY-set = false;
)

)

I geon3aren-expr DIFF geom-e)q)r
t

GeonÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeomAscendPreprocessor*) contexti

geom__pafen_expr :

' (' geom-expr ') '
{

$$.geon = $2.geom;
$$. empty-set = 52 . enpty-set;

if(53.empty-set) {

$$.geon = $1.geom;
S$. enpty-set = $1.empty-set;

]
else if (! Sl.empty-set) {

$9.geom = Region: :difference-region($1.geom, $3.geon) ;
$$.empty-set = false;

)
else {

/ / error
preprocessor->collector ( ) ->append-count (

GeonÄscendPreprocessor : ¡ err-geom-eset-dif f-non-eseE,
strlen (GeonÀscendPreprocessor : : err-geom-eset-dif f-non-eset)
l¡

/ / AborE the parse
YYABORT;

)
)

geomjaren-expr INTERSECT geom-expr
{

if( $3.enpty-set ll $1.ennEy-seE ) {

$$.geom = NULL;
S$.empty-set = true;

)
else {

$$.geom = Region: :intersection-region($1.geom, $3.geom) ;
$$.enpty-set = false;

)
]
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)
prim_geom_expr

(

$$.qeo¡n = Sl.geom;
$S.enpty-set = S1.empEy-set;

)
IDENTIFIER

{
GeonìÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (GeomÀ,scendPreprocessor*) concext;

/,/ Record the t]æe label in the slmbol table.
if (

preprocessor->accept-Eype-labe I (

51.label, $$.empty-set, $$.geom
)){
// Accept the Parse.
YYÀCCEPT;

]
else {

// AborL the Parse.
YYABORT;

)

)

I cEot0,rAME
{

GeorìNameManager* geomame = GeonNameManager: : instance O ;

$$.empty-set = false;
S$.geon = geomame->geom($1.1abel) ;

)

I '- 'EMPTY_SET
{

$$.enpty-set = true;
$S.geom = NULI,;

)

prim-geom-e:çr:
BOx'(' sm-expr',' sm-expr',' sm-expr')'

{
GeomManager* g = GeomManager: :ínstanceO ;

$$.geon = box($3'value, $5.value' S7'va1ue);
S$.empty-set = falsei

)

I surnr ' (' sum-expr ' , ' sum-expr ') '

{
GeomManager* g = GeonManager: :instanceO ;

S$.geom = sheet($3'value, $5.value) ;

$$.empty-set = false;
)

I LINE' (' surLex!¡r',' sum-expr',' sum-expr',' sw-expr',' sum-expr','
sm-expr ') '

(

GeomManager* g = GeorìManager: :ínstanceO ;

$$.geon = line($3.va1ue, 95.value, $7.va1ue, $9.va1ue, S11'value,
$13.value) ;

SS.empty-set = false;
)

I CYLTNDER '(' sum-expr ', ' sm-expr ') '

{
GeomManager* g = GeonManager: :instanceO ;

$$.qeon = cylinder($3.value, $5'value) ;

$$.empty-set = false;
)

I CAPPED-CYLTNDER '(' sum-expr ', ' sum-expr ') '

{
GeomManager* g = GeonManager: linstance();
$$.geom = capped-cylinder($3.value, $5.value) ;

S$.enpty-set = false;
)

I coNE'(' sm-expr',' sm-expr')'
{

GeonManager* g = GeonManagerl ;insEanceO ;

S$.geom = cone($3.value, $5.va1ue);
SS.empEy-set = falsei

)

I CAPPED-CoNE ' (' sm-expr ' , ' sum-expr ') '



{
GeorManager* g = GeomManager: :instanceO ;

$S.geon = capped-cone($3.value, $5'va1ue) ;

SS.empty-seÈ = false;

CONE-FRUST.tM' (' sun-expr',' sm-expr',' sum-expr' )'
(

GeoÍìManager* q = GeomManager: : instanceO ;

gg.geom = cone-frustum($3.value, S5'value, $?'va1ue) ;

$$.empty-set = false;
)

I CAPPED-CoNE-FRUSTUM ' (' sum-expr ', ' sm-expr 
" 

' sum-expr ')
{

GeomManager* g = GeonManager: :instanceO ;

$$. geo¡n = capped-cone-frustum($3'value,
$$.empty-set = false;

)

I seuene ' (' sum-expr ') '
{

GeoriManager* g = GeomManager: :ínstanceO ;

$S.geon = sphere($3.value) ;

S$.empty-set = false;
)

EI,LIPSOID'(' sum-expr',' sm-expr',' sun-exPr')'
{

GeonManager* g = GeomManager: rínstanceO ;

$$.geom = eliipsoid($3.value, $5'value, $7'value) ;

S$.empty-set = false;
)

S5.value, $7'value);

sm_e)q)r :

prod-exPr
i

/ / Co:-IecE value from sube>çression
g$.value = $1'value;
)

sum-expr '+' Prod-expr
{

GeomÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeomAscendPreprocessor*) context;

/,/ compuE.e sum of operands.
S$.value = $1'value + S3.value ;

)

I sum-expr '-' Prod-expr
{

GeofìÀscendPreprocessor* pf eprocessor
= (GeonÀscendPreprocessor*) context;

// conpuE.e dífference of operands
g$.value = $1.value - $3.value;
]

Drod exÞr:
paren-expr

{
// collect value from subexpression
$$.value = Sl.value;

)

prod-expr I*' Paren-expr
{

GeomÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
= (GeomÀscendPreprocessor*) context;

// compute ProducÈ of operands'
S$.value = S1.va1ue * $3.value;
)

I prod-expr '/' Paren-exÞr
{

Geon-AscendPreprocessor* preprocessor
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(GeonÄscendPreprocessor* ) contexti

// compute ratio of operands.
if (S3.value == 0.0 ) {

/ / Dívíde by zero error occurred.
preprocessor->collect.or ( ) ->append-counE (

GeomAscendPreproces sor : : err-divide-by-z ero,
strlen (GeotrìAscendPreprocessor : : err-divide-by-zero)
);

// AborE the Parse.
YYABORT;

)
el-se {

$$.value = $1,value / $3.value;
)
)

paren_expr :

REAL
(

// Collect value from scamer token
S$.value = SL.value,
l

| .-' REAr.

{
GeomÀscendPreprocessor* preprocessor

= (GeomÀscendPreprocessor*) context;

// Negate value collecgeal from scanner token
$$.value *= -1.0;
)

Cotlect value ffom scanner Èoken
value = $2.value;

| '('smexDr')'
(

/ / coLIecE value from subexpression
9$.value = $2.value;
)

8t

* C++ Code

/ / *********ù******************************************************************
/ / *t* ínL geom-ascend-lex(GeomÀscendslmvalues* 1valp, void* context)
/ / * * * + * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

int geom-ascend-lex ( GeonÀscendslmvalues * lva1p
{

GeofìÀ.scendPreprocessor* Þreprocessor
= (Geon¡.scendPreprocessor*) context;
char c // Next charcEer in input buffer.
= preprocessor->get-char O ;

void,* context)

// Consume white space.
while ( c== r' ll c=='\t' )

c = preprocessor->next-charO ;

// Is this an identifier?
if ( isalpha(c) ll c == '-' ) {

// CoILecE the token's label.
lva1p->ialentif ier. 1abe1 = preprocessor->col1ect-identi f ier ( ) ;

REÀL

{

$$
)

if ( strcnp(lvalp->íalenEifier.labe1, "p")
return EMPTY-SET;

etse if ( strcmp(lvaIp->identífier.1abe1,
return UNION;

,,union,,) == 0 )



else if ( strcnp(lvalp->identifier,label,
return DIFF;

else if ( strcmp(1valp->identi.fíer'1abeI,
return INTERSECT,

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.Iabel,
return BOx;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.label,
return SHEET;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier'labe1,
return LINE,

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.label,
return CYLINDER;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->idenÈifier.label,
return CAPPED-CYLINDER;

else if ( strcmp(Ivalp->identifj'er.labe1,
return CONE;

else if ( strcmp(lval-p->identifier.label,
return CAPPED-CONE;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier'1abel,
return CONE-FRUSTI'M;

else if ( strcnp(1valp->identifier.label,
return CAPPED-CONE-FRUSTUM ;

else if ( stsrcmp(lvalp->identifier.label,
return SPHERE;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.label,
return ELI,IPSOID;

else if ( strcnp(lvalp->identifier'label,
return TRÀNSLÀTE;

else if ( strcnp(lvalp->identifier'1abel,
return SCALE;

else if ( strcmp(1valp->identifier.label,
return ROTATE-X;

else if ( strcmp(lva1p->idenEifier'1abel,
return ROTATE-Y;

else if ( strcmp(lvalp->identifier.label,
return ROTATE-Z;

e1 se
// Return as identifier.
return IDENTIFIER;

)

int geom-ascend-error(char* s)
{

/ / Errot reporting via the error sErem is suppressed'
// sÈored in the preprocessor's '-err-line' data menber

// j-s explicitly inplenented in Ehe parser'

// Mandatory return statement
return 0;

"diff"¡ == s ¡

"intersecE") == 0 )

"box") == 0 )

"sheet") == 0 )

"line") == 0 )

"cylinder") == 0 )

"caPPecl-cYlíncler") == 0 )

"cone") == 0 )

"capped-cone") == 0 )

"cone-f rustm" ) == 0 )

"caPPed-cone-frustum") == 0

" sphere,, ) == 0 )

"elliPsoid") == 0 )

"translate") == 0 )

"scale") == 0 )

r\rotate-x") == 0 )

,,rotateJ,,) == 0 )

"rotate-z") == 0 )

/ / oP., ís this an real?
else if ( isdísrit(c) ll " == 'd' ) {

,// collect real .

lvalp->rea1.va1ue = preprocessor->co1lect-real ( ) ;

,// Return as natural number.
return REAL;

)

// oR, is this end of inpuE.
else if ( c == '\n' ll c == '\0' ) {

return 0;
)

// otherwise, return this as a character?
else {
int d. = ci
c = preprocessor->nexE-charO ;

return d;
]

j / / ínE real-ascend-1ex(RealAscendslmvalues*, void*)

/ / * * t * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * *

// *** ínL real-ascend-error(char* s)
/ / * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * *

Instead errors are
This behaviour

j / / ínL real-ascend-error ( char* )
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8.2.4 types-with-geom-ascends.hh

order Tl4)es Teng-I'ùen chang

/ / orderTlæe s / Elæes-\4ti th-geom-a s c ends . hh
/ / - Repiesett.ation of ascends on the real nunber line (R) ' and proxy
//classtoextendaninheritancehierarchywiththeinformationalorder
// of real ascends'

# í fndEf OG-ORDERTYPES_TYPES-V''TTH-GEOM-ÀSCENDS_HH

#def iNC OG-ORDERTYPES_TYPES-WITH-GEOM-ASCENDS_HH

// Included Header Files.

#ifndef KR-CON-INDEX-SET-HH
#include "containers/index-set.hh"
#enalif

#i fndef KR-CON-INDEX-IN'JECTTON-HH
#include "ConÈainers/index-injection.hh"
#endi f

# i fndef KR-TFS-MANUAL-TYPES-HH
#include "Featurestructutes/manual-Elæes.hh"
#endif

#ifndef KR-TFSSHEI,LS-DEFINITIONS-HH
#include "TFsShells/def initions. hh"
#endif

#include "TFSshells/preconditions.hh"

// Declaration of classes to be clefined.

class Tl4)esvlithceorìÀscends; // rnheritance hierarchy plus real ascends

l / class Tl4)eswiEhceom.A.scends

/ / concrete class providing a proxy (or smart reference) to an inheritance
// hierarchy of feature structure t14les' This proxy augmenEs the subjece
// inheritance hierarchy with Ehe informational order of real ascends'

// The "T)æeHierarchy" methods "identifierO", "joinO", and "meetO" act to
// píck ouE real ascend È14)es. This role is discussed in
// "Featurestructures/t}æe-hierarchy.hh". It is accompanied by a tl¡pe
/ / resource nanagement scheme that holds reference counts on real
// ascend tl4)es. In adalition, the method "is-labelO" slmtactically
// iclentifies labels of real ascend t)4)es. so that the "identifier0"
// precondition is satisfied by all slmtactically correct labels'

// The collection of real ascend tf4)es form a BcPo in their own right'
// since meet is defined as snaller, for all but the empEy set of ascends.

/ / This structure is inserted above Ehe universal t)¡pe, and toppe'l by the
// absurd t)4)e. Therefore, the inf ascend is represenÈed by the absurd
/ / tYPe.
/ / ----------
class T]G)esWithceonÄscends

: public ManualT]¡Pes
{
public:

T]æeswi thceonÀscends (Manual-Tl4)es * real-tl4)es ) ;
bool pre-T]æeswi thceomAscenals (ManualTlæes cons t * real-tl4)es ) const

{
return real--types != NUl,l,;

i
// construct a proxy whose real subject is the type hierarchy
/,/ 'rea1-tlæes', and which augments Ehe ínheriEance hierarchy in
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// 'rea1-tlæes' by the real ascends' Take sofe omership of the

// tea]- subject.

vírtual -T)æeswithceonAscencls ( ) ;

bool pre-D-TlæeswíthceonAscends ( ) consf
{

return InheritanceHierarchy: :pre-D-InheritanceHierarchy ( ) ;

)
/l iree this proxy and the real subject' Free the representalions of
// all ascend Elæes.

// "T]æeHierarchy" rnEerface.

i7 "typeswitftRealAscends" delegates these methods to the real subjecE

// It intervenes to Eest for real ascend tl4)e 1abe1s and identifiers'
/,/ as described in the "T14>eHierarchy" interface'

virtual bool is-type(Index t) const;
wirtual bool are-tl4)es(IndexseÈ const& T) consEt

virEual bool is-regular-tlæe(Index t) consEt
virtual bool are-regular-tl4)es(Indexset const& T) const;
vírtual bool is-universal-tlæe(In'lex t) const;
virtual bool ís-absurd-Elæe(lndex t) const;
virtual bool is-Iabel(char const* 1) const;
virtual Index universalO const;
virtual Index absurd0 consE;
vírEual Index j-alentifier(char const* 1) const;
virtual char const* labe1(Index t) const;
virtual bool subsumes(fndex s, Index t) consE;
virtual bool comparable(Index s, Index t) consE;
virtual rndex join(rndex s, Index t) const;
virEual Index meet(fndex s, rndex t) const;
vj.rÈual Index accept-t)æe(Index t) const;
virtual void relinquish-tlæe(Index& t) const;

// "rnheri.tanceHierarchy' rnterface'

77 "tvpeswiufrRealAscends" simply delegates these methods to the real
// subject.

virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
virtual
vírtual
virEual
virtual
virEual
vírtua1

const;
const;

bool is-succession-tlæe(Index t) constt
bool are-succession-tlæes(Indexset const& T) const;
bool is-Ieaf-succession-t14>e(Inalex t) const;
bool are-soundiarents(lndexset const& T) const;
Indexset* succession-tl4)esO consE;
fndexset* maximal-succession-tlæes O const;
Indexset* children(Index t) const;
rndexset* parents(Index t) consE;
Index insert(char consE* 1, Indexset const& S);
woid remove(Inclex t);
bool operator == (rnheritanceHierarchy consÈ& tl4)es)
bool operator != (InherítanceHierarchy const& t!æes)

priwate:

KR-DECIJARE-PRECONDI TI ON_SUPPORT ;

/,/ Precondition checking staEe.

ManualTlæes* -real-tl4)es ;

// ieal subject defining inheritance hierarchy over the succession
/ / EyE,es.

lndexlnj ec Eion -1abeI-to-ascend ;

,/ / Inj ection:
/ / real ascend <-->

/ / t)æe 1abe1 representation
// (ãbar const*) (Association<GeonÄscend, size-t>*)

\¡ // c]-ass Tl4)eswiEhceonAscends

# endi f
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8.3 Region

8.3.1 region.hh
// ---------'
/ / GeomeEry

Teng-Wen chang

/ / GeomeÌ.ry/Tegion.hh
i7 

- 
- *"pi.=enuation of geomeErv objects' usins xox SHAPES'

'it 
- a Region is either an emptyiset/universalSset or an non-emptyiset'

// which is represented btthe NULL/non-NUl'L pointer of local data -xg'

// AI1 "Region" objecEs constructed on heap:

/ / - constructsors are proEected so tbat only the methods of this class

/ / can use them;'// 
- statíc methods provide'l to construct objects on the heap'

// - see "FeaturesEructures/sEruct-node'hh" and

// "Featurestructures,/desc-node'hh" for examples'

// public:
/ / 

- 
staE.ic Regíon* geon-region(xGEoM geom) ;

'/'/ st.tic neõiot* únion-rásion(Regj'on const* a' Region const* b);
'it 

"i.ii. 
*.éio". iii"iã""ii"n reãion(Region const* a' Region const* b);

// stacic Region* áiiitt"t"t-rãgiãn(negion const* a' Regíon const* b);

77 grd$

#ífndef OG-GEOM-REGION-HH

*def i,ne OG-GEoM-REGION-HH

// Include the heaaler files

#include "Shapes / Shapesceom' h"

// Include the region initialísation file
#include "region-init.hh"

class Region {
prívate:

xcEoM -xg¡ // the geonetric objecL

protected:

/ / ?IeLper function for persisEent cells
void attach-group (xGRoUP) t

bool merge(Region const*) ;

/ / a nelI)er function for retrieving the cell lisÈ from a group which

// contains feature group list
xcELLS Regíon : : get-cell s-f rom-grp ( xGRoUP grp ) ;

// access the inEernal data.
// if do not want Eo modífy Ehe object, using constisetO' otherwise'

// pseEo
inlinã xGEoM const-¡rsetO const { return -xg; }

j-nIine xGEoM Pset0 { return -xq; }

/ / cîea1e a Regíon class representj-ng an empty poíntset'
negionO:-xg(NULL) { }

// a proEecEed constructor: ensure the input is a xcElL--the end node of

,// a group graph.
Regíon: :Region(xcELL ce 1) ;

// a protecEed constructor: ensure the i'nput is a XGROUP'

// the XGROUP is might le three cases:
// L. a feaEure group which conEains the xcELLs'
/ / 2. a feature group which has no region-attrib
// 3. a plain group which contains a set of feaEure groups'

// 4. a null group, which is an error'
Region: :Region(XGROUP S P) ;

pubtic:

-Regi.on ( ) ;
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/ / ----------
// The publ-ic consErucEion methods

/ / unís functj-on Eakes a geometry object and reEurn a Region object
// contains that geomeEry objecc'
sEatic Regíon* geom-region(xGEoM geom) ;

f / ***********
// The Boolean operators which return a new Region object as the result
// of Boolean oPeration.

/ / vnioîl
/ / Unís function takes two Regions (scra, scrb) and return a Region

/l objecL contains the unioned geometric object' íf sucess' otherwise'
// the result is a NULL Pointer'
stat.ic Region* union-region(Region const* a, Region const* b);

/,/ Intersection:
/ / unís functíon takes two Regions (scra, scrb) and return a Region
'// 

objecY contains the ínEersecEed geometric object' íf sucess' oEtrerwise'

,// the result is a NULL PoinEer.
static Region* intersectíon-region(Region const* a' Region const* b);

,// alifference:
/ / gnís function Eakes Ewo Regions (scra, scrb) and return a Region
'// 

objec:- contains the Clj-ffed geomeEric object' if sucess' otherwise'
,// the result is a NIILL Pointer.
static Regíon* difference-region(Region const* a' Region const* b);

// transformation of GeomeEry object

// translate:

// this functíon EranslaEe this object(-xg) wia a vector (x' v' z)

// return Erue if success, ottrerwíse false'
bool translate(double x, double y, ctouble z);

/ / scal,ez

// thj-s fuction scale this object(-xg) wj'th a factor' and at a base

// point at (px, py, pz)
l/ return Èrue if success, otherwise false'
bool scale(d.oub1e factor, double px, double py, double pz);

/ / roLalexl

// this function rotaEe this object(-xq) aroud x-axis with a radians'
// and a basis poinb at (PX, PY, Pz)
// return true if success, otherwise false'
bool roEaEex(double radians, double px, double py' 

'louble 
pz);

// roEateY:

// this funcEíon rotate this object(-xg) aromd Y-axis wittr a radians'
/ / and a basis poj'nt at (Px, PY, Pz)
// recurn true if success, otherwise false'
bool rotateY(double radians, double px, double py, double pz);

/ / roLatexl

// this function rotaÈe Ehis object(-xg) aromd z-axis with a radians'
/ / and a basís point at (Px, PY, Pz)
// return true if success, otherwise false'
bool rotatez(double radians, double px, double py' double pz);

// lWCt needmorework boolmirror(doublemj.rrpx, doublemirrpy, doublemirrpz'
);

/ / ----------
// attsribute function.

// attribute(name, value)



// pointset inclusion.
// 

- 
E:nLs function return crue if this objecE

bool operator<= (Region consE& r) const;

// r,r!^L the geometry to a file called 'name'

// return true if success, otherwise false'
bool prj-nt-geom(char* name) const;

is pointset-included bY 'r'

// is-emPtYo
bool is-emptyO const;

);

#enalif
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c
Single-Fronted cottage

C.1 An ALE most general satisfier output

MOST GENEF-\L SATISFIER OF: sfc-house

sfc-houge
BÀTHROOM [14] massing

GEoMETRY cell-georn
LL cell-d

x [22] P-int
Y [20] P-int

UR ce1l-a
x [2]-l P-inb
Y [19] P-inÈ

DINING [10] massing
GEoMETRY cell-geom

Ll, ce11-al
x l2l aL
Y [9] P-inÈ

UR cell-a
x [0] a2
Y [3] P-int

GEOMETRY cell-geom
LL cell-d

x tll a0
Y [12] a0

UR cel1-a
x tol
Y t5l a5

HALL [6] massing
GEOMETRY cell-geom

LL cell-d
x tll
Y [7] a1

UR cell-a
x t2l
Y [4] a4

KITCHEN [13] massing
GEOMETRY cell-geom

f,L ce1l-d
x [26] P-int
Y [24] P-int

IrR cell-a
x [25] P-int
Y [23] P-inE

LoUNGE t11l massing
GEOMETRY ce11-geom

LL cell-d
x t2ly t3l

UR ce1l-a
x t01
Y [4]

MASS-EL1 [15] Íiassinqr
GEOMETRY cel1-geon

LIr cell d
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x t1l
Y t4l

UR cell-a
x tol
Y Is1

MASS_EL2 [6]
MASS-EL3 [16] ¡nassing3

GEOMETRY cell-geom
LL [8] cell-d

x t21
Y [7]

UR cell-a
x toly 1,41

MASS EL1 [].81 mssing
GEOMETRY ce11-geom

Lf, [8]
UR celI-a

x t01
Y t9l

MASS EL2 [10]
MASS EL3 t111

MASS-EL4 [17] ¡nassing2
GEOMETRY cell-geom

LL ce11-al
x tll
Y t121

ttR cell-a
x tol
Y t?l

MASS-ELI t13l
MASS EL2 [14]

PORCH [15]
RooM_ROW [16]
SKII,LION [17]
SI,EEPING [18]
t4l t3l

ttor t14t

'tt.l 
t141

tt.r tlol

irU t14t

tl1l t101

itr t13t

t18l t141

'ttil trol

t18l t13l

itu ttll
t 9l I7l

itgr t2ol

t2r1 f22l

l.z3) l24j

12st 126l

i.l tel

t9l t?l

int t3l

t23) l24l
't25'! 126l

t3l t9l

trr: t2ol



12rl l22l
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D
Index of Symbols and ExPressions

FU, S+

DU, S¿

BCPO,94

Type,94

A,94

v,94

L,94

Intro(f),95

<Typ", f >,95

Feat,95

o ft, ,95

Approp(f,c),95

(Q, q, e, a) , gø

Q,e6

q,96

Q:Q -+ Type, 96

ô: Feat x Q -+ Q,96

F @ n,97

Desc,97

n: þ,97

ßt = Tçz'97

Qry,97

Q v y,97

f ,98

F ts Q,e8

a functional unit

a design unit

a bounded complete Partial order

The basic element of Typed Feature Struc-

tures, which are organised in a multiple
inheritance hierarchy.

a join symbol, or most general conìmon

specialisation

a meet symbol, or the most specific com-

mon generalisation

A universal rype is described as Bottom, at

which all the rypes meet

feature introduction

an inheritance hierarchy

a symbol for the feature

subsumption relation between o, 1.

An appropriateness specification over f, o.

a tuple for def,rning afeature structure.

a finite set of nodes rooted at 4 .

the root node.

a total node typing function

a partial feature value function

path value

description

path with an end node as Q

equality of two Paths

'and' equation of two descriptions

'or' equation of two descriPtions

the collection of feature structures

satisfaction relation. called F satisñes rype Q



A- B ,99

q x q' ,too

F U F,, 1OO

const(t), ll0
p (s) , tta

Sør,114

LIs, tt¿

9r , 118

(s, . ),118

91r, l18

91r,118

(frr, o ), 118

z,l2l
(2, ' ) ,l2l

zL,l2l

zr,l2l
(Zr, o ) ,t2l

No,124

(No, '> ,124

NoL, 124

NoL, 124

(N¡,, . ),124

(m, <), 127

xt,,127

x<,12'1

xI,127

(91, >), 130

s, .130L>

9ì> , 130

sJ, l3o

(2, <) ,133

alphabetic variance

equivalencerelation on Qv Q'

unifìcation of F and F'

constraints of type t

power set of a set s

every subset ofSis subsumedbY r

the least upper bound of S

real numbers

an ordered set over real numbers

lifted reals

real numbers Plus a bottom

an ordered set over real numbers and a bottom

integers

an ordered set over integers

lifted integers

integers plus a bottom

an ordered set over integers and a bottom

the whole numbers (natural numbers plus zero)

an ordered set over whole numbers

lifted whole numbers

whole numbers Plus a bottom

an ordered set over whole numbers and a bot-

tom

an ordered set over real numbers with "less than

or equals" relation

ascending real numbers

ascending real numbers without the bottom

ascending reals

an ordered set over real numbers with "greater

than or equals" relation

descending reals

descending reals without the bottom

descending reals

an ordered set over integers with "less than or

equals" relation



z, ,133

z<,133

4,133

<2, >) ,136

ascending integers

ascending integers without the bottom

ascending integers

an ordered set over integers with "greater than
or equals" relation

descending integers

descending integers without the bottom

descending integers

an ordered set over whole numbers with "less

than or equals" relation

ascending whole numbers

ascending whole numbers

an ordered set over whole numbers with
"greater than or equals" relation

descending whole numbers

descending whole numbers without the bottom

descending whole numbers

real intersection intervals

an ordered set over a set of tS', mll with set

interval inclusion

a polymorphic function giving the conespond-

ing number to a domain, such as \ ¡ or Z¡ .

a set of least upper bound for every elements in
o
integers intersection intervals

an ordered set over a set of ÍZl Z i with set

interval inclusion

the whole numbers intersection intervals

an ordered set over a set of [No' NsrJ with set

interval inclusion

The regularised pointset union operation
(Boolean operation), which is polymorphic with
set union

The regularised pointset intersection operation
(Boolean operation), which is polymorphic with
set intersection

the regularised pointset difference operation
(Boolean operation), which is polymorphic with
set difference operation

zt ,13ó

z>-,136

z t ,136

(No, <), 139

No<, 139

Nol ' 139

(No,>> , r42

Nor>,142

No>, t42

NoI ' 142

frÎt, 145

(t9t1,91r1, )), 14s

val(a),145

gu,ve

zrt,t48

(Ízrz!1, )) , 148

NolJ ' 15l

([No1' NoJ]' t) ' 151

u 
*, 

160

n 160

, 160
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CSG 162

PSet,163

(PSet, ') ,163

PSet, ,163

FS--etr, 163

(PSet, Ç) ,166

PSetç,166

IPSet,166

ug, rct

Exp,167

(PSet,)),169

PSet1,169

OPSet,169

ñq,rc0

(lPSet., PSet>f, @) ,172

PSet* 172

pset(a),772

IGOSet,lT2

IOPSet,172

(lPSet>, PSetc-J, O) ,176

PSeto,176

OGISet,176

OIPSer, 176

constructive solid geometry

the set of all connected point sets

An ordered set over p.t¿, under lifted relation.

the union set of P.t¿f and a bottom.

lifted point-sets

An ordered set over p.S¿f under the point-set
subset relation.

the growing point-sets

the growing point-sets

all the points in every member of e.

expression

An ordered set over p,S¿¡ under the point_set
superset relation.

the shrinking point-sets

the shrinking point-sets

all the common points in every member of p.

An ordered set over [pSeta,pSer¡] under
inner growing outer shrinking relation

IOSEZintervals

the point-set value of a

inner growing outer shrinking point_sets

inner-outer point-sets

An ordered set over fpset>,p,SetcJ under
outer growing inner shrinking relation

OGISET intervals

outer growing inner shrinking point_sets

outer-inner point-sets




